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HIDDEN BY MASSES OF DENSE FOG.

BEATING NOTICE.

CARPET

Patented, Steam Carpet Beating Ma*
ehine at Forest City Dye House,

Vessels

in

NT.,

13 PREHliE

New

York Harbor Cet in

Each Other’s Track.

opposite Treble

of
Orders for
seasons

before,
of

or

carpets

House. Carpets cleaned at all
the year and in all kinds of weather.
carpet cleaning should be left the day
early In the morning to ensure return
the same day order is taken.

Several Steamers

JohnP.Squite&Cs’s

A

LEAF LARD!
up expressly

FOR FAMILY USE

8, 6,10 lb pails and 10 fb tubs; also ParoLard
by the Tierce, Barrel, Half Barrels and Tubs: is
for sale by every First-Class Orocer and Provision
Dealer; all Lard rendered by us is free from all

JOHN If. VOSE,
Eastern Agent,
npglirOKTLAXn. ME.sntt

J. P. WELCH.

Pilot Boat

POWDER
Pure.

Absolutely
Thu

never vanes.

powder

A marvel of

purity
itreugtli and wholesomeness. More econondcal
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot lie sold In
unpetitlou with the multitude of low test, short
weight alum or phosphate powders. Sold ontv in
O'na.
Koval Bakinci Powdkk Co.. 10« Wall
3
<ySd*wtf

NY._

Guyandotte’s
eight feet in
water’s edge.

S3 SHOE

cE*TFeERMEN.

$3 SHOE FOR LADIES.

Oil OEM’S $3.00 SnOES.
Flue calf, dongo'a top, Goodyear welt; with
tacks or thread io bint the foot; for
style and comfort it excells
any shoe In the
ma ket.

no

Beet in the world. Examine hie
*5.00 GENUINE HAND-SEWED SHOE.

*4.00 HAND-SEWED WELT SHOE.
*3.50 POLICE AND FARMERS* SHOE.
*2.50 EXTRA VALUE CALF SHOE.
*2.25 WORKINGMAN’S SHOE.
*2.00 and *1.75 BOVS’ SCHOOL SHOES.
Fraudulent when ray name and price arc not stamped
on bottom.
W. L. DOUGLAS, Brockton. MaM.

“Examine W. L. Douglas’s $2 shoes
men aud ladies.”

j4*>1

WELCH,

fniurrAGc
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MKETIN42M.

SAVINGS

PORTLAND

M.

for gentle

Annual Meeting.
meetlug of the Corporators of
Savings Bank, will be held at the
room, ou WEDNESDAY, the 22d day of
Mayinst., at ten o’clock A. M., for the purpose
specified in the charter and required by the
Statutes of Maine.
EDWAUD A. NOYES, Secretary.
May 14, 1881).mylf»dtd
aunual

Portland
THE
banking

CongrcNH Rif.

France, Italy, Denmark, Russia, Belgium,
Mexico, Brazil, Chili, Costa Rico, Guatamala, Hawaii, Japan, The Netherlands, Nicaragua, Spaiu, Sweden and Norway, Uraguay
TJ

if

or

^ ti AT

Dyxpepgi a,
Nervousness,
Heartburn,
I Headache,
^°w Spirits,
Kidney Complaints,
Etc., Etc.

EAT
HURT
YOU ?

THY

■The Department of State has received from
the French and English committees an invitation to the arbitration conference to be
held in Paris June 25th and 2Gth.
The Pension List.

Washington,
granted to

DR. HAM’S

Stockholders of the Portland, Saco and
Company are hereby
meettug, for the choice
ot Directors aud for the transaction of such other
business as may legally be presented, will be held
on the first
MONDAY, the third day. of June
1889, at eleven o'clock In the fereneon, tuthe
Company’s Hall, near tile Station, In Kittery.
P. R. BARRETT, Clerk of the Company.
Portland, Me., May 13.1889.
myl3eodtl

stevIsTjoIs

i

Very

at

Low. Prices.

*

raesTATiom» speiulty.

per cents and $107,048,850 4J per cents. Their
cost was $194,859,750 of which $78,928,873
was paid for 4 per cents and
$115,930,8G6 was
paid for the 4J per cents. Their cost if paid
at maturity would have been $230,149,788, or
$108,520,221 for the 4 per cents and $121,929,567 for the 51 percents. The saving by thelpur
chase is $35,590,039, or $29,591,338 on the 4
per cents and $5,998,700 on the 4J per cents.
Washington News In Brief.

linseed oil

Washington, May 18.-Sir Julian Pauncefote,

the new British minister is looked
upon as a valuable addition to Washington

mt.

MiimiLrE

1 stor4tlip2m

society.

Admiral Porter says he has had three controversies with Gen. Butler and has laid him

EDITION.

The

“SAVED BY

out each time.
Parties who settle in the reserved schooi
sections in Oklahoma will be ejected.
Mr. Ferdinando Cruz has been appointed
minister of Guatamala to the United States.

SWORD.”

Price 35 Cents.

193
MIDDLESTREET.
dtjly21
ap23

Trade

supplied by N.

NEWS CO., Boston.
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All newsdealers.

CALLANT LIFE SAVERS.
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L^HEUOTROPE!
perfect representation of the flower.

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,
day (Sundays exoeDtedI by the
PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY.
A* 97 Exchange Stkkst,
Portland. Mb
Address all communications to

are

If a *1 rtl'Hlt nut area disoovery
greatest interest to the medical profession.
HAJIHUKIJ Flow are a boon to

household.

PORTLAND

THE
a

cry

every

a most delicious laxpurgative, prepared from fruit and veget-

ables.
IIAVIHITR12 Flow are so perfectly harmless that tliev may he administered with entire
safety to an infant.
HAVIHL'KO Flow are so efficacious to
adults that a single dose witl prove their value.
MAmHI'KO Flow are so elegantly prepared that they need only to he presented to the
public to become a necessity in every household
throughout the land.
HAMHUMO Flow. 26 cents a box. Dose,
OF TilK HEART.

Persons who suffer from occasional palpitation
of the heart are often unaware that they are the
victims of heart disease, and are liable to die without warning. They should banish this alarming
using ItR.
symptom, and cure the disease by
Flint’s Remedy Mack Drug Co., N. Y.
■uarR
eodlbtply

PUBLISHING

are

In Want of

Mount Gutter Mineral Water Ice,
-LEAVE YOUE ORDERS AT_

BURNHAM & CO.’S,
No. 71 Cross Street.
ap20

uim-lstp

ORBIS

TERRARUM.”

Apollinaris

“THE QUEEN OF TABLE WATERS.”
The

filling

at the

Apollinaris Spring

amounted to
(in Rhenish Prussia)
in 1887, and
bottles
11.894.000

12.720.000
Of all

bottles in 1888.
and Mineral

Grxrrt, Druniets,
Dealers.

BEWARE OF
n>y2

IMITATIONS.
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Mean daily tlier....07.0 iMax. vel. wind. 10
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Minimum titer_59.7 I

O’Connor Won.

Tacoma, W. T., May 19.—The regatta yesterday was a great success.
Twenty-five

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.

(May 19, 1889, 8.00 P. M).

thousand people witnessed the races. The
great race was started at about 0. O’Connor
won in 14 min. and 2 sec.; Peterson, second,
14 min., 4 sec.; Hamm, third, 14 min., 14 sec.,
Dee, fourth, 14 min., 15 sec. Hamm had 120
feet farther to pull than the rest. The course
was two and a quarter miles.

Observations taken at the same momeut of lime
at all stations.
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building when

the killing of D.
Wilsoi, Thomas Parham and Frank Folbre
occurred last evening.
Every effort was
made to got at Neely but was unsuccessful.
At 8 o’clock tills morning Acting Sheriff Van
Bizard persuaded the old man Neely and the
son to come out.
A. M. Neely was then discovered secreted under the lloor, and was
riddled with bullets. There is still much excitement and people fear a raid by the
negroes.

PORTLAND, Me., May 19,1889.

...

•Securus JUDJCAT

Advocate

LOCAL WEATHEK REPORT.

Humidity.

an

Little Rock, Ark, May 19—A. M. Neely
tlie negro who started the whole trouble at
Forest City, which resulted in the killing of
three men yesterday, was kiliek today. Neely, his father and brother, took refuge iu the

Indications for
Maine and New Hampshire are increasing
cloudiness, rain and cooler weather, winds
shifting to easterly.

8am

8
12
12
0

HE FROZE TO THE FUNDS.

Mr. Trussell of Boston Coes to Canada with Some Money from Maine.

Cl’dlesl
Cl’dles
P C

Boston, May e8.—Wilbur C. Trusseli. a
conspicuous figure about the Sherman House,
in Boston, has skipped to Canada with his
paramour and $30,000, raised on stock in his

Foggy

10 C ’dlss
8

Cloudy

Lt Bain
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10 Bain
8 Rain
14 P C
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Lt Cl dies
o Cld cs
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Lt Cl dies
Lt Cloudy
Cl’dles
l.t Cloudy

automatic freezer company.
Among the investors are Dennis W. Clark,

Portland, Me., Ashbel Chaplin, Portland,
Me.; David Dennis, President Gardiner National Bank, Gardiner, Me.; Clark &
Chaplin Ice Company,Portland,Me.; F. A.
Smith,
1. B. Perry, Jerome Rumery, Portland, Me.
It seems that he had been
experimenting
for three or four
years, and claimed, about

....

6

Christmas time,to have perfected his freezer
Business men of this city began investing

Cloudy

0 Cloudy
Lt PC
0 Cl'dles
8
8

Lt
12
0
12

Commander Drew’s Orders to

Depaitment

Several women also bougtit stock
money.
Some paid $10 a share, some $40, some $00
and a few as high as $75.
One West End
business man says he owns $18,000 worth of
stock. A promident ice firm iu Gardiner
Me., invested $20,000 “for au insurance,” as
the termed it, “in case the new Invention
should knock the bottom out of the ice busi-

Cloudy
Cloudy
P C
P 0

Cloudy
Cl’dles

8 Cloud)
12 P C
Lt P. C.
20 Cloud)

ness.”
The Automatic Freezer Company had recently leased a store on Pearl street, where

Lt Cl’dles
■

of

Maine,

the

C. A. R.

The following general orders have been
issued by Department Commander F. M,
Drew of the G. A. R.:
Headquarters Department oe Maine,)
Grand Abmv of the Republic.
}

Portland, Me., May 10,1889.)

General Orders, No. 4.
The approach ol Memorial Day summons us to
the preparation tor its proper observance.
The
patriotic impulse of our own hearts, the ties of
Comradeship aud the Reputations of our Order
impose upon us tne grateful and sacred duty of
commemorating the memory of our departed comrades—those wuo laid down tnelr lives during the
war aud those who have since gone to rest in soldiers’ graves.

Let the beautiful (lowers of spring and the flag
for which they fought so well and under which so
many heroically died, mark their graves, aud patriotic words In speech and verse celebrate their
deeds and memory.
Let us strive to make our
services both commemorative and instructive,
seeking alike to do honor to the memory of our
noble dead and to teach that patriotism which
Inspired them when they perlormed the deathless
deeds which render them Immortal and will forever entitle them to the highest lienors from their

grateful countrymeu.
To this end, it possible,

let every Post arrange
for fitting services botli on Sunday preceding and
on Memorial Day.
It is recommended that Posts
Invite the Relief Corps and the Sous of Veterans,
where these noble organizations exist,all patriotic
citizens and the school children to attend and
participate In the services of Memorial Day. This
is our special day and opportunity to teach the
children the great lesson of loyalty to duty to
country which our fallen comrades so grandly Illustrated. In every way possible let the day be
wholly consecrated to sacred memories and patriotic duties. Let the ordinary holiday sports be

discouraged. The fact that Memorial Day

was
more

established to commemorate the memory of
titan three hundred thousand loyal men who died
that the nation might live, ought to sober every
citizen and ensure its grateful observance by all.
But whatever others may do, let no comrade of
Hie Grand Army in this departmeut countenance
any desecration of this day, but every one observe It in tbe spirit in which it was established.
By Command of
Franklin M. Drew, Dept. Com.
E. C. Milliken, Asst. Adjt. Gen.

FELL OVERBOARD AND DROWNED
John

Donovan
from

Portland

of

the

John

Lost

Brooks.

steamer John Brooks when off Marblehead
at 3.30 this morning. A boat was lowered
but was unable to find Donovan.
MAINE.

ing officers were chosen: President, Million
M. Andrews, Biddeford; vice presidents,
Willis T. Emmons, Saco; F. A. Southwick,
Buxton; Charles II. Prescott, Biddeford;
secretary, Charles B. Hannon, Biddeford;
treasurer, A. A. Doliff, Kenr.ebunkport. An
executive committee and other committees
were appointed.
It was voted to hold the
annual exhibition the last week in August,
the place to be decided by the committee.
Over the Bangor Hills.

Bangor, May 18.—The electric street
railway of Bangor, the first of the kind east
of Boston, is now already for business, and
today, for the first time, a car was run and
tares taken. The long delay has been due,
not to electrical dfflfeulties, but to those
mechanical, each and all of which
ave been overcome, and now. just as soon
as men can be taught how to handle the motive power and the cars upon the public
streets, a time table will be issued and regular trips run.

Eurelv

Fined for

Fishing with Spoon Hooks.
Calais, May 18—W. W. Bowen of Rhode
Island, familiarly called “Bowen, the Butcher,” on account of the way he slaughtered
land-locked salmon, was arrested at Grand
Lake Stream yesterday by Game Warden
French for catching his favorite fish with
spoon hooks. He and bis guide were arraigued before a justice of the peace in that
place, pleaded guilty and were fined $44 aud
costs of trial.
The Livermore Falls Park.
Livermore Falls, May 18.—A crew of
men will be set to work on the trotting
park
at once, word having been received that the
county fair will be held here in future. Over $1000 will be laid out on and about the
track, which will make it second to none in
the Mtate.

What They Cot.
Norridgewock, May 18.—The amount secured by the burglars who made the haul in
Mercer, Thursday night, was $1700. They
left a $1300 registered bond in the wood pile
behind the store.
A

Boy’s Body Found.
Bangor, May 19.—The body of

bov named .Terlrnrt. bpaH

business was to be carried on in earnest.
Orders had begun to arrive for the freezers
and everybody seemed elated at the outlook.

7

HrnnmoH

town two weeks ago was picked up
Bridge in this city today.
End of tho Bicycle
Chicago, May 18.—The
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0
Tlie receipts were about $3,500 of which
Oaks gets $825. Browu. $500; Baldwin, $375;

Armaiudo, $275; Lewis, $225; Stanley, $150;
Woods, $100; McShane, $50.
On

The

Work of the Conference Approaching Its Termination.

Rocks.

Portsmouth, N. H., May 19.—Sch
er
Trenton, Captain Ames, Dover for Boston
withaioadof bricks, misstayed while coming down the river this afternoon, going upon
the rocks, at Spinney’s Cove, Eliot.
The
tug undine made several unsuccessful
tempts to get her off.

at-

Memorial Day.
Commander L. W. Hanson, of Thatcher
Post, has issued an order in reference to the
observance of Memorial Day, for the instruc
tion of his command.
Next Sunday the
Post will assemble at the hall at 1.30
p.m.
in full uniform, without
arms, and march to

Chestnut street church to hear a sermon
from Itev. Dr. Whitaker. On Memorial
Day
morning comrades will assemble in full uniform, with arms, at the hall at t
attend
to
th(
a
?
*2.
duties
of 1’
that day.
The memorial commit
tee have detailed Past Commander C. W,
Hadlock to take charge of the services and
decorations at Eastern Cemetery, Lincoln
and Garfield trees.
Past Commander D. W
Scribner will have charge of the decoration
of the section at Evergreen, and of the
graves of soldiers of 1812 on Munjoy. Comrades Charles Coffin and C. R. Green wil
have charge of the decoration and services
at P orest City Cemetery.
Details will b<
made on the morning of Memorial Day tc
assist in these various services, and officer!
of the Post will then be designated to com
mand these details.
In the afternoon thi
Post will assemble by 2 p. m., to take part ii
the
corner-stone
of
the soldiers’ mon
laying

°..Pck

ument.____
Eleven more of the crew of the steame
Alaskan, wreeked in the Pacific have reacliei
shore. They lived for days on six cans 0
peaches. One man was drowned in landing
Mrs. Ladd, wife of the Grand Trunk sta
tion agent at Summit, Vt., was struck by 1 >
train and killed. How she got in front 0
the engine is not known. No blame attache k
to the engine men.
A new point in the case of the late Wash
ington Irving Bishop’s autopsy was devel
oped Saturday. It was that for one hour be
fore the autopsy took place, the mind read
er’s body was enclosed in an air tight cas
ket. This is claimed to have been sufficlen t
to cause death, even If the deceased wa
only in a trance. The accused physician »
feel somewhat relieved at this discovery.

MAY

Papors Complaining of the
Success of the Americans.

Borlln

The Cermans Creatly Interested In
the Americans and Their Darkey.

Berlin, May 18.—The fourth session of
the Samoan Conference, which was held yesterday, took place In the small room of the
department of foreign affairs, in which the
other three meetings have been held. The
department is furnished with extreme simplicity. There is space for little beside a
long table, at which the commissioners sit.
The meeting was called to order shortly
after 2 o’clock by Count Herbert Bismarck,
who presides at all the meetings in accordance with the established custom that the
highest representative of the government of
the country in which a conference is held
shall preside.
None of the commissioners
were in uniform or court dress, but all wore
black frock coats.
The proceedings were almost entirely forma). They consisted chiefly in listening to
the reports of the various sub-committees
which have been holding dally sessions ever
since the conference met. At these meetings
the real work of the conference has been
transacted, and as nearly as can be learned
the American commissioners have succeeded
in carrying every important point they set
out to obtain.
Indeed, so prevalent is this
feeling in Berlin that the Berlin press and
influential papers In Germany complain of the success of the Americans.
While the greatest secrecy in regard to the
proceedings is maintained, and, heretofore,
nothing much beyond the fact that the meetings had been held was known, it can now
be stated that excepting the question of indemnity for German sailors killed and beheaded by the Samoans and one or two other
minor points the work of the commission is
other

over.

It Is thought that the restoration of Malietoa to power is assured, and that the plan for
a tripartite government in Samoa, for which
the
American commissioners contested,
against the German plan for one representative selected by the three powers, will surely
be put into effect. It is also more than likely that the commission has decided in favor
of the absolute independence of Samoa as
soon as the people there demonstrate their
ability to go alone. The Indemnity question
is yet to come up. It may prolong the meetings of the conference some weeks, but this
is believed to be the only point on which
there Is likely to be a serious contest. The
of Klein’s connection with the afair in which the German sailors were killed
has never come up, nor is there any likeli-

?uestion

an

Valfhor

will tha

<.nni-

mission hear testimony of any kind. During the past meetings of the conference and
the committees the only points of difference
have been between the German and American commissioners, the attitude of the English members being neutral. Their influence has generally been cast with a view of
settling the question as expeditiously as possible. They have, however, been strongly in
favor of having a Protestant for King of Samoa, which is thought to indicate their preference for Malietoa, who was trained in an

English Protestant college.

The most important work of the conferhas been done by what is known as the
working committee, consisting of Dr. Kranel
Assistant Secretary of State for Germany,
and Messrs. Scott and Dates, and to which
Messrs. Crowe and Phelps were added as
advisers, tile first named on account of his
long experience in British commercial
affairs, and the latter because of his long experience in America with the tariff and of
his experience in establishing a government
out of the discordant elements in Louisiana.
The duty of this committee has been the
preparation of material for the general conference. In this class was a plan to settle
disputes concerning land titles in Samoa.
The German, French and American inhabitants of .Samoa have been acquiring land so
fast in Apia that little remains for the natives, and it is claimed that their titles in
many cases are doubtful, as the land was
given to them by irresponsible natives in exchange for liquor and trifles. This committee was also intrusted with the work of settling the form of the government at Apia. It
is rumored that the plan agreed on is that
America, Germany and England shall each
appoint a representative, and that three
more members of a board of control shall be
chosen by the rate payers. No liquor shall
be sold to natives, although foreigners can
have such stores as they choose in their private houses. Firearms are only to be sold to
the government, and then only under certain
restrictions which prevent their use except
for keeping the peace. A plan for giving
the Samoans a revenue has also been devised, which provides for the re-establisbment of their right to impose import and export duties, which right is taken from them
by the existing Samoan treaty. It is understood that the representatives of the three
governments have expressed confidence of
being able to obtain from their governments
this concession to holp the Samoans.
ence

PICTURES OF MR. SEWALL
In

Berlin

Shop Windows—How the
American Delegates Are Regarded.
A Berlin correspondent of the Boston
Transcript writes as follows: Now that the
conference has opened and it is known that
the demands of all parties are being fully
weighed, not a little interest is allowed to
centre about the delegates themselves. The
interest, however, is confined largely to the
American delegates.
Nor Is that interest
lessened by the piessence of the intelligent
and self-respecting black who poses liko a
veritable Hannibal in the corridor of the
17-1

U

_

1 TT.i.t

_1

ing the headquarters

of the Kepublican delegation. A colored man is a rara avis in
Berlin, and a delegation which is distinguished by such an attendant loses nothing in
dignity by his pre3euce, as may be imagined.
In the eyes of curious Berlin.
Not a few of
the most curious visit the Kaiserhof to obtain a view, however fleeting, of the proud
and grinning darkey, whom many believe to
be a Samoan.
The whole American delegation attracts
much attention, but Mr. Sewall is the central point of interest, ft was at first reported that the young consul general was not in
company with the other members of the de^
legation, and this report caused the most absurd rumors to be circulated and to gain credence.
Later it was found that the entire
party were together, liumor, however, still
is rife as to the real part whicli Me. Sewall is
to play in the confer rnce.
Pictures of the
consul general are to be seen In the shop
and
the
windows,
frequent comments upon
his presence in Berlin would seem to mark
him in the minds of the Germans as not a
little responsible for the controversy. The
delegation, however, has been welcomed
with the greatest kindness, and none but the
best wishes towards the delegates aro heard
upon the street, or can bo found In the newspapers.
The ludicrous flattery which Count Herbert Bismarck is said to have extended to
two members of the delegation by saying
that he had followed with great interest
their careers in Congress, proves certainly
the good intention of the ordinarily curt
state secretary to be genial for once.
The show of courtly acquiescence to American limitations, which the count made by
opening the conference in French, and then
changing to the Knglish language as the medium of communication, because (as all the
newspapers kindly reiterate) the American
diplomates could not speak the language of
diplomacy, marked another attempt, a little

conciliate American selfdelegates all speak
as they do French.
The
London Times’s correspondent, however
calls the whole scene a Chauvinistic flourish!
A somewhat theatrical episode was reported in the Anzeiger as having occurred
at the opening of the conference.
Mr. Kasson arose, the report ran, and “demanded
from the delegates of Germany and England
whether a secret understanding existed bethem relative to the Tonga and Samoa islands.” Count Herbert is represeuted as
having leaped from his chair aud cried,
“No!” while Sir Edward Malet as earnestly
denied the existence of any such understandbroad, perhaps,

esteem.

Knglish

to

The German

as

fluently

official hint, one
might suspect, the Anzeiger this morning deprecates
the further repetition of this “false report.”
It Is curious to note that, while this elaborate display of diplomatic comity Is being
made, the German newspapers, as of old are
discussing the American foreign policy, and
the pro and con of a war with America.
They have even entered entered into an
elaborate examination of the state of the
American navy. A recently published Berlin account of the Vesuvius is enough to fill
the breast of the most pessimistic American
with national priue. The vessel takes on
new terrors from the German tongue, and
with Its speed, surpassing that of the Germau "lightning express train,” and its terrible gun.nurliug unheard of shells of dynamite
(an explosive most awe-tnsplrlng to the conservatlve German, from its Socialistic associatlons), and the daring of the Yankees who
are to man the
swimming volcano,” even

ing. Upon

an

PRESS._

PRICE 86 A YEAR IN ADVANCE.

20, 1889.

the American navy may be deemed formidable in the possession of such a craft.
Mr. bates did a graceful thing in calling
upon Count Herbert Bismarck as soon as he
reached Berlin, and explaining that his recent

article

concerning

Bamoa

Magazine
appointment to

appeared in the Century
written

which

BAPTIST MISSIONS.

Officers Elected at the Closing Session of the Horn e

THE BOWDOINS
A

Change

Society.

Boston, May 18.—At the continuation of
meeting of the Baptist Home
Missionary Society at Tremont Temple today. the following named officers were elected for the ensuing year:
the annual

President—Hon. C. W. Kingsley of Massachu-

setts.

Vice President*—Hon. E. Nelson Blake of Illinois and Gardiner K. Colby, Esq., of New Jersey.
Treasurer—J. Greenwood Hnelllng of Connecti-

in Position the

of1NewYoSi8eCretSry-KeV'

Managers, third class, expiring in 189J. Rev.
D. C. Eddy, D. D. of New York; Rev. W. C. P.

Rhodes, D. D. of New York: Rev. N. R. Wood. D.
D. of New York; Hon. F. W. Wayland. LL. I). of
Connecticut; Charles H. Dutcher of New York.

Boynton Bicycle Locomotive.
Hon. E. Moody Boynton arrived Saturday
on a flying visit to the managers of the Portland Company. He took his first look at the
completed “Cycle No. 2,” but didn’t have
time to make a trial of her running powers,
expressing himself as fully satisfied with
the report he received from the engineers

who made the trial, and the railrod men who
witnessed it.
Mr. Boynton gave orders for the immediate building of two more cycle engines, containing all the latest improvements made
since the last engine was built.
The two
engines will be very large, real heavy train
ones in fact, with 2o-lnch cylinders and
from 10 to 12 foot driving wheels. These engines will run between Washington and Baltimore and will be ready this fall.
The poet John G. Whittier is to name the
first engine put upon the road, whic h will
be the engine Mr. Boynton now calls “Cycle
nu. x.

Boynton has bought a railroad at
Coney Island, New York, and will have the
overhead rail in place by the first ol July.
Mr. Boynton left for Boston on the six
o clock train Saturday.
He Is perfectly satisfied that his engine will completely revoMr.

lutionize the railroad business of the country, and isn’t disposed to take a mile off his
first estimate of speed to be attained.
A Veteran of the Sea.

Captain Nathaniel H. Falkner was born
Biddeford, in 1820, and, consequently,

at
is
about 09 years of age. He went to sea when
nine years of age, and has followed it steadily sixty years, forty of which he has been
captain. A few days ago he sold his last
vessel, the schooner Messenger, which hails
from Saco. She registers 327.91 tons net, was
built in Bath, in 1881, and in her he performed many voyages to the West Indies.
During his long career afloat he never lost a
man, never had a man die at sea, never lost
a spar or sail, and never called
upon the underwriters for a cent. He Is now on the
lookout for another vessel, for he does not
feel at home with the ground under his feet.
His health has
always been excellent; he
stands about six feet high, weighs over 200
pounds, is well proportioned from the head
to the heels: bis face is open and
manly, but
permanently bronzed by exposure.his eyes are
with keen sight, his hair is iron
gray
and his teeth firm enough to crack a biscuit
When ashore his home is in Biddeford. He
lives in the house in which he was born, and
says when he slips his moorings he has a
snug place in which to take an everlasting
nap—all paid for. He owes no one anything
but love. Through life he has tried to do as
near right as he could.

^hlj.

Montgomery Guards.
Everybody Is looking forward with pleasant anticipation to to-morrow evening, when
the grand ball of the Montgomery Veteran
Association will take place in City hall. This

will be the last grand ball of the season, and
efforts will be spared to make it the most
enjoyable of its kind. The fact that the
no

Portland Montgomery Guards, who rejoice
being the champions of the State, will
give an exhibition drill, should of itself fill
City hall. The Guards are drilling nightly,
and it is safe to predict that this will be oae
pf the finest exhibition drills ever witnessed
in;this State,
On the excursion to Providence of the
Guards it is expected that about two hundred will attend from this city.
Mayor
Melcher, Gen. H. M. Sprague. Gen. Mitchell
and staff and T. J. Murphy of Augusta and
Hon. D. J. McGlllicuddy of Lewiston have
signified their intention of being present.
The company twill leave on the boat Tremont for Boston Wednesday night.
In the window of StubbsVart store, Congress square, is a picture of the champion
squad of the Montgomery Guards.
in

Funeral of Joseph Simmons.
The funeral of the late Joseph Simmons, a
member of the former Hayes Truck Compa.
ny, of the lire department, took place from
the residence or ex-Assistant Engineer Jackson, yesterday afternoon, and was attended
by the most of the department, from Chief
Cloyes down, and the officers of the Relief.
The floral offerings were fine, especially
those from the Plasterers’ Union, of which
he was a member, and the old Hayes ComRev. Mr. lllanchard officiated, and
pany.
spoke feelingly of the deceased. Mr. Simabout 33 years of age, an Englishbirth, and lost his wife about two
years ago. Since that time he has been gradually failing with consumption, aud Mr.
Jackson has given him all the comforts and
attention of nis own home.
Mr. Simmons
was a member of the fire
department for
about twelve years, and was an admirable
fireman.
The Relief Society voted to pay
the expenses of his sickness and funeral.
mons was
man by

W. C. T. U. Work In the

By invitation

East.

and

according to a well arranged plan of Mrs. J. C. Chilcott, (wife of
the editor of the Ellsworth American), vice
president of the Maine W. C. T. Union for
Hancock county, Mrs. L. M. X. Stevens
last week visited Bar Harbor, Blue Hill,
Surry, Sullivan and Franklin in the Interest
of the Woman’s Christian Temperance Union. At Bar Harbor they have long had a
local union, but at the four other places unions were organized in the afternoons and m
the evenings Mrs.' Stevens addressed large
and deeply interested audiences. She reports
that on the whole the outlook on the temperance question was never so bright, especially so as it applies to the work of the W.
C. T. U.
X.
Serious Accident.
Saturday afternoon Mr. Cornelius Sheehan, of the firm of Hanrahan & Sheehan,
dealers In lime, discovered that the tire of
one of the wheels of his wagon had loosened
and he stepped Into a store near the Union
Station to get a wire to fasten the tire. As
he came out of the store the horse started to
run, and Mr. Sheehan attempted to stop
him. The horse wheeled on to Mr. Sheehan
knocking him down and the tire of the
wagon struck him over the eye, the other
wheels going over his body. Ills eye was seriously hurt and it is feared he received other grave injuries.
I)r.
II.
J. Patterson
dressed Mr. Sheehan’s wounds and he was
then taken to his home at Saccarappa.
The
horse was stopped near the station.
Tho Stoddard

Lectures.

Among the passengers by the steamer La
Normandie,which sailed from New York for
Havre Saturday, were Messrs. Burdett and
North, the well known managers of the
Stoddard lectures. They contemplate an abof about four months, and a large portion of their time will be devoted to the interests of the next and later lecture seasons.
They will visit localities which are to be
treated by Mr. Stoddaid, taking with them a
skillful photographer, thus securing special
and authentic photographs of scenes and
which Mr. Stoddard has not before
places
been able satisfactorily to represent. They
will visit among other places Paris, the
sence

Rhine, Copenhagen, Norway and Sweden.

A Speech

Result of

Steadily Climbing Toward
Victory In the National League.
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62.6
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At 8t. LouU—Brooklyn*, 4; St. Louis, 3 ; 11 In-

A.

B.

12

B

16

27

nings.

Kansas City—Kansas Cltys, 16; Atbletlcs, 8.
Louisville—LouisviUes, 13; Columbus, 3.
Clnclnnatl-Clnclunatls, 7; Baltimores, 6.
THE AMERICAN STANDING.

The following is the standing of the Ameri
can Association:

Per cent.

Lost.

Won.
Louis. 22
Kansas Cltys. 10
Brooklyn*. 14
Cincinnati*. 13
Baltimores. 12
Athletics. 11
8
Columbus.
6
Loolsvllles.

9

TTili

10
10
14
13
12
10
18

61.6
68.3
48.1
48.0
47.8
33.3

25.0

Other Came*.
At Worcester— Jersey Cltys, 6; Worcester, 1.
At Lowell—Lowells. 6; Newark*, 3.
At New Haven-New Havens, 8: Easton*, 4.
At llartford-Hartfords, 8; Wilitesbarres, 7.

COLBYS.
AH.

Parsons, p. 3
Wagg, 3b. 4

Foster,

c. 4

Roberts, ct. 4
Kalloeb. rf. 4
Gilmore, lb. 4
Bonney, 2b. 4
Merrill, If. 3
8
Smith, ss
Totals. 34

B. BH. TB. PO. A.
O

0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0

2
0
0
0
0

4

6

7

0
2
1
1
0

10
0
1
9
0
0
1
0
1

27

9

18

Innings. 123466789
Bowdoins. 22120001 x— 8
Colbys. 100100020—4
Earned runs—Bowdoins, 3; Colbys, 1.
Two
base hits—Packard, Freeman, Newman, Roberts,
Kalloch.
Double play—Roberts and Gilmore.
Base on balls—Freeman, Parsons, Merrill.Passed
balls—Foster 2.
Wild pitch-Parsons.
Struck
out—by Parsons, 11: by Hilton. 4. Stolen bases
Packard 4. Freeman, Fogg 2, t ish. Parsons, Foster. Time of game—2b. 15in.
Umpire—Nevlns.
BATES, 16; M. 8. C., 14.
[Special to the Press.]
Bangor, May 18.—The Bates and Maine
State College teams played here today. The
score:
BATES.
An

BH

R

SB

A

E

3
8

0
6
1
2
1

0
2
2
0
2

•>

A

S

0
2
1

0
1
2

30 12

10

PO

Graves. 3b. 7

1112

Daggett, p&2b.

3
3
2
0

3
1
3

Vlltnnn.

•>

A

Little, cf.

10
3
1
1
0

Cad.

6
3
6
6

c.

Wilson, 2bSp.
Gilmore, 1#lb.

3
Uarcelon. ss. 4
Emery, r1. 5

Totals. 42

4
3
0
0

0

E

10
3
o
3
2

9

16

3

10

20

AH.
3
6
6
6
5
6
c.
Vickery,
Babb, lb. 5
Drew,‘cl. 6
I-ord, ss. 5

H.

BH, SB. TO.

3
12
3
1
1
3
4
1
1
2
3
O
0
O
3
2
2
0
O
O
10
3
0
0
0

A.

E.

111
15
2
1
0
1
1

3
0
4
1
9

O
1
2
2
0
0
111
1
3
0

10

Totals.44 14 10 12 30 32
7
2 34667 89 10
Bates. 111401121 4-16
M. 8. C. 040134000 2-14
Earned runs—M. 8. C., 4. Two base hits—Rich,
Three base bits—Blackington,
Bird, Wilson.
Wilson. Home runs—Keith, Call. First base on
Struck out—
balls-Daggett 6, Blackington 9.
Daggett 7, Blackington 7. Double plays—Daggett
and Wilson (unassisted).
Passed balls—Vlekery
3, Call 4. Umpire—C. W. Richards.
COLLEGE LEAGUE STANDING.
The following is the standing of the College

Innings.1

league:
Played.
Bates.
M. 8. C. ...,.

PerCt.
Won.

Won.

Lost.

3
3
2
1

2
3

60.0
60.0

2

60.0
33.8

Bowdoins. 5

Colbys.

6
4
3

LinBramhalls, 25; Holts, Hi.
letics, 14.
Young Wilmots,
colns, 33; Excelsiors, 25.
27; Portland Stars, 3. Forest City Stars, 11;
Libby Town Blues, 4. Libby Town Blues,
20: Yorest City Stars, 10.
Webster, the best catcher, is to leave the
Portlands the latter part of this month to go
to Moncton, N. B.
He Is to receive <17 per

week and expenses, which would be more
than he could get here. This leaves the Portlands weak behind the bat.
Griffin, who
caught for the South Portlands last year,
wlllbe played in that position In the first
game with the Lewtstons. Kelley is wanted
by some of the Provincial teams, and he may
accept some of his numerous offers.
The Portlands will play the crack Presumpscots on the league grounds WednesKelley and Webb will be
day afternoon.
the opposing pitchers, and as these two are
will
be an exciting gain*.
It
rivals
great
The newspaper men in tills city have
formed a team, and are anxious to have a
“go” at Bangor.
In the recent game between the Hebron
Academy nine and the Edward Little High
School Club of Auburn, it was the Hebron
beys who were victorious, 15 to 14.
ISLAND NOTES.
What la

Going

On Among the Gems

2

Came In Biddeford.
[Special to the Press.l
Biddeford, May 19.—The base ball teams
of the Biddeford and Saco High schools
played an interesting game at the Saco Driving Park yesterday afternoon. The Saco
boys had it all their own way in the first
three innings, and then they weakened and
their opponents gradually improved till, in
the middle of the game, the Saco’s pitcher
became rattled and the Biddeford boys piled
up the runs. At the finish the score stood 15
to 10 in the Biddetord’s favor.
The Actives, a juvenile club of this city,
went to Old Orchard Saturday afternoon and
defeated the Old Orchards 16 to 8.
The

PRESUMPSCOTS, 16; BATH, 7.
Bath. May 18.—Presumpscots of Cumberland Mills played their first game here today
with the Baths, winning 16 to T. Heavy hitting characterized the contest, but the Presumpscots were more fortunate in bunching
their hits and played an almost errorless
game. The score:
Innings.1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8
Presumpscots......_1 3 0 6 1 0 2 4—13

Baths.1 1200030—4
Base hits—Presumpscots. 10; Baths. 8.
Krrors—Presumpscots. 2; Baths. 7. UmpiresParsbley and Brown.

the steamers of

on

both lines in-

dally.
Very many of the private
cottages are occupied, and there Is a big demand for desirable rents.
Mr. J. P. Smith at “Pulpit Rock” has
material on the grounds for building additions to his cottage and making Improvements about the premises.
Mr. O. YV. B. Lunt, proprietorlof the “Lone
Star cottage,” is pleasantly located in bis

home, surrounded by innumerable
comforts. He has one of the best cultivated
gardens Ion the island, and his table Is duly
supplied with its products thus early in the
season.
Mr. Lunt will have charge of the
large restaurant in Greenwood Garden after
the first of June.
Camp O. M. and O. B. will be occupied by
the employes of the Atkinson House Furnishing Company. The building Is 12 by 13
feet located on Look Out Knoll. Mr. Kd.
Burnham and Sam Starblrd will occupy the
Later In the season
camp for the present
the quota will be increased.
The mysterious initials O. M. and O. B.
have caused much anxious inquiry as to their
signification. Through the ludiscression of
some members of the camp they have been revealed, and may hereafter be understood as
cosey

“Old Maids and Old Bachelors.”

Camp Kcno

was

last.

organized Saturday night

Mr. Job Sanford is preparing the foundation for a camp in the vicinity of Hammockville for Mr. Finnity and others, which will
be made a favorite resort for members of the

Temperance Reforui Club

casions.

on

special

oc-

Work on the new Reform Club headquarters
is rapidly progressing. The building Is situated on high ground overlooking the Island

bay. It will be a commodious and handstructure when completed.
A number
of mechanics are employed to push the work
along. Mr. F. R. Fay, of the Boston Globe,
Is a prominent member and worker in the
club, and also a member of the building committee.
He was on the ground, Saturday,
looking after the erection of the club head
and

some

quarters.
Capt. Howard Knowlton Is giving his personal attention to improving Greenwood
Garden. He intends to present a fine exhibition at the opening on the 30th Inst.
If it
Is possible he will then introduce Y'an Amburg’s grand menagerie now on exhibition in
Boston. The
captain and bis family, with
Mr. A. YV. Laugnlln of the Evening Express,
will occupy their cottage the present week.

Among

the many new

buildings

erected on

l’eaks Island during the past two years there
attracts the attention of visithe fine headquarters of the
Fifth Maine Regiment.
It will be fully finished and furnished in a few weeks. Plaster-

are none which
tors so much as

at work on the room for the accommodation of comrades who may desire to
quarter there at an early day In the season.
ers are now

K.

COSPEL

MISSION.

The Local Field.
BEACONS, 7; SENTINELS, 3.
The Sentinels and Beacons crossed bats
Saturday, at 3 p. m., on the South Portland
grounds, and after an exciting game the
Portland league team battery, Kelley and
Webster, assisted by McGovern of the same
team, won the game, 7 to 3. Curran pitched
a line Igame for the Sentinels, holding the
Beacons down to eight hits.
The batting of
Murphy, the first base play of Tilton of the
Sentinels and McGovern of the Beacons,
with the battery work of Kelley and Webster, were the features. The score:
AB

Allen. If. 4
Murphy, rf. 6
Seymore, cf. 3

McGovern,;ib.

4
Cox, 3b. 4
ss
3
Chase,
Googtus, 2b. 4
•
3
p
Webster, c. 4

K

BH

TB

1*0

A

E

1

0
3
0
1

0
4
0
2

0
0
1
12

0
0
0
O

0

1
0
1

11110

0

1
1

I
1
O
1

1
0
0
2

1
0
0
3

O
0
o
7

6
1
S
S

1
2
0
0
2

7

S

11

27

22

1

B. HU. TB. PO.

A

E.

I

O
0
0
4
o
0
o
5
0

b

Totals.„...34
3
4
4 21 15
Innings.1 23450780

7

Kelley,

Totals.34

SENTINELS.
AB.

Tilton, lb. 4

Treteihen,

ss.

4

Beau, 2b&p.

Spear, rf&2b.
Curran, p&rl.
McGovern, If.

A.

Woodbury, c
G. Spear, cf.

Beacons.o

4
4
4
3
3
4

2

o
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
0

0
0
1
O
0
1
0
0

C. Spear, 3b. 4

I

I

O

7

O
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
0

3

2
3
2

1
0
O
0
3

0

O

x—

2
2
o
o
0
0
2
1

7

Sentinels.2 00010000—3
Bases on balls—Beacons. 4; Sentinels, 5. Struck
out—by Kelley, 6; by Curran, 6; by Bean (2 Innings), 2. Two base hits—McGovern. Murphy,
Webster. Stolen bases—Beacons,3; Sentinels, 3.
Double play—Bean ami TUton. Time— lb. 46m.

Umpires—Gridin

and

Taylor.

The National

League.

The following games were played In the
National League Saturday:
AT BOSTON.

Innings.1 23450789
Bostons.0 O O 0 1 o O 0 3—10
Clevelands.O 0010000 1—8
Base bits—Bostons, 8; Clevelands, !>. Errors—
Bostons, U; Clevelands. 14. Batteries—Clarkson
and Bennett; O’Brien and Zl'timer.
AT PHILADELPHIA.

Innings.1 2 3 450789
Philadelphia*.o o l I 2 o o i o— 6
Indianapolis.0 0300001 0—4
Base bits— I’hlladelplilas, 12: Indianapolis, 12.
Errors—Philadelphia*, 2; Indianapolis, 8. Batteries
Buffington and Clements; Boyle and
Myers.
—

AT NEW YOKE.

Innings.1 23450780
Pittsburg*.1 0000200 x- 3
New Yorks.O 02000000—2
BeseBM -Plttsburgs, 4; New Yorks, 4.
Errors-Ptttsburgs,*; New forks,«.
BatteresMiller, Staley and Maul, Welch and Brown.
AT WASHINGTON.

Innings..I 23450782

Chlesgos.o

10 11

00061010 0 1—14
Washingtons o 322130200 0—13
Base hits—Cbieagos. 14; Washlngtous, 12. Errors—Chlcagos, 18; Washingtons, 12. Batteries
Dwyer, Gulubert and Somers; Haddock and
—

Kbrlght.

Celebration of

the

Eleventh Anni-

versary.
the eleventh anniversary serMission Sunday school
was observed.
At 3 o’clock Rev. Mr. Pear-

Yesterday

vice of the

preached a

son
on

Qospel
very

encouraging sermon

up-

the work.

In the evening the anniversary exercises
consisted of an excellent programme arranged by Mrs. Pearson.
The dialogue entitled
the “Seasons,” rendered by 14 young ladies,

richly enjoyed

and highly commended,
also the select readings by Mrs.Pearson, Miss Carrie Jennings and Miss Ida
Thompson. The recitations by the children
was

as were

BEACONS.

French In order to have ourselves inoculated
with Frenchmen.” He described the Conservative opposition to the workmen's insurance bill as a village belfry policy, and
touched on the undeveloped water power of
West Prussia, the employment of which he

said would diminish the far-reaching offsets
of the strikes. He added that further measures must be taken to prevent the minority
in the coal districts from paralyzing all Industry down to the cook and washerwoman
in three days.

were

well rendered.

THI MINING DIFFICULTY.

Westphalia Mine Owners
tory, Capitalists at Wurm

Concilia*
Arbitrate.

Berlin, May 19.—The Westphalia Mine
Owners’ Association has accepted all of the
miners’ proposals, with the exception of
those in reference to overtime, which has
been referred to a committee of miners and
owners.
The delegates of the Bochum
strikers have decided to resume work on
Tuesday. The strike continues at Wurm,
the owners refusing to concede the demands
of the miners. Mine owners at Zwickau, at
a meeting today, opposed the eight-hour
shift, but expressed willingness to negotiate
on a different basis.
A magisterial warning
against intimidation has been Issued.
Death In the Storm.

Vienna, May 18—Disastrous storms swept
over parts of Austria today. Three persons
killed near Vienna.
Fearful catastrophes occurred near rielsen, and houses collapsed at Kackowltz and Breckenmttz, killing nine children. At Zlno 30 persons were
were

ninea.

Accused of

of the Bay.

Travel

Negotiating.

Berlin, May 19.—The scene tn the Reichstag yesterday between Prince Bismarck and
Herr Richter Is the sole topic of conversation in political circles here. In consequence
of Blsmaik’s remarks, the Liberals resolved
not to attend the (Fruhschoppeu to be given
Prince Bismarck's
by the Chancellor.
speech was in his old broadsword style. lie
:orapared the Socialists to the French, ready
to strike whenever they became strong
inough, and referred to the rashness of the
Reichstag In admitting Alsatians as members.
He said:
“We did not fight the

Young Morrill Corners. 23: Deering Center
nine, 22. Deering Points, 19: Young Ath-

creases

MAINE STATE COLLEGE.

Keith, 3b.
Blackintou, p.
Rich, rf.
Bird, 2b.
Baggett. 11.

Notea.

E.

2 11
1
0
11111
4
2
1118
3
12
111

2
0

Are Still

38.1
23.6

was

8t.

Meanwhile Mine Owners and Miners

40.9

Saturday;
At
At
At

In the Reichstag Receive

Uncomplimentary Attention.

6

*
2 11
11

the result of the games
played by the Americau Association clubs

2
3
1
1
0
3
ft
1
2
3
O
0
2
2
0
0
2
111110
0
0
0
6
3
1
2
1112
2
112
10
1
C
0
O
1
0
1
0
0 10
0
0
0
9

:

The following

do nothing with Hilton’s pitching and fielded but poorly.
Packard's base running and
the batting of Freeman and Packard were
features of the game, while Freeman’s 2d
base and the general fielding of Fish, Fogg
and Downes were noticeable.
Roberts was
the only man from Colby who could hit HilThis puts Bowton’s delivery effectively.
The score :
doin ahead in the pennant race.

S

Sf | I

The American Association.

the Press.]

S
Freeman, 2b. 4
Foggcf. 6
Thompson, rf. 4
Fish, c. 4
Jordan, ss. 4
Newman, II. 4
Hilton, p. 4
Downes, lb. 4

f

NewYo’s
Cblcagos.
Cleverd*.
Plttsbus.
Indian’lis
Wasb’ons

Brunswick, May 18.—The Bowdoins
played ball today at Lewiston, and did up
the Colbys with ease, batting hard and often
and fielding sharply, while the Colbys could

Packard, 3b.

;
Bostons.

Elsewhere.

and

[Special

the Diamond

|

by the Chancellor Which
the Liberal*.

Angered

Some

PhlU1,

on

|

FfgM|if;;

Boston

Other Contests

BISMARCK'S BROADSWORD ORATORY.

LEAGUE STANDING.

THE

The following is the standing in the National League:

clubs.

cut.

Auditors—Joseph Brokaw of New York and
William A. Cauldwell of New York.
Correspondent Secretary—Kev. Henry L. Morehouse, I). D., New York.
A‘ 8‘ Uob>rt’ D> D‘>

LEAD THE LEAGUE.

Saturday’s College Games.

was
be a

before his
Mr. Bates furto the conference.
ther said that upon receiving the appointment he attempted in vain to recover the
manuscript of his paper. The editors refused
to return the article, under the technical
condition that It had already been stereotyped, a condition under which they were
warranted In holding the article as their
own.
Mr. Bates, moreover, assured Count
Bismarck of his earnest good will towards
Germany, and of his high appreciation of
the debt which America owes to Germany.
This explanation was at Mr. Bates's request
published in all the newspapers.
Comments of course are freely made upon
the demands which Mr. Blaine may deem
wise to advise. The Germans however seem
to feel assured that Bismarck and not Mr.
Blaine will dictate the final settlement.
A
kind of unreasoning faith, not to be explained, seems to pervade the political atmosphere
that Bismarck will in some way attain the
ill-concealed desire that Samoa shall fall, as
another possible colony, under the influence
of Germany.

delegate

nf *1...

Nkw York, May 18.—At the close of the
female bicycle match the score was as follows:
Miles. Ups.
Miles. Ups.
Oaks.009
5 Armai ndo...598
0
Brown.0B9
Baldwin.449
Lewis.594

The

of

score of
the six nays’ bicycle race is as follows:
Miles. Laps. I
Miles. Ups.
4
3
2

SETTLING THE AFFAIRS OF SAMOA.

hnnd nf its ilnintr

Boston, May 19.—John Donovan, employed by the Eastern Forge Company of
Portland, Maine, fell overboard from the

Prince.685

i

;

May 1!). 1880, 8 p.ni. )
the next 24 hours for

Full Supply of

a

Negro Agitator in
Arkansas Town.

Dkp’t,
Washington, I). 0.,

Thermote’r

1C E!

The Fate of a

WEATHEK.

DEAD.

HEROIC

Reading....C«C
Knapp.685
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PALPITATION

British schooner Clara, St. John, N. B.;
schooher Cordova, Deer Isle; schooner Majestic, Bangor; British schooner Frances Z.
of Annapolis, N. S.;
schooner Laconia,
Rockland; sloop boat Nellie Wright, not
registered; schooner Nellie Gray, Rockland;
schooner U untress, Lubec; schooner Willie
Martin, New York; Ada G. Shortland,
Portland; schooner Sinbad, Rockland;
schooner J. R. Bodwell, Rockland; schooner
Melissa D. Robbins, Portland; schooner
jonn uiraru, ueer isle;schooner
Mary Far
row, Belfast; schooner Manitou of Vinalhaven; schooner W. If. Oler, Dennis, Mass.;
schooner Carrie C. Miles, Rocklaud; British
schooner Nell of Windsor, Mass.

I UBIN’S
SCHLOTTERbYFcK

KIIKIT OKIiAN

TUNINO TO OKURB.

or

Crew Has

the list
Head life

A

No. 3 Fm Street Block Portland.

ative,

Head

Rockland, May 18.—Following Is

Eor sale by W. L. WILSON & CO., and GEO
C. SHAW & CO.may7iiiinlslplm

The sole agency of this world renowned instru
meat.

ll t niH KO Ff<m (Medicated)
stailizcd fruit Fmknrtic.

White

of vessels assisted by the White
saving crow, Capt. Freeman Shea, since the
1st of September, 1888, the crew going on
duty at that time:

PIANO!

IVD

the

Done Since September.

KNABE

N. H. -A.it lar lk« UI

Albert H. Carter.

of bonds purchased from Aug. 3, 1887, to date
is $168,639,100 of which $61,590,270 were 4

Finish,
Bronze Powders, &c.
H. H. HAY & SON,*
sea

widow of

Weekly Bond Statement.
Wasuington, May 18,—The total amount

Calsom

SUMMER

Box Papers, Pads and Blocks.

Eunice,

lead,

apG

ALSO A GREAT VARIETY OF

REISSUE.

John Haskell.

dOm

Co—(
paint,
Stains, Varnishes,
Brushes,

George S. Higgins,
John Lauuigan,

Martin]'eeuey,

Gilbert Small,
Lewis llasseker,
Edward J. Morse,
Charles J. Haleb.
Samuel Gilman.

-(WHITE

IIDC)
uni

REAM

John Laruer,

ENGLAND,

277 Washington 8t., Boston.
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NEW

apr.30

HAVE A FULL LINE OF

PACKAGE
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THE

County Horsemen.
Biddeford, May 18.—The annual meeting
of the York County Horse Breeders’ Association was held here tonight. The follow-

INCREASE.

HEATH & MURRAY,
AGENTS

solid.

York

Deiler Walker.

It has stood the tests of the public for over a
quarter of a century, and thousands have testified to its value. Send for circular and testimonials. For sale by all Druggists at Do cents and
$ 1 00 per bottle.

Booksellers anil Stationers,

STATIONERY

Samuel Lucas.

RESTORATION.

GENEKAL

company, or rather three of ns, posses what
should
Mr. Trussell never intended
we
possess—the secret for mixing the ingredients. On Wednesday we visited the Minot
street room, and with materials bought at
the druggists we charged the tanks, set the
thermometers in position, and placed in the
refrigerator several glasses of water. When
we left in the afternoon the thermometer registered about 00°. This morning, when we
entered, we found the temperature to be 18°
above, and the water in the glasses frozen

ORIGINAL.

Annual Meeting.

QUIRE,

May 14.—Pensions were
Maine people today as follows:

Abraham T. Taylor,

Portsmouth Railroad
THE
notified that their annual

It does not appear, despite Trussell’s
strange conduct and his sudden disappearance, that the officers of the company enterthe patent
tain a doubt of the value of
Said one of the directors yesterfreezer.
day : “I hold 400 shares of stock, and if you
should offer me $10,000 cash for it at this moment 1 should refuse it. I am satisfied that
Trussell did not mean to deliver his formula
to us as he agreed. His conduct on the last
day I saw him, and his sudden liigbt to Canada, confirm me in this belief. But we are
better off without him.
The company holds
the patents and the stock boeks. And the

_

BOTTLE OF

A

cut into seven or
width, to within a foot of the
was

19.—The following
countries have thus far accepted invitations
to participate in the International Marine
Conference to be held in this city beginning
Oct. 16th next: Great Britain, Germany,

eodly

If what you eat hurts you,
are troubled with

bow

Washington, May

you

YOU
BANK.

Sunk

The International Marine Conference
Other Topics of Interest.

DOUCLASS,

47*

JaulO

DOES

sntf

ANNUAL

L.

itlrtutl

NEXT FIRST PARISH (CLOCK) CHURCH.

and

THE NATIONAL CAPITAL.

FOlt SALE BY

J. P.

Down

The Comal’s steering gear
was
destroyed by the collision.
Both
steamers put back for repairs this morning.
The captain of the Guyandotte claims the
Comal was dragging her anchor when the
collision occurred.
The steamers delayed by the fog continued
their voyages early this morning. The Servia, which grounded in the mud, was tloated
off with the rising tide.

Wo
BETTER THAN EVER.

Run

New York, M»y 19.—A number of accidents to shipping were caused by the thick
fog yesterday, and reported today. Two pilots were lost by the cutting down of the
pilot boat Charlotte Webb by the French
steamer La Normandie, bound out. The accident occurred 10 miles east of Sandy Hook,
while the pilot boat was at anchor.
There
were eleven pilots on the Webb. Nine were
saved and put on board the Cunarder Etruria and landed at Staten Island this morning.
The men lost were a boat keeper and the
oldest pilot on board.
Last night, during the fog, the Ward Line
steamer City of Atlanta, from Havana, ran
Into the schooner Mary Davis, anchored off
the Narrows, outward bound.
She struck
the schooner on the starboard bow, and cut
clear through to the foremast.
At about 6 o’clock last night the steamer
Comal, bound out, was run into by the
steamer Guyandotte, while the former was
lying at anchor below quarantine. The
Guyandotte cut about 13 feet into the starboard quarter overhang of the Comal. The

Kettle Rendered

Cotton Seed Oil, Tallow, fcuet, and other adulterations so commonly used, and is
H'arroalrd Strictly Pare.
None genuine without our name stamped upon
the package.

in Col*

and Two Men Drowned.

STRICTLY PURE

In

Damaged

llsion as the Result.

aPrt*_—_eodsntf

rut

DAILY

The solo, “Must I bear

the Cross Alone,” by Mr. Clarence Brooks,
also “The Church Bells,” by Miss Stella

Hill,

were sang in fine voice and highly appreciated.
The orchestra, composed of K. Welcome,
trombone, W. Cole, clarionet, Mr. Butler and
Miss Ida Davis, violins, Miss Vangte Pearson, cornet, and A. J. Bain, pianist, rendered several fine selections and accompanied
the season of song.
The hall was very
elaborately decorated as a forest scene.
The total receipts for the year were 80.13,
an increase of $20 over last year.
The expenditures were $80.95, leaving a balance of
of $4.18 in the treasury. During the year
Mrs. Pearson has received from friends 191

which have been made over and
visits have been made by
Mrs. and Miss Evangeline Pearson on the
and
parents
pupils. Five have received kind
care and treatment in cases of sickness.
In
July the scholars and parents went upon the
annual excursion to Diamond Cove, and at
Christmas time all were abundantly provided for. Ten large trees were furnished by
Mr. K. J. Russell, which were watched with
vigilant eyes by Mr. Fred Fox, Ira F. Clark,
L. I). Austin, Mrs. Messer and numerous
other friends, to see that nothing was lacking, and then Just to sweeten the occasion
for the little ones Commander Fred Willey
tried the strength of the branches by loading them with 30 pounds of assorted confectionery. The school on the first Sunday in
May numbered 61 scholars, exclusive of all
who attended any other school; during the
last quarter 14 scholars have been transferred to schools of other churches.
The exercises that followed the reading of
the report were well rendered and pleasing.

Sarmeuts,
istributed; 178

RAILWAY MATTERS.
POBTLAND A ROCHESTER.

This company haslsucceeded in making arrangements to open their road to the Pennsylvania railroad, the Star Union line, (covering points west of Pittsburg), the Richmond and Danville railroad and the Atlantic
Coast and Seaboard Despatch line, at Boston
rates in carloads and also in smaller Quantities. Rates from all points reached by the
above lines will be exactly the same to Portland as to Boston.
NOTES.

New railway passenger stations are being
erected at Nortn Stratford, the junction or
the Orand Trunk and Upper Coos, and at
the (lien on the Portland A Ogdensbnrg.

Poisoning Hor Husband.
London, May 18.—Mrs. Maybrick, a niece
of Jefferson Davis, and a Erench-f anadian
aristocrat by birth, has been arrested at
Liverpool, charged with poisoning her husband with arsenic.
Mr. Maybrick was a
prominent merchant, and died with symptoms of slow poisoning.
Foreign Notes.
Advices from St. Petersburg state that the

conspiracy among the military officers against
the Czar, recently unearthed in that city, has
many and widespread ramifications.
The steamer Missouri has arrived in London. So enthusiastic was Capt. Murrell's rethat his admirers carried
ception
buttons on his uniform

off all the
as souveuLs.
An Anarchist republican conspiracy hat
been discovered in Spain.
A Zanzibar despatch says that Capt. Wlssman will, in a short time, make an attack on
Kllwa, which Is at present in the hands of
the insurgents. Dr. Peters has gone to Bagamoyo, whence he will proceed to Vltu his

gold

Somalis

on

Monday.

BLEW THEM FROM THE

CANNON.

Portland Cobblar Who Fought in

A

Conquost

the

of India.

At Xo. 57 Washington street lives John
the cobbler. As be hammers at

Matthews,

his last these pleasant spriog days he is as
near the ideal representative ;of the village
cobbler as the surroundings of Washington
street will admit
ills peaceful indu try
and the gray hairs of 88 years have won tne
good will of the neighbors, who take a kind
ly Interest in the uneventful ways of the old
man’s life. But those who have drawn from
him the story of his youth know that long
years ago he was an unwilling participant In
one of the most horrible wars ever waged by
eivllized man. In 1818 he was an adventurous young man in Dublin, the son of a tailor who bad twice used his hard earned savings to buy bis boy out of madcap enlistments in the English army.
At last. In this
year 1818 the lather became tired of keeping
his son out of the army at such au expense
and the boy was allowed to go off to Woolwich, where for two years ne was trained
as an artillerist
In 1830 he was sent to Bombay where the British were yet carving out
their
conquest
magnificent empire in Inby
dia. At that time the Sikhs, the proudest
race of Indian warriors, were lords from the
Indus to the Ganges, and were able to bring
into the field an army of 70,uuo, all honemen.
Against these Sikhs the army of
which John Matthews was a soldier was
sent to serve.

As the old man tells of those

days bis eves will sparkle as he describes
the superb horsemanship of those Sikhs.
Every Sikh was a horseman, and the women
rode

as well and fought as well as. the men.
Xo circus riders have left upun the old man's
memory so vivid an impresslou of equestrian
skill as those Sikh riders that tl as hell In the
battle fronts In those old days of the eona
It
was
horrible
quest of India.
iiti*..

^__a

the
old
veteran,
the rice swamps, and we

.........

..til-....

»»_

“we

tore
up
spared neither man,
woman nor child.
Whenever we took any
prisoners they were stood in line, the women
with their babes, the other children and
the. men, and a British cannon, charged to
the muzzle with chainshot and grape, mowed
them down. It was horrible, but they did as
cruelly by our people. I remember one
night we captured a party ol men, women
and children.
It was late, and we decided
to wait until morning before putting them to
death. The prisoners were chained by one
long chain, and left to await their fate. They
were very prond, and would not die by the
hands of a white man If they could help It.
Sometime that night they found a dry well
In the camp, about 90 feet deep, and rather
than die by the cannon of their foes, they
came to the horrible decision to cast themselves into this well.
The women, with
their children, went first, so far as the chain
would allow, and the rest followed In the order in which they were changed. In the
morning we found them, most of them "jffocated. The sappers and miners were ordered
up, earth and curbing was thrown In upon
them, and the well became their gTavu. I
remember that at the time the occurrence
was regretted because we lost the chain.
“in that awful campaign 1 participated in
two forlorn hopes, where we scaled Sikh enand fought
ladders
trenchments
with
hand to
withhand
with the Sikhs
in.
Yet
without
1
a
escaped
scratch. The heat troubled me more than
anything. It was teirlble- The hot sand
blistered our feet and the sun's rays made
the cannon so hot that we could not bear our
bands upon them. In battle It was only by
the most persistent wetting and sponging
that we could keep them cool enough tor

firing.”

From India and Its horrible

wars the solHalifax, where he obtained his
He settled in the Province of
New Brunswick, aud at Frcdcrlckton ami
later at Point i,e Preux lived for years a life
as peaceful and uneventful as bis earlier
years were exciting and terrible. He had
enough of the English army in those Sikh
battles of his youth.
A few years ago he came to this city,
where he has a daughter living. About six
years ago he Injured bis hip, and has been
He manages to make both ends
lame since.
meet by cobbling, and if he lives until next
August, which will be his With birthday, he
will be uot only one of the oldest cobblers In
America, but perhaps the only oue in
America of the veterans who fought the
magnificent horsemen of the Sikhs and
helped blow men, women and children from
the mouths of British cannon.

dier came to

discharge.

Burglary.
The residence

ol Mr. J. U. P. Burnham,
Pleasant street, near Park ^street, was entered by burglars Friday night, by means of
the cellar. The burglars raided the pantry
and carried off fresh baked pies, doughnuts
and cake, but did not touch a quantity of
cream and milk, nor did they carry off
any
valuables as far as is known.
on

A Largo Bequest.
We bear a report that the late Mr.
Ueorgs
Oilman has left [a bequest of
910,000 to ths
Vaughan street Methodist church. Rev. Mr.
Leldtcbeur, pastor.

EXCESS.

TITE

MONDAY MORNING, MAY 20.
anonymous letieis aud connnu
nloatiims. The name and address of the write1
are lu all eases Indispensable, not necessarily for
publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are.not used.
\\> do not road

The Supreme Court of Mississippi has decided that an agent, taking orders for liquors
iu a local option county, for a firm located
elsewhere, was guilty of uo violation of the
law. Mississippi is getting along very well
in suppressing the liquor traffic when the
conditions for such a case exist, even if the
decision seems strained to help the liquor
drummers.
Governor Durleigh has received an invitation to attend a celebration in observance of

the opening of

number of

a

and importDecatur and
Alabama. This is a much
invitation than the one Gov-

industrial enterprises

ant

New Decatur,

new

at

cheering
Isreal Washburn, Jr., received in 1861
on account of a little enterprise that had begun at Montgomery, Alabama.
President
more

ernor

Lincoln issued the invitation, and as the
number of guests was limited to 73,000 Maine
was invited to send her proportion.
Having
accepted thatjnvitatlon with a promptness
that showed appreciation of the compliment,
it Is not surprising that our State is reraem
bored when Alabama again does something
worth notice.
A gentleman in Kansas seuds to a New
York paper this story:
A mail named Eudleott, whose family during
the past half century have been lu North Carolina, Missouri and Southern Kansas, once appeared
before the writer with eight sous and tbirteeu
grandchildren, all of whom had reached man's
estate; and iu preparing the papers for their
claims It was ascertained that, while the old man
wroie a fa r business baud,
only two of bis sons
and none of bis grandsons could write or read,
"lou have a fine, historic name,” said the writer.
"Kurnel,” said llie old man. impressively, “my
family are descended from old Governor Kudfcott.

The “descent” in this branch of the Endifamily was almost as marked as the de'
scent of that other member of the family,
the Secretary of War in the late Cabinet of
Mr. Cleveland, who shot from eminence to
obscurity with a rapidity rather greater than
was attained by any other member of that
doomed brotherhood.
cott

With the beginning of the running of
on the Canadian Pacific
Railway
across the northern part of this State, the
Canadians of the lower Provinces are felicitating themselves upon the enlarged market
which they expect for the product of their
fisheries. The possibilities of an extensive
fish trnde with the upper Provinces are unlimited, with the advantages which fast train
service will bring. Hitherto, the fishermen
of the Provinces have been principally con*
fined to the New England market, which the
New England fishermen themselves are quite
capable of taking care of, and which wil1
always be precarious to foreigners under the
present useful policy of our government.
Certainly the New England fishermen will
not envy their Canadian brothers the new
opening. The more Canadian fish is sent to
Canadian markets the more will be kept out
of American markets, and out of competition
with the products of our own fisheries.
trains

The collapse of the copper trust leaves its
promoters in an unpleasant position. They
planned a gigantic syndicate, with headquarters in Paris, and having a branch in
this country, which was to bny all the copper
in the world and hold it for a high price.
The more they bought the more they had
to buy; while into the market thus stimulated began to pour supplies of copper from
mines not formerly profitable and for years unworked. The French syndicate loaded them
selves with 175,000 tons of copper, and their
American associates buried themselves nnder
40,000 tons. A conference held to devise
of unloading gracefully has failed,
and it is now given out that the accumulation of syndicate copper in this country,
means

amounting

to about 40,000 tons, will be sold
at a minimum price of 12 cents per pound,
which is 44 cents lower than the price at
which American mines have been delivering
lake copper to consumers. In this event the

European bankers, who, by their liberal ad
vances. gave the French syndicate their vitality, will be left to shift for themselves, with
their load of 173,000 tons of accumulated
stock.

The New York Legislature has passed a
school measure, which is expected to effect a
sweeping reform in that State. The old law
allowed children between the ages of eight
and fourteen to be employed in stores and
factories, provided they had a certificate
showing that they had attended the public
schools 14 weeks in the year. Under the new
system no child under 11 years can be so employed under any circumstances. Children
betweeu 11 and 14 cau he employed ouly on
condition of attending school for 14 weeks
each year, absences not included.
False
statement by a parent as to a child’s age, is
punishable as a misdemeanor; and for infraction of the law the parents, and not the
child, are punishable. Instruction in private
schools, in order to exempt parents from

PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.

consist in at least the comschool branches of reading, spelling,

writing, arithmetic, grammar and geography
taught in the English language. This provision will interfere with some private
schools in New York city where children are
taught in German and Hebrew. In one other
respect the new plan goes a step further
than the old law. Hitherto, children under
the age of 1(1 years might roam in the streets
after they had completed the 14 weeks’
schooling. The new system provides that

unless otherwise employed, those children
shall attend school, or be under Instruction
at home during the period while the public
schools are in session. Borne of the newspapers in New York have condemned the new

plan

too

searching

in its provisions, and
as partaking too much of Purssian methods;
but it has the approval of the State Board of
Education, and of those best acquainted with
vuw
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schooners that, without much hope of success, will again try for mackerel this year.
Part of the fleet once engaged in the business have oeen sold at a sacrifice.
Other
vesaels
still lie
at
their
moorings,
waiting anxiously for news that the mackerel have come. As to the cause of this scarcity authorities differ.
tsome of the best Informed men, like Senator B. F. Hinkley of
Georgetown, chairman of the legislative
committee on fisheries and game, believe
that two much indiscriminate seining is responsible for this scarcity.
Mr. Luther
Maddocks, on the other hand,
believes
tlie proportion of fish in the sea to the pro.
portion that man may catch to be so over-

whelmingly large that any amount of fishing
will not create a scarcity of a
migratory fish
like mackerel, which, he believes, come and
go for reasons other than the operations of
the fishermen. There seems to

waters, will result iu a greater plenty ou
this coast; and in the hopes of this
they are
keeping up their courage.

Leading

Article of Export.

[Aroostook Republican.)
One of the principal articles
exported
from \ an Buren
during the past winter was
B
a11#' f,ra<lers P»id from 40 to 50 cents
per pound for it, according to the quality,
and purchased large quantities even at
that
low price.

STUPE

the cause of Methodism the handsome sum
of $2,400,000
This year they propose to give
over to the funds ol the Church, to be divided
the
Conferences for the relief of
among
superannuated and disabled ministers, the
sum of $100,000, with the
hope to do more in
years to come. The Methodist Concerns tells
the people just bow much capital they have
and how it is employed, and they also tell
just what they make each year, so that all

understand it.
Mary VV. (Chapin) Pease of Somers,
formerly principal of Mount Ilolyoke
Seminary, died at Savnnuah, Ga., recently.
Miss Chapin was born in Somers, June 30,
1820. She received an ordinary education in
the local schools, and in February, 1838, she
entered the seminary, 'hen less than a year
old and graduated in 1843.
Her executive
ability had meanwhile been recognized and
she was enlisted as a teacher of the seminary.
Here she served with noteworthy faithfulness and efficiency, and, in
1850, after Miss
Lyon’s death and Miss Whitman’s retiremt ut
from the priucipalship, after a year’s service,
the trustees chose her. The thirteen years
of her occupancy of the position were years
of steady, healthful growth on the part of
the seminary. The increase in atteudance
from 1852 to 1805 was nearly 33 per cent., and
the number of teachers was increased uearly
one-half. In 1858 she was given a year for
recuperation, and in 1804 was also given leave
can

Mrs.
Conn

of absence for the year. In the spring of
1805 she offered her resignation, which had
been refused the previous summer. In May
of the same year she was married at Somers
Mass., to Claudius B. Pease, where she has
since lived.
Tales of the Sea.

While schooner Python, Capt. N. W.
Chaney, on her trip from Salem to Ellsworth
was off Cape Ann, a beautiful carrier
pigeon

Hew on board,lighting on the
jibstays. It was
caught and brought to Ellsworth by Capt.
Chaney. On the feathers of the bird was
found stamped the name of a Mr. Webber of
Salem, the street and number also beingfgiven.

net
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returned to their work.
But Wednesday,
the 15th, Aleck Brown, one of them, became
Insubordinate and dropped a bucket of tar
from aloft, making things generally uncomfortable, until It was necessarv to order bis
nrrest. He spent Tuesday night In the lockup, and unless he promises reformation, will
go before the court and receive punishment,
for he with the others was shipped to Baltimore for the round trip.
A San Diego, California paper thus relates the experiences of a Searsport shipmaster in obtainiog a crew at that port. The
Charger has since sailed:
The American
ship Charger which beat the record in quick
dispatch iu this port, is now about ready to
sail for Hong Kong to copper and await orders for cargo to New York. Her commander, Capt. D. S. Goodell, is disgusted, however, over his experience yesterday in attempting to secure a complement to his crew
After diligent search alongshore and among
the various “homes,” “Jack Tar” is found at
times, he still lacked four men, and learning
that several sailors had, by reason of their
misdemeanors, became members of the chain
the captain obtained permission from
lie proper authority to ship them for a voyIf
age
they would go with him. They were
seen at the jail and 830 per mouth for the
nine months’ voyage was offered them.
"If my pard will go, why, 1 might go along
with him,” said one, as he playfully jingled
the chain and ball suspended from tbs ring
around the ankle. His pard, and likewise
another, said that life in the chain gang
wasn’t so bad after all, and they guessed
they would let well enough alone and not
take any chances,
“Well, Cap’n," said chain-and-hall man
No. 1, “I don’t mind shipping 'long with yer
hut blest if I’m quite ready fer hard tack today. Wait till Monday and I’ll sign the

All the

As Captain Goodell is under an expense of
Somewhat like 8100 per day while waiting in
port be felt compelled to decline the last
tnagnanimous offer, and lie left the place
deeply disgusted at the depravity which led
men to prefer the chain gang and prison life
to steady situations and good wages.
State of Maine Seal Skins.

[Kennebec Journal.]
Muskrat skins are very scarce and high.
An Augusta dealer recently received 32
cents each for choice skins, 12 cents moie
than the price usually paid.
These skius
are sent to Europe, where the long fur is
pulled out, and after undergoing is secret
transformation process tbev come back to
this country as seal skin.

Catarrh to

Consumption.

Catarrh In its destructive force stands next to
and undoubtedly leads on to consumption.
It is
therefore singular that those afflicted with tilts
fearful disease should not make it the object of
tlietr lives to rid themselves of It. Deceptive remedies concocted by ignorant pretenders to medical
knowledge have weakened the conlldeuce o{ the
majority of sufferers In all advertised remeles.
They become resigned to a life of misery
ratlier Ilian torture themselves with doubtful pal.
liatives.
But tills will never do. Catarrh must be met at
every stage and combatted witli all our might 111
many cases tile disease baa assumed dangerous
symptoms. The bones and cartilage of the nose, the
organs of hearing, of seeing and of tasting so affected as to tie useless. Hie uvula so elongated, the
throat so inflamed and Irritated as to produce a
eonstaDt and distressing cough.
Hanford's Radical Cure meets every phase
of Catarrh, from a simple head cold to the most
loathsome and destructive stages. It is local and
constitutional. Instant In relieving, permanent in

Sreat

curinv. safe, oeononiioal and never faiimtr
Each package contains one bottle of the Radical Cure, one box Catarrhal Solvent, and an

Improved Inhaler with treatise; price, $1.
Potter Drug & Chemical Co., Boston.

'And Weakness Instantly relieved by
the Cmicurn Aiti-Paiu Plualer, a
Perfect Antidote to Pain. Inflammation
and Weakness. A new, most agreeable, instantaneous and infallible pain killing
plaster, especially adapted to rell ve female
pains and weaknesses. Vastly superior to all
oilier plasters. At all druggists, 26
cuts; five
for (l .00; or. postage free, of Potter Drug and
Chemical Corporation, Boston, Mass.
Tli&M&w2w

Cts. Per

MARRiNER & COMPANY.

SLADES’

AMBERSOAPSS

''•Itliontloring Its cleansing r rnpmies ItTsmf
equalled as a shaving sns,?.a cleaS’

sweet, wholesome article, desirable in
evere
first of its excellent
way. Convince
then reoommend it to your friends.

yourself

For"'® byW.L. WILSON & CO., and GEO
C. SHAW & CO.
may 7 mm im

handle
such
immense
to
amonnts of goods and to pay
SPOT C4SH, which is done by
very few houses.

COSOONEY,

18 Cts. per lb.

for

place of

$10.00 Putuaui Overcoats,

business

is no
packed with
customers than to have it
empty thrce-fonrths of the
time.
a

■

■

Federal St.

American Turning Company.
Meeting of Stockholders of Amerl
^PECIAL
can Turning
Company at No. 86 Exchange
street, Portland, Me MONDAY, May 20, 1889
»t three o’clock p. m.. *0 act on
following articles:
To
tors

ratify and confirm the action of the Direcrelation to the transfer of property of the

111

Company.

To take action In relation to payment or debts
and disposal of assets of the
Company.
To transact any other business that
may legally come before them.

may!4dtd

GEO. E. BIRD, Clerk.

a new era has dawned in the nnfolding of lone
largest and most complete assortments of Men’s and Boys’
Clothing at lower prices than has ever before BEEN SOLD IN THE

STATE OF MAINE GENERALLY and in the CITY OF PORTLAND
The public are invited to call and examine the
same before purchasing and judge for themselves.
Here we give a
list of prices for someof the leading goods now offered for one week
HAT DEFY ALL COMPETITION FROM ANY QUARTER.

PARTICULARLY.

SUITINGS !

1.50
85 cent Straw

WE ARE NOT OBLIGEO

Hats,

10 cents.

Lot No. 1, of Men’s Suits in sizes from 34 to 42,
Lot No. 2,
Lot No. 3,

A Kite or Windmill given
with each Boy’s Suit.
Have a guess on the
length of string in the bottle in window. Thousands
are making guesses.
50Doz. 1.00 French Balbriggan shirts and draw50 c.
ersatonly

to carry a much larger stock
to do a business of $100,000
than one half that amount
as we turn over our goods so

rapidly.

llalbriggan

shirts and drawers at 23c.

$4.50
$6.50
$8.00

•
•

Lot No.

4,.$10.00
Lot No. 5,
$12.50
These Suits areoffered at two-thirds less than their former prices.
In the line of DRESS SUITS we offer the very best line of goods that
are in

the market.

In

continue to lead all competitors. Spring Overcoats are really a
necessity, and never before have such pretty patterns been seen as we
are showing.
All grades, from good, serviceable ones at $5, $8 and
$10, to beauties at $12, $15, $18 and $20.
Onr stock of Pants is so large that we cannot specify, bnt will only
say we have hundreds and thousands piled upon our shelves and
counters, from $1.00 to $6.50, at the Best Bargains EVER OFFERED
IN MAINE In
we

IRA

F.

CLARK,

V^cXbXJ

482

CONGRESS STREET.

CH1LDKEJV S AN1) BOYS SUITS

dlw
_

SECOND-HAND

ARE

you a sufferer from that tired feeling so common
at this season of the year. When, after the tension
of a long winter the whole system needs
purifying
and Invigorating? ANTI-APOPLECTINE Is
the greatest Blood Purifier. System Invlgorator
and General Tonlo known.
Examine this list
of symptoms which Indicate Its use:
Dizziness,
Pressure in Head. Spots Before Eyes, Pain Around
or Palpitation of the Heart, Pain Around
Heart
with Feeling of Suffocation, Ringing Sounds In
Ears, Numbness or Prickly Sensations of Limbs,
Pain Between Shoulders, In Side, In Small of Back
and Hip, High Colored Urine with
Smarting Sensatlou on Voiding Urine.

can

ANTI-APOPLECTINE,

is unsurpassed i
the country are

elsewhere.

matism, Liver Complaint “of Longstanding/’
Kidney and Bladder Troubles of Years Duration, Dyspepsia, Sciatica, and General
Debility, &c,
Loss of Appetite, Soar

tbe

city in both style and
especially invited to call
1

low
on

People from
before purchasing

prices.
us

207 Middle

Street, Portland, opp. Falmouth Hotel.
_mayJU)_____eodtt

Good Bargains.

Wo have the unsolicited testimonials of thousands who have been
cured of Paralysis, Heart
Disease, Rheu-

most fastidious tastes, as onr assortment has never
with prices ranging from $2.00 to $6.50. Onr

McNEILL,The Clothier,

SPECIALLY

symptoms by taking

please the
complete,

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS

PIANOS!

YOU

be cured of the above

we can

been so
line of

Spectacles
AND

Must be Sold at Once

Stomach and Flatulence, three common disorders we guarantee to cure with one bottle of
ANTI-APOPLECTINE* Sold by your druggists. $1.00 a bottle; six bottles 85,00. Send
to DR. F. S. HUTCHINSON & CO.,
Enosburgh
Falls, Vt., for testimonials and circulars regarding
a remedy that will cure that
feeling of being

as we

Eye Glasses

Want tbe

FITTED

Room.

TIRED?

JaulS

eodlynrince2m

WOODWARD
A. 1H.

& SUMNER,
540

Prices for Families and
Offices:
10 lbs. daily per month,
“
“
15 “
“
“
20
50 “
100“

By the cake, 20c per 100 lbs.

WENTWORTH & CO.,
OPTICIANS,

_eodtf

KEEP YOUR FLINTS

SI.50
2.00
2.50
-15
.25

Congress

may 17°

WENTWORTH, Optician,
gSWt^nMi!
sonally attend
Optical Department.
to our

Street.

JEWELERS and

509

apSoedtt

Blossoming!

Congress Street.

Put

new life Into tbe old, straggling Geranium,
Fuchsia, that have perplexed you so all winInvigorate the weak plant and make the

and
ter.

strong
vigorous still. We do not desire to
detain you with a lengthy discussion of the matter. Your time is valuable and so is ours.
However, while we are about it we will Just call your
attention to the great
more

Customers can commence taking Ice at any time
they desire, and delivery will be continued uutll
notice to stop is received at the office.
Any customer leaving town, by giving notice at
the office, will he entitled to a proper reduction.
We particularly requestour customers to report
any neglect of our drivers In leaving the Ice; complaints for carelessness or any other cause, II
made at the office, will be attended to promptly.

Clark&Chaplin Ice Co.,
Burnham & Co.,

EVAPORATED APPLES.

GERMAN

Plant Food!
We know you will be glad we mentioned it, for
it Is absolutely indispensable to all who desire to
grow good plants in the house, the conservatory
or the garden.

A

Libhy&Co.,

It

Monday, May 13th, and until closed a 100 box
Bright and White Evaporated Apples of excellent
ing qualities at

Superior Fertilizer.

is

prepared especially for Roses, the Ivy,
Geranium and Fuclisfa and all plants grown for
Hue blossoms and beautiful loliage. Plants grown
In small pots must be fed.
The great German
Plant Food makes them strong and healthy; it
protects them from pests and vermin by giving a
more vigorous growth; it makes the
foliage and
flowers rich, bright and luxuriant; It is the best
Plant Food. Buy some today. Put up iu neat 26c
packages and delivered anywhere in the city free
of charge. Sent by express on receipt of price.
Try It and you will use no other. It is sold by

Thomas R. Phinnev.
dlf

lot of
cook-

51-2 Cts. Per Pound.
\

First Mortgage 0 Per Cent. Cold
Ronds, Dae October 1, 1000.
Secured by a Deed of Trust to the Farmers’ Loan and Trust Company, Trustee, Coveting the Franchises, Road,
Equipment, and All Lands Belonging
to the Company.
BONDS $1000 EACH. INTEREST PAYABLE APRIL AND OCTOBER.

DIRECTORS:
JOHN I. B1.A1K,
Blairs town, N. J„
OSGOOD WELSH,
N. S. BENTLEY,
JACOB HALSTED,
H. C. ATWOOD,
GEORGE 8. COE,
R. B. MINTDRN,
New York,
R. G. HAZARD,
Peace Dale, R. I.,
GEORGE S. BROWN,
Baltimore, MU.,
WM. M. HOAG,
San Francisco, Cal.

T. E. HUGO,
WALLIS NASH,
B. W. WILSON,
THOMAS GRAHAM,
ZEPIIIN JOB,
G. R. PARRA,
T. E. CAUTHOltN,
B. R. JOB.
E. A. ABBEY,

Corvallis, Oregon,
JOHN HARRIS,
Benton Co., Oregon,
A.

HACKELMAN,
Albany, Oregon,

Due June and October 1889.

Audros. & Kennebec It. It. 6’s
Due

1890 aud 1891

I ALiriL UALU1UAU

SOLE AGENT for NEW ENGLAND.

and

Rogers and Dowling’s superior laundry for Collars and Cuffs. Goods sent
every Monday night.
NO. 470 CONGRESS STREET.

are

DENNETT,

Agents.

Loan and Trust Co.,

mi

CAPITAL,

BANKERS,

Me.
Portland, dtf

186 Middle Street,
marll

PORTLAND 6s.
Maturing at

DIFFERENT DATES.

558 CONCRESS STREET,

NEW TAMARINDS,

pZBeodlm*

10 Gts. per lb.
MARRINER &
COMPANY,
Federal

Street.

1300
2000

*•

“

“

“

3200.
4000.

Prompt payment of
interest guarantee*!. Why go
far west when von
gilt edge loans near home. For full
address

8Ka<;raVK BROS.,

TEAS AND
-CAN

BE

ln?or-

niayl7

I

3000 Yards Newest and Best
duced to 15 cents.

Best Scotch

TWOHIBIdY,

Toledo,

Ginghams

Styles

re-

reduced from 38

UUUrAS Y.

With adequate ocean shipping facilities to
handle the traffic there would now be available
sufficient business to meet all the fixed charges.
From the heart of the Willamette Valley to the
sea the distance by the Oregon Pacific Railroad is
but 72 miles, while the shortest line by other
roads is 230 miles In length, which will enable the
OREGON PACIFIC RAILROAD to hold the
business against competition.
As distance and
time add to the cost of transportation it Is simply
an Impossibility for competing lines to handle the
business at the same rate as is done by the OREGON PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY.
Central Eastern Oregon being a treeless country will
draw its timber and coal supply from along the
line of the OREGON PACIFIC RAILROAD in
the Cascade Mountains. The supplies of timber
and coal will be taken East on the trains going to
the fertile plains of that district for agricultural
products to be delivered at the port of Yaquina,
thus securing traffic each way. This gives, without Interference, the OREGON PACIFIC RAILROAD the remunerative local business, and will
enable it to do through business at prices that
will command its full share of that traffic.
THE OREGON PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY' will locate and own the towns along the
line of its road, and reap the benefits
resulting
therefrom. The principal lands through whicli
the Company's line runs and is located are owned
by the Company and amount to over nine hundred
and fifty thousand acres.
More than threequarters of these lands are open rolling plains
and Immediately available for tillage.
The franchise confers exceptional advantages
on the Company, and among them Is the return
to the Company, by the State, of all taxes levied
and collected until 11)00, on the lands and other
properties of the Company.
The Company lias in operation 130 miles of continuous [road, at the end of which It enters the
timber tract above referred to; 30 miles are in the
hands of the Construction Department, and 40
miles of roadbed through the Malheur Valley are
ready for rails. The whole line will be completed
by the Autumn of 1890. steel rails for completion of the road, together with
fastenings, have
been purchased.
The five millions of bonds now offered are the
remainder of the total Issue of fifteen mil lions
provided for in the mortgage, and by an arrangement between the Railroad Company and Messrs.
Barker Brothers & Co., of Philadelphia, the proceeds of these bonds are held by that firm to be
paid to the Railroad Company only as the work
of construction progresses.
RAILROAD CO.,

GOFFEES

The undersigned wli receive subscriptions for the above-mentioned FIVE
MILLION HOLLARS, $5,000,000 « per
rent. Hold bonds of the Oregon Pacific
Railroad Company at par and accrued
Interest.
The subscription will be opened at 10
o’clock on Thursday, May 23, and will
close at 12 o’clock on Saturday, May
25, but the right is reserved te reject
any and all applications, or to allot a
smaller amount than applied for.
Payment to be made: 10 per cent, at
the time or allotment, 45 per cent. June
15. and the balance of 45 per cent, on
Julv 11; interest to be adjusted to date
or final payment, when the bonds will
be delivered. Payments may be antic!desired, and interest
.«
will be allowed thereon at « percent.
Copies of the Articles of Incorporation
and of the mortgage have been deposited
with the underslgued, from whom forms
of application may be obtained.

BARKER BROTHERS & CO.,
12.i South 4th St,

I'hiladelphiii.

cents to 25 cents.

my9dtf

To Builders and People wanting
to secure homes of their own.
few choice lots left on Hartley St., Deering,
at low prices. Persons wishing to build can
buy these lots and have lumber lor building ad
vauced them, for which payment can be made on
the Installment plan.
Property in this vicinity
constantly Increasing in value. Apply to J. P
BAXTKIt, rear of Portland Savings Bank

Westbrook Ginghams

6 cents

Manhattan Trust 0.

A

COMPANY’S.
eodtf

aprlS

L

dtf

Tnyl8

TURNER

BROS.,
<itf

Trustees for deposit of mortgages securing debentures: Knickerbocker Trust Com Mew York City:
Boston Safe Deposit and Trust Co., Boston. Mass.
Eastern Offices: Orwell. Vt.—With Vermont Investment and Guarantee Co.: Portland, Me.—Jose
Bldg. 08 Exchange St., Fred E. Kichards, Director.
The Debenture Bonds of this company are secured by first mortgages of real estate, mostly Inside property In growing cities.
Mo loan a nude
in excess of 60 per cent of appraisers' valuation.
The security Is ample and the Debenture Bonds
pay the Investor 0 per cent Interest.

ExchanK«CSlre«t,

f>9FrLAND.

MA'Nf.

"-——W———

BLUFFTON

FIRST:GRAHD:BALl

LAND,

Montgomery Veteran Association

—

ASI>-

—

Complimentary Drill by (be ,71mm.
Koniery Guard.,
AT-

—

Hall, Tuesday Evening, Nay 314.
6EKTS TICKETS SOc; UOIES 2So.

my 15

COMPANY,

TWO M4.I1TM ONLY.

Ala.

Blufftou,

SEASON’S

“TRAGIC

EVENT !

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY. May 21 aad 22.
MR.

J.
—

II.

MACK

IHKSKNTS

Aaciin'. Ureal

8. F. SMITH, President.
J. C. KIBBEY, Treasurer.

dt4

PORTLAN DT H EATRE
THE

—

Tragedian,

ROBERT DOWNING,

J. H. PLUMMER, Hen Manager.

la Grand and Realistic Productions of the

Legitimate Drama,

ST.

Capital,

■

$1,000,000.

■

Par Value of Sham.
A

i'Ki

■

developed property, earning

dividend owned and managed
by Northern men. Undoubtedly
a

the most wonderfnl

deposit

of ore

in Alabama.

opinions
lowing gentlemen:

Bluffton I* situated in the northeastern part of Alabama, on the main
line of (he East Tennessee, Virginia
and Georgia Railroad.
For the purpose of building a coke
iron furnace and further development
of the property, 8,000 shares of the
stock are offered for gale.
Price for
the present,

$14.00 PER SHARE.
Also Town Lots for Sale.
PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION.
For prospectus the full text of Prof. Boblnson’s
report and any other information, address

WM. M.

PENNELL,

Box 103,

F.

H.

Brunswick, Me.
SACK IN BANUOK BY

C.

REYNOLDS

&

CO.

FOB SALE IN BATH BY

P. IV WEEKS and D. E.
may id

FIRST MORTCACE
Six Per Cent.

Cold

Bonds

or

The Denver Cily Cable Railway Co.,
DIE

New York.

KEUISTEBED.

Central Trust Company of New
York, Trustee.
(Secured

byjheflrstand only

owns

cityol 100,000people.

the horse car

—

Gospel Mission
IN KECOONITION OF THE

ELEVENTH

Hues,

ANNIVERSARY.

Special Services Kach Evening.
ANNOUNCEMENTS IX DAILY PAPERS.
mayis

dlw

REPORT OF THE CONDITION
—

or th*

—

MERCHANTS’NATIONAL BANK
AT POffTLANO, IN THE STATE OF MAINE.
dwc •( bniMH, Jlay

the

■■

13,

l«».

RESOURCES:
Loans and discounts.t
Overdrafts.
U. 8. Bonds to secure circulation...
U. 8. Bonds to secure deposits.
U. 8. Bonds on hand.
Due from approved reserve agents..
Due trom other National Banks_
Real estate, furniture, and fixtures.
Current expenses and taxes paid.
Premiums paid.
Checks and other cash Items.
Exchanges (or clearing-house.
Bills id other Banks.
Fractional paper currency, nickels
and cents.

899,131 10
104 97

80,000 oo
70,000 OO
300 oo
41.200 71
11.068 81
21.000 0<>
3.918 00
0,000 OO
7.10120
18,145 60
8.453 OO
127 86

Specie.

29,300 oo
2,000 OO

Legal-tender notes.
Redemption fund with U. 8. Treasurer^ per cent of circulation)....

2,260 OO

Total.31,173,346
LIABILITIES:
Capital stock paid In. .3
fund.
Surplus

7«

300,00000
180.1X10 ix>
60,818 06
45,000 00

Undivided profits.

National bank notes outstanding.
Dividends unpaid
Individual deposits subject to check
Certified checks.
Cashier’s checks outstanding.
United States deposits.
Deposits of U. 8. disbursing officers
Due to other National Banks.
Notes and Hills re-dlscounted.
Bills payable.

84 77

303,890 27
5.283 76
1.301 tk>
37,12101
45.802 2<>
2.834 11

72.100 00

10»,06o

00

Total.31,173,345

78

Stats or Maine. County or CumsRLAWtx. as.
I, Charles Payson, Cashier of the above named
bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement Is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
CHARLES PAYSON, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 18th day
of May, 1889.
CHA8. O. BANCROFT,

Notary Public.

Correct—Attest:
GEO. BURNHAM, JR.,)
GEO. 8. HUNT,
Directors.
J.
P. BAXTER.)
d3t
my!8

Baltimore&OhioR.R.
FA8T K\PKM

and will oper-

two systems in connection with each other.
Particulars and pamphlets upon application.
PRICK PAR and accrued luterest with the right
to advance the same without notice.
For sale by

SWAN & BARRETT,
186 Middle

8treet, Portland, Me.
utf
declt___

TADS

VIA PHILADELPHIA, to BALTIMORE. WASHINGTON.
Cincinmti, SL Low and Chicago.
Pullman

mortgage ot the

The bonds are further secured by a Brst and
nine and one-half miles of
double track of cable road with land, viaducts,
etc., now being constructed by the
machinery,
Denver City Cable Railway Company, which latter

company
ate the

JUBILEE WEEK

J

IWON.

Interest Payable Jan. and Jnly 1, in
AND

4 ript]

MAGNIFICENT SCENERY. GORGEOUS COSTUMES. HISTORICAL ARMOR and
IMPLEMENTS OF WAR. and
The Oar Ureal Legiliauie Sapperiing
Caaspaay la Aaierica, Including
Evosne Bi.aik, Hblen Tracy, Hahbt Heir
uith, Chaklxk Hkicmanx, and other prominent artists formerly In supoort of Booth.
Salvlnl and McCullough.
Prices ft.00, 76, 50 and 35 cents. Sale ol teals
Friday.
inaylOdtd

PIERCE.

_dim

cot PON

urn

SI ittl Alts.

gVRiuita,

of the fol-

Mr. Facklothol, expert (or tlie Cooper Hewitt
Iron Co., of New York, says “of all ore deposits I
ever saw this Is the greatest.”
Prol. Robinson of Bowdoln College, after a recent visit to Bluffton and having made analyses
of the ore, says “I have no hesitation In saying
that Bluffton contains a practically unlimited
supply of ore suitable for making good Iron and Is
exceedingly favorably located for mining.”
The Crltlco Furnace of Chattanooga, one of the
best coke t Iron furnaces; In the Sonth, uses
some fifty tons dally of this ore and their testimony Is, that It Is of the best quality and their
orders are constantly calling tor larger quantities.

FOB

iTI A R C.

WKDXR.ntv Op

AT TH1

Head the

uravo

Cat Service

nr-n

iviw\,

iuuv

on
ui

All

muciii

Trains.
atiert,

follows: For CHICAGO. 9.19 P M. li.OO Midnight. For CINCINNATI and BT. LOUIS. 8.30
A. M., 6.00 P. M.
For WASHINGTON, BALTIMOKK, WILMINGTON and CHKSTKK. 8.90
A. M.. 11.00 A. M.. 1.30 P. M.. 9.30 P. M.. 3.13
P. M„ 6.00 P. M., 13.00 Midnight. Bundar, 8.30
13 Midnight. Far
A. M., 1.30, 2.80. 6.00 P. M
Ticket* and Pullman Car Space call at B. A O.
Ticket OfBce, >11 Washington street. Boston.
Mass. Fast line to Ft. Payne. Ala. Guide to

Washington

can

be bad

checked to destination.

maylSdtf

on

application,

taggage

( HA*. O. SCULL,
Geu l Passenger Agent.

SIMWl^WATKR.
The water from the celebrated Nu»mlt Spring* constantly on hand. Orders
Tilled. Correspondence Mile*
tWl’
THE SUMMIT SPK1.THN CO.

promptly

R. STANLEY A SON.

$30,000.
Imported and Fancy
Colorado Water Supply Co., GROCERIES
FIRST
Agtata,

...

410 Psrc iirvH.

Apr 10

MORTGAGE,
Seven Per Cent. Bonds,

Some $226,000 of these bonds have been taken
for Investment, In Maine. New Hampshire, New
York and Ktirope, by 8 ’Vtugs and Trust Institutions and other careful nves tors.
This company own and controls some 80
natural water courses,
miles of constructed a;
costing $460,000. It 1 s prior rights to all the
ver (the only source of
waters of the Dolores
supply In that section) .or purposes of Irrigating
lands, thereby Insuring successful crops always;
for supplying cities and towns along Its line with
water for domestic uses, for fire protection, au.l
for manufacturing purposes. It Is doubtful If a
more comprehensive or valuable charter Is owue J
In the West.
by any similar company
The company has cash in Treasury, and Is
backed by strong capitalists In this city and
elsewhere.
We oiler the above

dlf

of Every Description nt
MARRINER A COMPANY’S.
>03 Federal Street.

1890.

$30,000 bonds at 103 and

STREET,

NEW YORK.

or TBS

—

Ore £ Furnace City

Interest.

10 WALL

CP, Wl,000,000.00.

J. 8. Chick, Preat. W. W. Kkxdall, Vlce-Prest
Gio. F. Putnam. Treas. C. E. Bush, ad Vice-Pres
F. 0. Worn ALL. Secretary.

98

BANKERS,
Gor. Middle and Exchange Streets
dtf
my!8

DUE

124 Exchange Street.

FOUND AT-

MARRINER &

NOTICE.

WM. G.

feb25eod6m
oni°-_
Tbe Largest and Finest Stock of

FINE

am

New and Second-Hand, which I will sell for less
than can be purchased elsewhere. Those aliout
buying an instrument of either kind will please
call and sec if I am telling the troth.

5uh«rfi»U«™.ll*-erT"CB
i,l,tanc«»

can get
mat.°n

r.

Pianos and Organs,1

$1000 Security-Cash value $2500.
“
“

eod2w

PAID

Woodbury & Moulton FRED MICHAUDS,

about closing out my business, and I have
large stock of
I

MORTGAGES ten?

I'ortliind

Congress St. and 235 Middle St.

Ho. 501 Delaware Street, Kaitsaa Crtr, Mo.

For sale by

By X. E. HOGG. President.

BIG SATEEN WAR!

The Popular Society Florist,

apr20tf

203

>nyl6

also selling a great many beautiful flowers
Our Floral Designs for Weddings, Parties
and Funerals, especially
by secret orders and undertakers, are used more than those ot any other
florist. We send flowers anywhere within 100
miles ot Portland and guarantee perfect satisfaction.
Wc have a lot of Garden Vases slightly imperfect, for just half price, and choice potted
plants and seedlings.

TROl LAUNDRY.

HASKELL & JONES,

585 & 587

by ALBERT DIRWANGER, 126 Exchange Street.

We

NATIONALA

able.
We are prepared to offer an excellent line of
securities for reinvestment, a list of which we shall
Corresbe pleased to furnish upon application.
pondence solicited.

NEW Yobk, 15th May, 1889.

Geo. C. Shaw 6c Co.,

eodtf

ncorporated under the Laws of the State of Missouri

Due 1891.
We would advise holders of above bonds to dispose of them while present premiums are obtain-

only mortgage upon

The Florist, 558 Congress Street

First-Clan Securities.

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS

UNITED STATES 4 1-2’s

r-,---.-—

DENNETT,

City, County and Railroad Bondi, and
( itber

-AND-

reasons:

First—It Is the ONLY TORT IN OREGON ON
THE SEA connected by a railway with the great
agricultural districts In the State.
Second-THE OREGON PACIFIC RAILROAD crosses the four north and sontli lines of
railroad In the Willamette Valley, the great agricultural district of Oregon, and the Willamette
River, at Albany, gathering business to be delivered at the port of Yaqulna.
Third—The distance to the Pacific ocean from
the heart of the Willamette Valley by the OREGON PACIFIC RAILROAD is only 72 miles,
while by the way ot Portland and the Columbia
River It Is 230 miles to the sea.
Fourth—It Is the terminus of a railroad traversing au agricultural country of unsurpassed
fertility, producing millions ot bushels of grain
annually and large yields of other agricultural
products, and supporting herds of cattle, sheep
and horses. The railroad also passes through a
country rich in deposits coal, Iron, gold and silver,
and, for fiO miles, through one of the tinest bodies
of timber anywhere in the world. The timber
district has been preserved to this time by the
absence of needed railroad facilities.
F'ifth—The whole business of central, southern
and eastern Oregon will be carried by the OREGON PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY to Yaqulna, and distributed from that port at about
one-half the cost for transportation charged by
any other existing or projected lines.
The;business Immediately available to the
OREGON PACIFIC RAILROAD, and the large
business that will come to It as Its line Is pushed
further eastward until it reaches Boise City and
there makes connection with the present transcontinental lines as well as others to be completed, demonstrate that Yaqulna Bay Is to be the
future great seaport of Oregon,
The topography of the eastern portion of the
State of Oregon and the Territory of Idaho compels all roads crossing Oregon over Its eastern
border to enter the State at or near the point determined as Its eastern terminus by the OREGON

ORKRON PACIFIC

--

Pint National Bank Building.

A 91 (J NIK 91K ft Tile

OKEUOK
PACIFIC
BAILCOMPANY Is organized for the purpose of providing the State of Oregon with an urgently needed means of communication with other States and foreign eouutries by means of a
railroad from YAQUINA BAY on the Pacific
Ocean, ninnlog through the central portion of the
State to the eastern boundary thereof, a distance
of about six hundred miles, where connection
will be made with the railroad line already built
to that point, as well as with those under construction and projected.
YAQUINA BAY, from its commanding geographical position and the scarcity of ports on
the Oiegon seaboard, Is destined to be the future
gieat seaport of Oregon, for, among others, the

following
■

State ot Maine 6’s rRUST COMPANY

leio

Til K

of the

PORTLAND

BONDS WANTED.

RAILROAD COMPANY

ROAD

has past and gone and

S.00

~

Temple, Opposite Falmouth Hotel.

th: great centennial jubilee

$7.00
0.00

more to have it

50 doz. 50 cent

207 Kiddle St., Corner of

a rew oi our Leaders:

TIIE RENT

..

THE CLOTHIER,

at 482 Congress street. None
of us have any extravagant
behabits and our wants
ing few, even if we DO NOT
have near as much left at the
end of the year as onr competitors, who do less than half
the amount of business than
we do, that LITTLE supplies
all our necessary wants and a
little more, and enough is as
good as a feast, and TOO
MUCH left to families is al
most invariably to curse them.

MARRINER & COMPANY, ar5'fni'8^ive "“"■/Bases with insurance assigned
1,1 National Banks furWhitney Rulidlngr,

Gilmore’s Special Artists.

JVL'-JN AL. A A_i I

WE ARE ALL WORKERS

a

PURE

gun

shots per minute capacity of each

the greatest of living tenors; Signor EUGENE DE DANCKWARDT
Swedish Tenor from the Royal opera, Copenhagen: Signorina CLEMENTINA UE VERE,
the silver voiced Gerster of the present day: Madame BLANCHE STONE BARTON, the foremost
American Soprano; Miss HELEN DUDLEY CAMPBELL, a Contralto wholly worthy of her distinguished company: Signor GIUSEPPE DEL PUENTE, the first and most popular living Baritone; MYRON W. WHITNEY, the grandest Basso America ever produced; and Signor FERRARI, Pianist. Entire Change of Programme and Mol.i.ta at each concert.
The Price or Ticket. Reduced—Evening tickets, reserved 76c and $1.00; Matinee
tickets, reserved 60c and 76c; sold at Stockbrhlge’s Saturday morning (17th) at 9 o’clock; only six tickets
sold to one person at opening sale; numbers given out at 7 o’clock. For tickets. Illustrated programmes and circulars gtvlug all particulars, address IRA C. STOCKBRIDGE, 6*0 Congress
street, care of Stockbrtdge's new store, up town.
Reunion—There will be a Reunion and Ueeeptiou by Mr. Gilmore after each concert to the members
of the Jubilee Chorus who are present from this State. Hand, and Club, will Uad it to their Interest to write direct to aoove address.
Halt Fare and late trains to all bolding Jubilee tickets; order tickets at ouce.
myl4dlw

THE GREATEST ADVANTAGE of all is onr being able

OUR sales for the first three
months of this business year
which commenced Feb.l, over
the
three
corresponding
months last year have been upwards of 25 per cent, in excess
of the same three months last
year, which is MOKE than the
necessary per cent, gain needed (o increase our sales to One
Hundred Thousand Dollars.
$100,000.00, this year.
THIS ENABLES US
to
make still LOWER prices than
ever before, making good advertised promises; and LOW
PRICES, is what has built up
the princely establishments in
the larger ci<ies of the Union
and there is no good reason
why a business of a QUARTER of a million anunally
can not be done in
Portland
as well as elsewhere.

nrm2m»

Quart.

at 20

Gilmore’s Anvil Chorus.

25 Per Cent Cain.

Why, because when they And their hair Is falling they quickly apply Devine’s Hair Grower,
winch speedily Invigorates and strengthens the
growth, eradicates all scalp diseases and restores
it to Its natural healthy condition.
Remember
Devine s Hair Grower is not a Dye, aud warranted
free from all
poisonous minerals.
y says, “My family use
/?• *tanlaud
Devine’s Hair Grower
consider it the best
preparation they ever used.” Mrs. E. C. Burleigh,
wife of Governor Burleigh, says “Devine’s ltalr
Grower will do all that Is claimed for it: the
members of our family all use it.”
Par sale by all Druggiati.
73 reals urr
bauir.

CHOICE PEI mis,

Operated and fired by electricity

1

the great

apl

apr22_

Features of the Creat
Boston Jubilee.

Signor ITALO CAMPANINI,

GIKLS

itnt

Distinguished

Gilmore’s Eight Great Vocal Artists.
Gilmore’s Twelve Instrumental Soloists.
Gilmoer’s Battery of Artillery, Six Guns.

A tOW SHOWING I

_

HANDSOME

Maine.

Gilmore’s Famous New York Band of 50 Musicians.

fang,

papers.”

Only Appearance

GIIJORE’S 20tli 4MIVKRSARV JUBILEE FESTIVAL !

ai

Bath her six men left and sought the commissioner for the purpose of securing their
release. They were pacilied, however, and

FINANCIAL.

financial.

SUBSCRIPTION for $5,000,000

Two Festival Concerts ! OREGON PACIFIC
Matinee
iu

The Bath Times says that the big four,
piaster W. H. Bird seems to be unfortunate
iu

HA L L, 7

S ANNOUNCEMENT. COMING TO PORTLAND JUNEIO

’’

be, however,

quite a general belief among fishermen that
the restrictions placed upon tire
catching of
the mackerel early in the season in southern

C I TY

and he used to advise him as the one
panacea for preserving his health of mind
and body never to think of political matters
in bed or on awakening in the morning. Mr.
Gladstone said:
”In the most exciting
political crisis 1 dismiss current matters entirely from my mind when 1 go to bed. and
I will not think of them till I get up in the
morning. 1 told Bright this, and lie said:
‘That’s all very well for you, but my way is
exactly the reverse. I think over all my
speeches when I am in bed like Sancho

UTERINE PAINS

in which only a few years ago 20 or more
vessels and three or four hundred men from
this one town were engaged is now paralyzed.
As a result the population lias dropped from
755 in 1880 to less than 500 and today crews
can with difficulty be found for the two

~~'J':r i

o

Bright,

Panza.’
The Methodist Book Concern in New York
and Cincinnati have, during the century gone,
lost by fire to the amount of $350,000, and yet,
without asking for contributions from the
churches, they have increased their capital
to the amount of $2,038,000 and have paid for

VINANUUL.
_

rcu. -n

5000 miles from St.
miles from the Pacific coast. The mines are
the private property of his majesty the czar,
and it is to them that the Nihilists are scut
when the czar is pleased to commute a death
sentence to peual servitude in the mines
In the old days, before the home rule
question became very prominent, Mr. Gladstone used to be a mentor to his friend, John

State into schools.
From time to time the Pisess has published
accounts of the serious effects of Hie failure
of the mackerel fisheries on our coast.
Last
season, and during several seasons before
that, these effects have been especially noticeable in the once busy and prosperous
fishing community of North Haven, in Knox
county. It is to be regretted that the outlook Is little better there this
season, although the fishermen are indulging in some
hopes that the mackerel may school on our
shores this summer in the old time quantities. Mr. T. J. Lyons, who is employed as a
special agent of the state bureau of labor and
industrial statistics, has completed an investigation of the condition of the mackerel fisheries of North Haven which confirms the
worst reports. He finds that this industry

AJtftUgfifllliNTft

Kara>
Petersburg nnd about 1 ixx'l

penalties, shall
mon

nUMCELLANEOEM.

The most remote point roached by Mr.
George Kennan in his Siberian trip, and described in the Century, was the mines of

H.
M. PAYSON & CO.
apr3o
dtt

SOUTHERN YELLOW

71

LUMBER AND TIMBER.

Memorandums or Lumber furnlsl)ed at the tow.
market prices froip our stock on tne wharf, or
direct from our Southern Pine Mills, and In tho
eat

quickest possible

time.

DKKRINO, IVnsi.Utt *('«.,
Wired,
Portland, sir.
eodtf
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LADIES’CHOICE.

THE LUBUV’S
MARIE

STUART.

New and Very Popular.

Schlotterbeck Ac Foss.
(THIS PAPER ! ]£ »7lT£>?liMapan
tesssttpyw* •«? JfavyFi® >
"

w

THE PRESS.
MONDAY MORNING, MAY 20.

asked file teacher.
“The dictionary
Hartford Courant.

MAINE TOWNS.

Saccarappa.
At the annual election held by Cloudman
Relief Corps the following officers were
elected:
r President—Mrs. Hebron Mayliew.
I JVice President—Mrs. Laura Graliani.
II liaplain-Mrs. M. A. Bettes.
I Secretary—Mrs. Emma L. V. Stiles.
GTreasurer—Mrs. C. B. Warren,
Conductor—Mrs. Nellie Proctor.
■ Guard—Mrs. May Phlnney.
* Past President—Mrs. E. B. Pblnney.
Delegates to State Convention to be held at
Watervlile—Mrs. E. B. Phlnney, Mrs. Emma L.
V. Stiles. Mrs. A. II. Burroughs, Mrs. Charles

Sylvester.

Alternates-Mrs. M. A. Clark, Mrs. C. B. WarL. Clements, Mrs. C. W. Den-

ren, Mrs. Emma
nett.

In about tw'o

weeks an

assembly of the
Royal Society of Good Fellows will be Instituted in Saccarappa by Deputy Supreme
Ruler J. E. Gregg, with 110
charter me“

of the
h?tJe'vR&^esome
01*ned

best citizens

by Edward Kimball, on
J1 itrieU *bout half way between SaccaJJ*
rappa and Cumberland Mills, was entered
Thursday night by thieves and 200 cigars, a
dozen
of

pairs
shoes and a lot of candy were
taken. There is no clue.
The subject of Mrs. Mary A. Livermore’s
lecture to be delivered this evening at the
Universalist church, will be "The Boy of
lo-day.
South Brldgton.
Mr. C. P. Spurr saw a deer cross the street
near his boot and shoe
factory the other day,
and the day following Mrs. S. C.
Knight saw
the deer pass through
herdooryard. He is
described as being rather tame, stopping
frequently to look about. He is quite a curiosity in this village, though it is said there is
a
school’’ of them down back of “Baldpate mountain, about two miles from here.
The clothing business is generally spoken
of as quite dull, but Reed Brotbers have just
received a fresh invoice of work from Bos-

ton, and

will

evidently

make out a season,

though somewhat below the average.
If we may judge from the
blossoms, apples will not be very high next fall,
farmers are taking quite an interestalthough
in their
trees, graltmg. pruning, etc.
Mrs. Nellie M. Reed has
had a nice
lately
*r°m Portland’ the “New
England”

make
It is getting to be quite dry
here, and the
grass misses the rain as soon as anything out
of doors.
It would be very refreshing to
have some rain just now.
Altogether the
ten °r lwelve day-s earlier this
year

thanTast

Buxton.
BAB MILLS NEWS.

The Maine Furniture
Company, S. B. &
Albert Shepard, managers, are blasting the
ledge behind their factory for the purpose of
locating their dry house there. Their object
in moving it is to facilitate tUe
handling of
the dried lumber. It will give employment
to a number of hands for some
time, and
will necessarily be au expensive
job.
Dan. Boynton has arrived from
Washington, but failed to learn whether he received
kppointment as postmaster or not.
I be farmers have had au excellent time to
prepare their land aud plant, but are now
wishing for rain, as it is much needed, especially for the grass.

Decrlng.
4l..

owned

_m

uouuj

--j

ttuu

borne and play than go to .'school, wrote: “The
lather is urchin his boylo go to school.”
The following Is more subtle. The word was
“pacify,” and the sentence written was, “The
author pacifies the poem.”
"Why, what do you think ‘pacify’ means?”

ugai

aiuxe

ent of the sum of ten dollars, very kindly
donated by M 1). Worttien.
The Senior Class of Westbrook Seminary
have their class day exercises in All Soul’s
church, on Friday afternoon. May 24th, at
2.45 o’clock.

John Haines to

Drive

Jack

Spratt

this Season.

There

many good horses in tbe town
and interest in the trotter is on
the increase there. Of all horsemen in that
town there are none who take more pride iu
their stock than Mr. J. F. Conner takes in
his. He Is the owner of Diana, a three-yearold filly, by
Harbinger, dam Kate,
of

lady, » ho was passing a group of children at
play, was appealed to by one of them: “If you
please, ma am, won't you bow to me?”
Much amused, the lady bowed gravely, and as
the boy thanked her, she asked:
“Why did you want me to bow?”
“It’s a game we play. When we get 300 bows
we write a wish on a piece of paper and bury tt.

lower her record materially this year if no
accident befalls her. She will trot during
the State fairs at Bangor and Lewiston and
has been entered in two races at Mystic. An
offer of $2,500 for her has been refused.
Juno, a full sister to Diana, is almost her
counterpart in everything except size.
She
gives promise of speed, but will not be fitted
for the track this season. Connor, a handsome chestnut yearling stallion, a full brother to Diana and Juno, is pronounced by competent horsemen to be one of the best colts
they ever saw, and good judges expect to see
him make a better record than Diana has.
He is a large, open-gaited colt, and a natural
trotter. He has been entered for races at
the State fairs and at Mystic this season.
Pittsfield horsemen expect great things of
the colt. Mr, Connor has lately sold to H.
J. Jordan, Brooklyn, Me., for $1000, the fine
Harbinger colt Gldmont, dam by Gideon.
He is good gaited and and finely bred. Kate
the brood mare spoken of above, is by
Whalebone Knox, dam by Old Drew. She is
now 13 years old.
A sucking colt at her side
by Harbinger, was accidently killed the
other
probably
by the mare stepping
day,
on it.
'I his colt measured no less than 44 1-8
in
inches
height when dropped and Mr.
Connor was offered $500 for it when it was
less than a day old. He does not mourn the
pecuniary loss so much as he does being deprived of such a colt. Dido, a three-year-

old by Gen. AVithers, dam Carrie, by Van
Moltke, is a good gaited colt, chestnut in
color, standard bred, and will be used for
breeding purposes. Mr. Connor also has a
two-year old filly by George Wilkes, Jr.,
dam by Messenger, and a yearling stallion
by Prince Onnwa, dam by Harbinger. Both
are very good colts.
He also has a three-

year-old stallion, Harry C., by Harbinger,

dam by AVhalebone Knox, which is a good
These horses are
one, and several others.
all trained and driven by Mr. Connor's son,
Hiram B.

George tv. Leavitt of Boston, who has
bought more good horses during the past
few years than most any other New Kngland
horseman, has just got auother gilt edged
one from Kentucky, a three-year-old son of
Dictator (sire of Jay-eye-see, 2.10, Phallas,
2 13J). dam Kentucky Belle (dam of Clara
T., 2.284), by Harold, sire of Maud 6.; second

dam Juliet (dam of Mambrino Pilot, sire of
Hannis, 2 17J, Mambrino Gift. 2.20), by Pilot
Jr., sire of the dam of Maud S., 2.08?; third
dam by Webster, thoroughbred son of Modoc. Dondash, as the colt has been named,
has been placed in the hands of Jerry O’Neil
to be trained.

John
Haines, of Biddeford, tells a
Lewiston Journal reporter that he Is satisfied that Jack Spratt, 2.211, the season he
handled him five years ago, was able to trot
a mile ring in 2-13 or
2.10.
Spratt will be
seen in Haines’ hands again this season,
though not till the latter part.
When Charles Backman
paid $10,700
for Kentucky Prince it wasjthe highest price
ever then brought by a stallion under the
hammer.
Mr. Backman lias since made
$150,000 out of the horse.

The chestnut gelding Westmont, by Almont, dam Annie, by Cottrell Morgan, was
sold at Lexington recently for $850. He has
a pacing record of 2.13 3-4, and
paced a mile

running

mate at

Chicago In

2.01 3-4.

It is said that an offer of $15,000

was

re-

cently made and refused for the California
pacing stallion Almont Patchen, record 2.15,
and that the horse has been driven a trial in

2.134.
C. U. Nelson. £. F. Webb aud Dr. G. H.
three well known Maine horemen,
have gone to New York to attend the California colt sale.

Bailey,

and the wish will come true In six months. It’s so.
ma’am, ’cause I’ve tried it.—Detroit Free Press.

A

Knowing

Conductor.

"These open street cars should not be allowed
to run In cold weataer." exclaimed an Irate passenger, as he nearly coughed Ills head off. "Be
patient, my friend,” remarked the conductor.
"Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam will remove

that congh of yours.”

FINANCIAL

AND_C0MMERCIAL.
Imports.

MONCTON,NS. Sclir

Annie

B & M Railroad.

VV-3000 railway

Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. May 18.1889.
Receipts by Maine Central Railroad—For Portland do cars mlscellaneous|merchandise; |for connecting roads 118 cars ;mlscellaneous merchandise.
Grain Ouotatiens.
CHICAGO BOAR OF TKADK.
Friday's quotations.
WHKAT.

.Tune.

May.
81%
82%
81%
82%

Opening.

Highest.

Lowest.

Closing.

81
81

80%
81

OOKN.

Opening.

June.

May,

34
84
Highest.
84
Lowest.
Closing. 34
OATS.

34
34

83%
33%

Opening.
Highest.

Lowest.

Closing
daturdav’s

July.
70%
77%
70%
77%

June.
34%
34%
34%
34%

May.

22%
22%
22%
V2%

quotations.

WHKAT

May.

Opening.

81%
82%
82%
82%

Highest.
Lowest.

Closing.

June.
80%
81

July
77%
77%
70%
77%

June

July.

81

80%

OOltN.

May.

Opening

34
31

Lowest.

33%
33%

Highest

Closing..

33%
33%
33%
33%

34%
34%
33%
33%

OATS.

May,

Opening. 22%

Highest.
lowest.
Closing.

22%
22%
22%

Boston Stock Market.
The following quotations of stocks are received

dally:
New

York and New England Railroad

Doprei
Ateh. Topeka

44%
116

a--d

Santa Fe Railroad

*,sn11 Lr

-T!}“

ons'ept^lH0

aS8*

stallion races for horses
* be trotted atBeacon Park

George W. Newcomb of Bririvtmi m,.antic
t0 lose B v“luftble horse

bydtoekjaw.t0rtU“e

44%

Mexican Central. 13%
C. B & Q.
102%
Flint & Pere Marpuette Railroad.com
26
97
Molpref.
Boston St IaiwoII Railroad. 167
C hlracn, Burlington! & Northern. 62%

WISDOM.

Bell Telephone.239
Bos on * Maine R
J81
O'd Colony Railroad. 17B
Wisconsin Central
17%
Wisconsin Central preferred.
41
Union Pacific. Co
Eastern uref.123
C HIforula Southern. 16%
Connecticut River.190
Boston St Providence R.
....

New York Stock and Money Market
fBy Telegraph.;
NEW YORK
»CU3. ••onev has hern
easy, wnn no loans,aim closed offered 2 per cent.;
Prime mercantile 3%<ff4%.
Sterling Exchange
Is quiet and steady. Government houd< dull hut
■ready. Railroad bonds dull and generally Arm.
The stock market closed active and strong at
about the highest prices.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 167.800 shares
The following are to-day’s quotations of Government securities
<7nlt» d Slates Ss.
New 4s, reg.129%
New 4s, coup.
129%
New 4%s,reg. ...106%
New • Vi». ■ oup.107%
Central Pacific ists.it6%
Denver & R. G lists. 118%
Erie 2ds.UM)%
Kansas! Pacific Consols.114
Oregon Nav. ists.n:
Kansas Pacific ists.114%
Tlie

stocks:

following

tne

are

closing qoutatlous

of

May 18 May 17.
Adams Express.148
148
Am Express.
114
.114%
Central Pacific
s»%
86%
Chicago Huriiug'on & Quincy
10 y8
102%
Delaware & Hudson C iual Co
139
139%
Delaware, l.scka & Western ...14i%
140%
Denver & Rio Grande. 17
itj%
Erie
28%
28%
Erie pref
70%
70%
Illinois Gential
..
.1X4%
114%
Did Bloom & West
8
8
Lake Erie & We t
lRy8
ik%
Lake Snore
103%
103%
Louis & Nasli. 68%
67%
Manhattan Elevated....
99%
99%
Michigan Central
88
87%
Minn & St. Louis.
6
6
do pref. U
11
Missouri Pacific. 7244
T >*/»
New Jersey Central. 96%
!‘6%
Nor. Pacific common. 26
26%
do pref. 62%
02%
Northwestern.109%
109%
..141%
NorthwestenUpref
140%
New York Central.liny*
107%
New York, Chicago & St. Louis.. 16
16
do pref.. 69
69
Ohio & Miss.22
22%
Ont & Western. 16%
16%
Orfgon Trans-Cout’l. 41
3411/.
Pacific Mall.. 86%
so
Pullman Palace. 189
189
Reading. 46%
46%
Rock Island.
97%
96%
St Louis & San Frau. 22%
22%
co pref. 69%
69%
..

vigor.

_

A teacher in one of the Hartford city schools
requires her pupils to write sentences containing
the words in the lesson. These sentences sometimes are very funny. Here are two:
One of the words in the lesson was "urchin.”
A little fellow who would evidently rattier stay at

75569540; fancy

at

9S954C.

Freights to Liverpool Arm.
CHICAGO. May 18,1889.—The Flour market is
quiet and weaker; winters at 4 0P®4 76; spring
wheat patents 4 75@6 60; bakers’ at 3 20® 3 50.
Wheat and dull; No 2 Spring and No 2 Red 82%
®83c. Corn lower; No 2 at 3354c. Oats easier ;
No * at 2254c.
No 2 Rye at 4054c.
Provisions
easier—Mess Pork at 11 66@11 60. Lard at 6 76.
I)ry salted shou'ders at 6 1254@6 26; short clear
sides 6 1254 aG 25. Whiskey 1 02.
Receipts Flour. 9.000 bbls. wheat 17,000 bush,
corn 336 000 bush, oats 19,000 bush
barley 6,000
bush rye 1,000 bush.
Shipments Flour 6.roo bbls. wheat 102,000
bush, corn 275.000 bush oats 228,000 bus barley
0.000 bush, rye 3,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS, May 18 1889.—The Flour market
very quiet, steady; XXX at 2 7o@2 80; family at
3 00@3 10: choice 3 25 a3 40;
fancy 8 66(8376;
extra fancy at 3 86a4 00; patents at 4
S6,®4 60.
Wheat Arm; No 2 Red at 7g% n. Corn Is tower:
No 2 Mixed at 3154c. Oats
weaker; No 2 at 23c.
Whiskey at 1 03. Provisions very quiet—Pork at
12 00.

Lard—prime

steam at

6 60.

Orv salted

meats-shoulders at 6 1354; longs and ribs 6 10
@6 20; snort clear 6 30. Bacon shoulders 6 7 54;
longs and ribs 6 66®8 83; short clear at 6 60®
6
85.

Hams at 10 O

Receipts-Flour,
hush; corn 41.000
l.inxi bush: barley
Shipments-Flour

@@812.

2.OO0
bbls; wheat 6.C00
bush; oats 38,000 hush; rye
O.ouo lush.
7.000 bbls: wheat. 27,000
bush: corn, 30.000 bush; oats. 12.000 bush: rye
0©0f» bush barley t.O O bush.
i'ETHOIT, May 18 1889.-Wheat Nol White
at 92c; No 2 Red at 97%c. Corn-No 2 at 35%c.
Oats—No 2 at 8654c; No 2 White 28c.
Receipts—wheat 4100 bush; corn bush: oats
180000 hush.|

NEW

Cotton Markets.
[By Telegraph.]
Y0RK,Mayl8.1889.—The Cotton market

Is steady with fair demand:
lands ordinary at 8 6-1 He;

sales 769 bales; upgood do at 911-16c;
low middling 1054c; middlings at 11 l-16c; Gulf
ordinary at 8 9-t6c; good do at 9 15-16c;low
middling 10%c; middling 11 6-10c.

Havana Market.
HAVANA, May 19, 1889-Tlie sugar market
lias been quiet the past week, the sales being con
lined to a tew small parcels.
Holders held »loof
and prices were Irregular. At the close a better
feeling prevailed, and rates were firmer.
Molasses Sugar, regular to good polarization, at
3 60@$3 76 gold per quintal.
w 90 deMuscovy., fur to cm>8 .jutoa,
giees polarization, (3.8754 @$3.6254 gold per

quintal.

Centrifugal sugar. 92 to 96 degrees nnlnrizsti.m
ana uoxes, (4.31’4(a $4.68*4 told ner

uuus, uags

quintal.

Stocks
in
the warehouses at Havana and
Matanzas, Mid boxes. 437.000 bags, and 3.100
lihds; receipts for the week, 83 boxes, 46,000
bags, and 393 hlids; exports during the week,
683 boxes, 69,000 bags and 1700 hlids., of which
<0 jboxes, 45,000 bags and 943 hlids were Ito
the United States.
Freights—Nominal; %) lihd of sugar loading at
Havana fdr the United States, $2.12%@2.26 gold
lihd of sugar from porta on the north coast of
per
Cuba (outside ports) for the United States at
S2.50fa.$3.00 gold.

Curonesn Markets.

By Telegraph.]
LONDON, May 18, 1889.—Consols at 99 3-16
for both money and account.
LONDON.May 18,1889.-U. S. 4s. 181%.
LIVERPOOL, May 18.—The Cotton marketquiet with very small business doing; middling at
6d; sales J6.0OO bales; speculation and export
too bales; receipts 7,000 bales.

LIVERPOOL,‘May '8. 1889-Quotations-Winter at«s5d; Spring wheat at 7s 3%d@7s 4%d;

Club Wheat at GsIldWBs livid. Corn, mixed
American 3s 9%d. Peas 6s 6d. Provisions, etc,
—Pork, prime Eastern GBs 3d; Bacon at 89s for
short clear and 83s for long clear. Lard 86s 9d.
Cheese at 60s for white. Tallow 25s Gd.

....

...

dolstprf.

.109

St Paul. 68%
do

pref.112%

St Paul. Minn n Man.102
St Paul & Omaha. 36%
St Paul & Omaha prf. 98
21%
Texas Paclflc(new). ....
Union Pacific. 60%
89
8.
It.
Express.
16%
Wabasli St Louis & Pacific
....
...

A Sea 8lck
Passenger,
On the ocean, cares little about a stonn. Ue
is
positively Indifferent whether he is washed overboard or not. But set right by a wineglasstul or
two of Hostetter’s Htomacli Bitters, he feels renewed interest in his personal safety. This fine
corrective neutralizes in brackish water-often
compulsorily drank on shipboard, to the grievous
detriment of health—the pernicious impurities
which give rise to disorders of the stomach, liver
and bowels. To the mariner, the tourist, the
Western pioneer and miner, the Bitters is invaluable as a means of protection against malaria,
when Its seeds are latent in air aud water. To the
effect of overwork, mental or manual, It is a most
reliable antidote, aud to the debilitated aud ner
vous, It affords great and speedily felt relief and

ry

...

..

WIT AND

NKW YORK. May 18. 1889.—Floor market
receipts 17,669 packages; exports 8327 bbls anc
sacks; dull and heavy; sales 13.6ROO bbls.
F;our quotations—low extras 2 90S.3 86: cltj
mllla extra at 4 40*6 60; elty mills patents 6 2C
@6 2o; winter wheat, low grades at 2 90®3 35
fa r to fancy at 8 40@6 16; patents at 4 45®6
40;
Minnesota clear 3 6G@4 60; straights do at 4 35S
6 40; do patents at 4 65@fS.lC; do
rye mixture!
3
nuperflne at 2 *6@3 25 g flue 1 96®
2 86;Southern flour is dull and heavy; common
to fair extra at 2 90®3 86; good to choice do al
3 35@6 60. Rye Flour dull ;superflne 2 76fi3 15.
Com meal steady with fair demand.
Wkeai-recefpts 24,660 bash; exports 11,498
hush: sales 28,000 bush; weak and quiet with ;i
moderate nulling and export demaud ;No 2 Red al
81%@S2 store, 8354@8il54c afloat, 82%@8454c
No 1 lted at 96Vic: No 1
White at 2„1f?datJ7c:
9254c. Rye quiet. Harley out of season. Cara-receipts 93,700 bush;
exports 600
bush .sales 104.000 bush; steadier and
quiet.llght
3 at 43V4c lD e'ev, 42% @430 afloat;
S?e£18S!iNo
No 2 White 4454c, No 3 at 42c;steamer Mixed at
4254c. OatM receipts 60,000 bush, exports 586
liusu; sales 72.000 bush: steady and dull; options
quiet, lower and weak: No 3 at 29c; White do at
2 at 2954ft80c: do White at
34%@36:
No 1 at 32c; White do at 3»c: Mixed Western at
d0 at 3483954c; White State 84
@»9!4c :No2 nicago at 3154c Caffee, Rio is
quiet :fair cargoes 18% c. Magar—raw quiet and
uncnanged ;reflued steady; better demaud; 11 7@
754c: hxtra C754@754c; White ExtraC 7%0
7 13-I6c; Yellow at 6%@7c; on A at 7%®8c:
Mould A 854 standard A at 85%c Confec A 854c:
cut loaf and crushed at 9c; powdered 9c;
granulated 854c;Cubes at 8%c. Petraleam quiet and
steady—united at 8154c Pork steady; mess 13 Od
@ 13 26; extra prime 12 no@i 2 26. Beef inactive.
I.ard easier and dull; Western steam 7 16; city
at 6 66; reilued is dull; Continent at 7
(0@7 66;
8 A at 8 00. Hatter, choice Arm; fair demand;
State dairy 16® 17c; Western do at 9@13c; do
crm 18 $@17. T’heeae unsettled and
;State facto8579

—

...

The figures show that
Just now the blood
buyers will pay fancy prices for
r’**f
Electioneer,
and Sidney,
Stampoul
all Pacific coast stallions.

Domestic Markets
By Telegrap

A

are

by

with

says it means ‘comnose
1

—

Pittsfield,

Whalebone Knox, has a record of 2.42 at two
years old. This record was made at Mystic
Park, when Diana easily won the golden
colt stake for two-year-olds. She is a laige,
open-gaited colt, a chestnut in color, and will

2 3
4 1 5
3 0>

SPork-

lies to

ITEMS FOR HORSEMEN.

3 8 )
4V

Gould & Curry.
Yellow jacket.
Sierra Nevada.

Print Cloth Market.
FALL RIVER, May 18, 1888—The followln I
is t e statement for the week’s print cloth bus
i ness in Fall River:
When Baby was sick, we gave her
Castoria,
Production. 180,000 piece
When she was a Child, she cried for
Castoria,
Deliveries. 179,000 piece
When she became Miss, she
Stock.
8,000 piece *
clung to Castoria
Sales. 18,4000 piece
W hen she hod
Children, she gave them Castoria
Spot.|. 41,000 piece
Future. 143,000 piece
Professor—If I were about to combine elements
Prices 3%c for C4x41s;3 7-lCc for 60x56s; th s
which I knew, by personal experiment or from
market Is steady.
well authenticated data, were not antagonistic, I
Petrleum Market.
would not, of course, feel bound to use much pre.
BOSTON, May 18.
caution. But If I desired to blend elements which
Pipe Line Certificates.
I knew to be not In affinity, or of which 1 had a
10.00
81
doubt, and from the too hasty conjunction of
10.30
which a most terrible disaster might ensue, then
80%
11.00
83
11.30
8144
Student—You would get your assistant to do it.
12 M
81%
A woman who Is weak, nervous and
Boston
Produce
Market.
sleepless, and who has cold hands and feet canBOSTON. May 18. 1889.—The following are tc
uot feel and act like a well person. Carter’s Iron
day’s quotations of Provisions, &c.:
Pills equalize the circulation, remove nervousLong cuts 14 76016 00: short cuts 16 O' )
ness and give strength and rest.
1660; backs at 16 00016 6b; lean ends a t
POt* tongues *l 18W; prime mess 16 60(<
Uncle George (on the bank)—Why don't you go
17 OO*
Lard—Choice at 8c IP lb in tcs and tubs, 10-f ,
out farther, Harry, where the water is deeper?
In cases 8@8%c; 6-lb palls 8%c; S-lb, 9c.
palls
(In
Uncle
the
am
water)—l
Harry
surprised,
Hams at 11: Dressed bams ll%c.
George, that you should suggest such a thing.
Hogs—Choice city dressed hogs at 6% c » lb
Are n’t you aware that I am opposed to the overcountry do at 6% c.
head system?
Butter* Western extra creamery
018«; fane
higher; firsts and extra firsts 16®l7c;extralmlta
tion erm 16016c: do seconds at 13014c; cbote
A man's wife should always be the
factory 14® 16c; New York and Vermont extn
same, especially to her husband, but :tf she Is
erm —1018c; do ext firsts 17@18c;New York am
weak and nervous, and uses. Carter's Iron Pills,
Vermont, dairy.good to choice, 15017%o; fair b ,
she cannot be, for they make her “feel like a
good 12®14e; Eastern erm good to cnolce 16a
18c.
The above quotations are receivers’ price
different person,” so they all say, and their husfor strictly wholesale lots. Jobbing prices l®2i
bands say so tool
higher.
Cheese—New Western and Northern choice a
“Now boys and girls,” said a Missouri school
9%0ioc; old Northern choice 10%®llc; lowei
teacher to his pupils, “there’s one thing I will not
grades as to quality; Western at 10%®llc. Job
bmg prices %c higher.
allow, and that is the using of slang in the schoolEggs—Eastern extras at 16c: fancy near-m
house and on the school grounds. It Is a low and
stock higher; Eastern firsts at 13814c; extra V
and N H 16c; fresh Western at 14®14%c: Mlchl
vulgar habit, directly opposed to the forming of
correct habits of speech, and cannot be allowed.
gan choice at 14%c. Jobbing prices tc higher.
I do not wish to be severe, but I fear that the puPoultry—Chickens,Northern and Eastern choict
pil who wilfully violates this rule will discover spring at 18625c; fair to good at 14®16c; fowls
that he has bit oif a little more than he can chew.
choice at 16017c; common to good 13016; Wes
Hilence! Why this uuseemlys giggling?”
tern frozen turkeys, choice atl6c;;fair to good
at 10014c; chickens,i choice at 130—c; fair tc
good 10012c: fowls, choice. 11012c.
’Tls sad to see a woman growing old befo.-e her
Beaus-Choice small N Y hand-picked pea al
time
picked do 1 90@2 00 Ip bush; choice New York
large
band-pick 1 860i 95: small Vermont hard
All broken-down and hopeless when life should
nicked 2 86® 2 46; choice Yellow Eyes at 3 36®
hold Its prime;
3 4-K.
She feels herself a burden when a blessing she
Hay-Choice prime hay *18 60@319 60; fair tc
good at 317 000318 00; Eastern Due tl4akl6
should be,
poor to ordinary $14®tl6: East swale to®»—
And longs for death to bi lug her release from
Eye straw, choice, at 300 00@18 00; Oat straw
10 00(000 oo.
misery.
Potatoes-Houlton Rose 63®C5cp busb.Hebroi
If these poor, discouraged women who suffer
at 63066c; Aroostook Hebrons 60c; Burbank
from diseases peculiar to women could only know
at 33036c.
that health could be regained by the use of Dr.
Chicago Cattle Market.
Pierce’s Favorite Prescription, how eagerly they
By Telegraph.]
would hasten to avail themselves of it. They
CHICAGO. May|18 1889—The Cattle market
ought to know it, and try it. Every woman who Receipts 1600; shipments—; steady; beeves al
4 oo®4 36; steers at 3 0064 20; Btockers and
is still healthy ought to be told about the wouderfeeders 2 6003 70; cows, bulls and mixed at 1 8C
ful ylrtue in this medicine, and understand that it
03
50; Texas steers 2 1003 60.
is a safeguard against the terrible diseases comHogs-receipta s.000; shipments—; strong and
mou to her sex. It is guaranteed to give satis10c higher; mixed at 4 30®4 60; heavy 4 20®
4 46: light at 4 30®4 66; skips 3 60 a 4 23.
faction or money paid for it will be refunded.
sheep-receipts 1600: shipments —: steady
natives
at 3 6o®4 3J; Western at 3 8005 12%
Cleanse the liver, stomach, bowe s and whole
Texans, shorn 3 80®3 86; lambs 4 60@6 00.
system by using Dr. Pierce’s Pellets.

by Albert Torrey at Morrill's Corner

was broken into.
Tbe thieves effected an
entrance by breaking a pane of glass in a
front window and then unfastening the
catch. They stole a basket of oranges and
some pastry.
The Oakdale Sunday school is the
recipi-

Mexican.
Onhir.

do pref. 28%
Western Union. ..86%

Richmond * WestJPotat. 26%
E. Tenn.V. & Ga. »%
East Terni. pref .... 74

Wells, Fargo Express.141

Oregon Nav. 87%
Houston & Texas. 10
Mobile & Ohio.10%

Metropolitan El.I*2
Alton & Terre iHaute
do

pref. 80

109'

68%
110%

102

36%
97

86

in%
28*/8
«• %
26%
9%
73%
141
89

Ontario.

Homestake...
Quicksilver..

dp.PJ*?.

Hale &

Norcross.

8UNDAY, May

Wyoming.New York..Liverpool ...May

21

City of Chicago ..New York..Liverpool...May

22
22
22
22
22
23
23
26
26
28
28
29
29
29
29

Polynesian.Portland... Liverpool... May
City of Richmond New York.. Liverpool.. .May
La Champagne ...New York..Havre.May
Arizona.New York..Liverpool...May
Moravia.New York.. Hamburg... May
City of Rome.New York..Liverpool...May
Germanic...
..New York..Liverpool...May
City of New York New York. .Liverpool. ..May
Trave.....New York..Bremen
May
Nordland.New York. .Antwerp .May 29
Hammoula.New York.. Hamburg... May So
Auranla.New York..Liverpool.... Jne 1
Furnessla.New York..Glasgow
Jne 1
La Bourgogne....New York..Havre.Jne 1

CORRESPONDENT.
ORR’S ISLAND, May 17—Ar, schs Titmouse
100
with
York,
tubs fish; Willie & Alice, Llnscott
with 160 tubs fish.
EAST MACHIAS, May 16—Below, scb Jerusba
Baker, Chase, from New York for Eastport.
May 17—Sid, sch Lucy Hammond, Flynn, foi
New York.
RED BEACH, May 16—Sid, Bchs Addle Sawyer
Cook, Norfolk; Nevassa, Hatfield, Windsor, NS
May 16—Ar, sch M L Newton, Rowe, Boston.
Sid, sch Geo P Trigg, Hilliard, Boston.

Harbor for do.
GLOUCESTER —Sld 18tli, schs H S Boynton,
from Rockport for New York; Chattanooga, Bangor for do; Manltou, Vinalbaven fordo; F Nelson
Calais for Fall River; Globe, from Bangor for
Boston; Georglanna, Calais (or do.
PORTSMOUTH-Ar 17th, sch Charlotte T Sibley, Perth Amboy; Portland Packet, Gardiner,
Calais.
BATH—81d 16th, schs Georgie L Dickson,
Hardiug, Charleston; Theresa Wolf, aud Rebecca
Sheppard, for Philadelphia.
Ar 17th, schs Willie H Higgins, Emily II Naylor, aud Mattie A Franklin, from Boston, (and all
proceeded up river.)
Sld 17th, schs Bertha F Walker, Philadelphia;
Cbas Lawrence, New York; Caltforula, Hodgkins,
and Orlzon, Worry, Boston.
Ar 18th, scbs Geo Nevenger, Jordan. New York
Clias H Trickey, Ross, Portland, (and passed up);
Mentor, Ferry, and Ariel, Gray, Boston; Isaac T
Campbell, Matthews, do; SCTryon, and John J
Hanson, do.
Sld 18th, schs Enterprise, Robinson, and John
Cadwallader, Boston; Harry Messer, Baltimore;
Bessie C Beach, Philadelphia.
Forelen Porta.
Ar at Yokohama loth Inst, ship Nancy Pendleton, Pendleton, New York.
At Hiogo May l&tb, barque St James, Cook, tor
New York.
Ar at Nanaimo 7th Inst, ship Amerca, Gibbons,
San Franicsco.
Ar at Madeira 2d Inst, brig Geo E Dale,Weldon,
Bridgwater, NS.
Arat Liverpool 13th Inst, ship India, Clapp, 8an
Francisco.
Ar at Trinidad prev to 16th, barque Arlington,
Leach. Philadelphia,
Sid fin Cienfuegos 7tli Inst, barque Neptune,
Evaus, Delaware Breakwater.
Ar at Calbarlen Gth lust, barque Mendoza.Erickson, Havana.
Sid Glh, sell Elbrtdge Souther, Pales, for Phila-

delphia.

Sooken.i
April 1, lat 16 S, Ion 31 W, ship Wandering Jew
Nichols, from New York for Melbourne.
May 9, lat 30 06, Ion 71 30. sell Clara E Rogers,
from New York for Monte Christi.
May 14, lat 39 —, Ion G8 26, ship Lydia 8kolfleld, from Amboy for Rotterdam.

Hun

York..Laguayra

...Jue

sets.7 OB High water 1

M^eV1?.::::!! t?
MA

40

....

Best in the Market.

25
To

lo

PICTURE.

Show You the Beautiful Panel
printing) which is given for

WELCOME SOAP

Picture

(without

WRAPPERS,

obtain this Picture ent from the centre of the Wrapper the Panel
containing the Clasped Hands and the words, “Welcome
Soap” and mail to as with Name and Address.

_may20____eodSni_

18.

State of Maine, Hilliard, St John NBvia Kestport for Boston.
Sch Purtlaud Packet, Gardner, Portsmouth ’lu
to
load for Eastport and Pembroke.
Sch Annie W.(Br) Brauscomb, Moncton.
NBou.no
R R ties to B & M RK.
Sch Lone Star, Church, Boston.
Steamer

1*W'9- Wbe««t-l»m-

May Queen, Eastman, Boothbay.
Cleared.
Steamship Wlnthrop, Bragg. New York—J B

Coyle.

wife

Barque Au Sable, Preston, Machlas, to load for
South America—J 8 Winslow St Co.
Sch M J Bewail. Beal. Jonesport-J H Blake.
Sch lame Star, Church, Cutler—J II Blake.
Sch Brilliant, Ilooper, Tenant’s Harbor—J H
Blake.

ing leave Peaks’ Island, 6.20, 7.16, 8.30, 9.30,
11.00 a. m.,2.35,3.30, 5.30,0.30 p. m. Leave Little
Diamond. 0.15, 7.15, 9.06, 11.36 a. m., 3.06,5.26,
0.60 p. in. Leave Great Diamond, 0.10, 7.10,
9.00,11.30 a.m., 3.00, 6.20, 0.46 p. ill. Leave
Evergreen, 0.05, 7.06, 8.65, 11.26 a. m., 2.66,
6.15,6.40 p. m. Leave Long Island, 8.46,11.lo
a. 111., 2.46,6.06 p. ill.
BUNDAY TIMK TABLE.
Leave Portland for Peaks at 8.00,'.9.00,10.30 a

Choice Formosa Tea
35 CT8. PER LB.

MARRINER & COMPANY,
203 Federal St, between Temple and

ARE

Exchange,

SELLING

WELubin’s YlaogYIang
an

exquisite perfume, by the

ounce

or

less

simummcK & foss.

International
—

ItECHAlfl
RSEnLbsaSi

For Weak

Stomach—Impaired
Digestion—Disordered Liver.
SOLD BY

_

PRICE 25 CENTS PER BOX.

Ua, Prlurr Kdwarda lalaad. aad ( ape
Mrfiaa. The favorite route to t*Mnap«brll«
and Hl« Aadrrwi, N. U.

fob IJHITED STATES, 3as A *«» CAHAE ST., HEW YORK,
Who (if your druggist does not
will mail Beecham’s

Pills

keep them)

on

receipt of price—but inquire_/^ry/. (Please mention this paper.)

feb28_______M&ThAwnrmly

On and after April 29,' and until further notice,
the steamers of this line leave Railroad Wharf,
Portland. MONDAYS, WEDNESDAYS and
FRIDAYS at 5.30 p. in (or Kastport and SL
John, with above connections: returning, leave
St. John and Kastport SAME DAYS.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination, tr Freight received up to 4.00 r. >.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Dnloa
Ticket Office, 40 Eicbangs St., or for ether lnformatlon at Company’s Office, Railroad Wharf, foot
of State street.
J. B. COYLE.
Oen’I Manager.
apr27dtf

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Co.
STEAMER ENTERPRISE.

PACIFIC MAIL STKAISUr COMPANY'S

after April 30,1889, steamer will leave
ON Franklin
Wharf, Portland, every Tuesday
and
at S
for

—IAKU FOB—

a. in.,
Squirrel Island,
Saturday
Boothbay, Heron Island, So. Bristol and East
Bootbbay.
Every Thursday at 8.00 a. in., for Pemaquld
and all above landings.
Returning, will leave Boothbay every Monday

Oallfirnla, Japan, China,
and South America and Mi
From New York, pier foot
Elver, (or San Francisco, via

Wednesday at 7.30 a. m., lor Portland and
Intermediate Landings.
Will leave PemaquTd every Friday at 7 a. in..
for Portland and Intermediate Landings, arriving
In Portland at about 2 p. m.
Connecting with Boston Boats at Portland.
Positively no freight received alter 7.46 a. m.
at Portland on the day of sailing.
Freight received and delivered by W. R. Bohanon on the wharf.

NEWPORT .sails Friday, May 10, Noon.
From San Francisco. 1st and Brannan Sts.
For Jmsas aud Chlas.
CITY OF NEW YORK sails Saturday, May 18,
3 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or general information
the
Qeneral Eastern Agents.
or
address
to
apply
K. A. ADAMS 4k CO..
113 Mimic Sirccl, Csr. Bread lb, Beetew.

apr29dtfALFRED RACE, Manager.
r*nmnnnv

HOW TO PROLONG LIFE IN i)UR
CITIES UNO TOWNS.
Bjr increasing onr knowledge of the
laws of nutrition, it enables ns to know
what is most easily assimilated by the
diseased system.
Just so fast will the mortality of oar
loved ones decrease as they will be restored to health.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Children.

and

Ordinance Relating to Dogs.

■'Cut«rl»ii»«liid»pted to children that I Cwtorh mm Oolle. CaMttpmion,
(recommend it Mauperior to any
prescription 1 Sour Stomach, Dlerrhoee, Eructation,
known to me.”
Wonn*. C*™ eloep, and promote, dlJL A. Ancnaa, M. D
I
U18m Oxford St.. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Miigki

Y

| Wlt^outlnjuriou*

by paying

Tb. CmcTAiin Compamt. 77 Murrey Street, N. Y

__ocSdeow&wlyann

RHEUMATISM mo NEURALGIA
These twin diseases

cause

untold suffering.

Paine’s Celery Compound has been a Cod8ettd 10 me- For 11111 Pa8t two years I have suf!8red with neuralgia of the heart, doctor after

Doctors admit that they are difficult to cure—
sodn their natten'H
P«ireH.
sodoinurpatlen.s. Paine’s
doctor falling to euro me. I have now taken
Celery Compound has per- nearly lour Dottles of the Compound, and am
manently cured the worst free from thu complaint. I feel very grateful
toyoUl” Cnaall.Lswm,
cases of
and

Centra!Vliage.CC
PQIIIC'S

rheumatism'

neuralgia— so say those who

Celery Compound

troubied
with rheumatism at the knee
"I have been greatly afflicted with acute
““dtoot for Bve years, I was rheumatism, and could And no relief until I
almost unable to get around, used Paine’s
Celery Compound. After using
and was very often conAned hIx bottles of this medicine I am now cured of
to my bed for weeks at a rheumatic troubles.”
time. I used only one hotSamuel Hutchinson, So. Cornish. N. H.
tie of Paine's Celery Compound, and was perfectly
"E*
cured.
I can now Jump:
Paine’s Celery ( impound has performed many
around, and feel os lively as
other cures us marvelous as these,—copies of
a boy.”
FkaneCakou.
Eureka, Nevada, letters sent to any address. Pleasant to take,
does not disturb, but aids digestion, and entlreti Oo
six for ts oo
Drutrirlsts
ly vegetable; a child can take It. What's the
M-.mmnth testimonial
Mammoth
paper free.
use of sum*ring longer with rheumatism or
Weus. Rich akdson * Co.. Props.. Burlington. Vt. neuralgia f
_

—

Effects Lasting: Cures.
..

DIAMOND
uinmunu DYES
u r CO £3"
Colon

nndBri«u"
I>yet.

than any other

_

_

I\ OnDlLo
BAR IF*
Happy,

Completely

ftsenathens
tjuiets Nervousness.

Weak Parts.

.nd

mrc

Fresh Hoj», Hemlock Gum and
Pine Balsam. prepared and
•plead, all ready to apply.

:

.11
dJl
Aches. Pain".
Sorenees or Week-

Best Plaster Ever Made.

r

Allother ordinances relating to licenses for
dogs are hereby repealed.
It shall be the duty of the city marshal to cause
all dogs to be destroyed wblcb shall be found at
large within tbe city, wttbout a collar, as required
by these ordinances.
In case any dog shall be found loose or going *t
large, contrary to any of the foregoing provisions,
the owner or keeper thereof, or the head of the
family or keeper of the house, store, office, or
where such dog Is kept or harbored,
otberplace
shall forfeit aud pay a sum not exceeding ten
dollars.

OF~PORTLAND.

The undersigned have this day formed a co
under tbe firm name of Rlchardsonpartnership
Walker (k Co., for continuing the Southern Pine
and general lumber business, as formerly carried
on by C. W. Richardson aud Haines,
Richardson
& Co. Office and yard, Brown’s Wharf.
C. W. RICHARDSON.
H. W. WALKER.
C. D. RICHARDSON.
Portland, March 18,1889.
mch20dtf

Back.

ShanSS,
s(eck,

j*- Limbs,
M“*cU*>

at

Shall Have to Move.

No. 188

BOQKS!

DAVIS,

middle Street.

PORTLAND,

mylS

.VIE.

STEPHEN

ffioc/r, Joi

mul

BERRY,

A

No. 547

NEW

$24, $27, ISO
$8, $9, $10
$5

TlAlikN

AND

97

Exchange St., Fortland,

PINE JOB PAINTING A

sicians, I will

MANSON G. LARRABEE &. C0„
246 MIDDLE STREET.

dtf

ni,16

HKfifBV

myl7

P.

CANNED GOODS

VIETII, Proprietor.
dtjylB

Quality

MARRINER

AND

—

PRESERVES.
and Lowest Prim.
&

COMPANY,

Federal Street.

allopathic

are

& Co.,

Preai l.twlu.a and

up as In

I have also used It

lu my family for Neuralgia with perfect success.
It Is an luvaiuable remedy for any traveling man
to carry in his satchell.

A GREAT DISCOVERY!
it is acknowledged to be the beet, safest and
most notent and effectual remedy known for
this child-killing disease.
Hold toy all Druggist*.
PRICE 3*V„ SCO. and HI.00.

Dr. JOHH F. TRUE & 00., Proprietors,
AUBURN, MAINE.
SVTape Worms a Specialty. Tape Wormt
hour and thirty mluute#

removed In from one
to three hours.

eod&wtf

Jan 10

CIDER BARRELS.
Barrels and Kegs for Cider;
also IOO Bass’ Ale Hhds.,
—

FOB SALK BY

—

R. STANLEYS SON,
410 Fore St., Portland, Me.
dtf

octs

a

,c.

4 81

*.

SS E lotting* St., Hd CiMl FhI tf !a* Strati
Kansas City, 8&I.50 and $28.86; at.
Paul *32.60 and *28.6o; 8t. Louis Via. Detroit.
826X0 and $21.26; at. Louis via. Chicago $28 .V)
and $24.90; California, $82.60 and $«3.7.'>
Jim BP H HICKSON. (Venera
WM. K DU
Oenl

Manager.
Pass. Agent.
J. HTKPHKNSOfC Hnpt.
Portland. April 29.1888.
apr2Udtt

All,

_

BOSTON AND MAINE
la

It. It

effect Jaaaarv ‘AO, INN».

westebsTdiyisiom.
Trains
Per
8.80

leave

Portland.

“Union

(teeiea
to.80, 18.46
far
p. m. Haifa
a.
m., 1.00.3.46, p. in.

Station,'
m.,
412.46.
Partlaad 7.3n

a.

8.80,
Hracfa, Ptac

Por

Near bare

Peial, 6.30. 10.26, a. m.. 3.30
Orchard Brarb,
bare,
ti.80, 8.46, 10.26 A m., 12.46. 8.30,
6.16 p. m.
HeaoebaaU. ;JO, 8.46 a. m.
12.46, 3.30, 6.16 p. m.
Well*
Beach,
8.30, 8.46 a. m„ 8.30 p. m.
Narah Berwick, Ureal Valla, Doer: (5.30, 8.46 a. na.
8.30
In.
12.46,
Havre
p.
Ksraer,
kill, l.awrcace, and l.awell, 6.80, 8.46 a.
Kachealer
m., 12.45, 8.80
Parra
p. m.
lagaea, Alaea Bar, Walfbere. 8.46 a. m.,
12.46, 8.80 p.m., SlaacbcDarr and t aacrr I
(via Lawrence) 8.46 a. m.. (via Newmarket
Junction) 6.80 A m., 8.80 p. m., Werector (via
(treat Falla and Rochester) 6 JO a. m.
6.16 p. m.
Hiddeferd

Old

Sunday Trains From Union Station.

For Boa tea and way stations 1.00 and 4.15 p.

Eastern Division Proa Union Station.
Par Baataa ;t8.00 Am..dally),t9.00a.m.,|1.00.
<6.00 p. m. Returning leave Haetea “7 30, 9.00
Biddecm., 12.80 p. m. (*7.00 p. m. dally).
ferd, Partaauenth, Nrwbarvaert, Balraa.
Lyan 2.00, 9.00 a. m., 1.00, 6.00 p. m. Aaaee
barv 9.00 A m., 1.00. 6.00 p. m.
FROM COMMKKCIAL 8TKKKT STATION
(or Cape Eliaabelh and Near bare Creaalna,
6.26, 8.36. 10.15 a m., 12.40.3.26. 6.60 p.m.
Trains (rom Commercial Street Station unneel
at Scar boro Crossing with local and through trains
o(both UirlsloDA
(Connects with Rail Lines (or New York, South
and West.
•Connects with Sound Lines (or Now York.
“West Division (rom North Berwick
All trains arriving at and departing (rom Union
Station run via Western Division between Scarborough Crossing and Portland.
Through Tickets to all points South and Wool
(or (ale at Cniea atatiea, Caagrrw Street,
Ceaaaiercial Bireet Nlaiiea, and at Daks
Ticket 0Bce,40 Exchange direct,
J. T. FUKBKK Uen’l Manager, Boston;
D. J. FLANDKRS, (.on. P.hT. A*. Booton.
M. L. WILLIAMS, Uen’l Agent, at Portland.

)an!9_

dt»

Romford Falls & BoekfieM Railroad
Leave
*.ou

Effect War IN, Ida*.

Portland, via U. T. Railway. 9.00 A
p.

in., anu

aamruay

■>

o

in.

p.

m.

and

uiuiui-

ING—Leave Canton 4,45 aotl Mlaa; and
Saturdays 2.46 p. m.
"TALK CBNNBCTIONA—Daily—From W.
Min.It tor Hebron Academy; bucktlel.l for W.
Sumner and Turner; Canton tor Peru, Du Held
and Mexico, also tor Brettun's Mills, Livermore
mylOdtfL. L. LINCOLN. inpt-

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
On
aad
after April A*. ISM, PameaI«r Traiae leave Portland, ae follow*.
For Ankara and luwUtoa, 8.4ft A m.. 1.1S
and 6.0ft p. m. l.ewiataa rta Braaawlek'
0.60,10.30 a m.. 1.20 6.10 and tllJ0p.nL,
for Balk, 6.60,10.30 A m., 1.20 and 6.10 A
m„ and on Saturday! only at 11.20 p. m.
Racklaad and 14box and l.tacola B. M.,
6.60 a. m and 1.20p. m. Braaawlek, Uordiaer, Hollowell and Aogoala, 6.60 nod
10.30 A m., 1.20. 6.10and til.20 p. m. Farm
lagloa rlr LrwbMa, 8.46. m., al.16 p. m.;
ria Braaawlek, 1.20
A m. Vloomooik
Wlatkrop, l.ake Raraaeceek. Mreddeld
Oakland aad North
Aaaoa, t.l6tp. m.
Watervllle aad akowkegaa via l.ewi*.
toa, 1.16 p. m.. Via Aagaela, 6.60. 10.20
A m., 1.20 and 111.20 p. m. and on 8atuida<
Helfax a.
to Watervllle at 6.10 p. m.
Dexter 1.16,1.20, ill-20 p u
tu
via Aagaeta.
■.ewietaa.
1.16, p. ra.,
m.
A
m.. 1.20, til.20 p.
Baagor
6.60.10.30
aad
H.
H.
PiaealaouU
til.20 A **>.
IClIawortk and Mil. Doaert Perry, 10.10 A
Bar Marker l.SO,
m.
m., 1.20,
a tea hr a
Vance kora.
At.
11.20 p. m.
(Calais,) Aroostook County. SI. Jehu,
Halifax and Ike Provinces, 1.16, 1.20,
tl 1.20 p. m.
tNIght express with sleeping car attached, runs
every night, Sundays Included, through to Bangor, but not to Skowbegan Monday mornings or
to Belfast and Dexter or beyond Bangor, Sunday

|11.20_p.

mornings.

WHiri noi vTAivs’ liyi.
For Comkerlmad Rills 8.40, 10.10 A in,
2.16, 3.16, 6.16 p, m.; for Aebogo l.uks 8.40
St 10.11) A
ra., 1.16,6.16 p. m.; forKridgtau.
* Pryeborg, Varik Coawoy, Ulra Btatiew,
Crawfords,
nod
Pabyans 8.40 a. m,
|
UBridxtea, Pryekurg, Norik ton way and
Bartlett
m.
2.16
;
|
p.
'The 8.40 a m. train connects for all points a
Northern New Hampshire and Vermont and runs
through to Burlington, Roatreol and Iks
Arrivals In Portland, from Sebago Lake 7 SC,
11.66
4.10
A
Bartlett
m„
p.
m.;
10.06 ia m., Augusta and Batb, 8.36 a m.;
8.40
A
m.:
Farmington, Skowbegan
((Lewiston
and Lewiston 12.26 p. m.; Bangor, Rockland,
etc., at 12.30, A m.; Fabyan's and North Conway 4.66 p. m.; watervllle, Bath, Augusta
and Rockland, 6.36 p. m.; SL John. Vancet>oro. Bar Harbor, Bucksport. Bangor, ( Flying
Yankee); Farmington and Lewiston 6.4S p. ra.,
Nlgbt Pullman 1.40Am.

MT. DESERT and MACHIAS
PORTLAND,STKA2B4IT
CO.
on and after March 6, ’SO,
City ef Mickmead, Capt. W in. K. Dennison, (weather permitting) will leave Portland
for Rockland, Bar Harbor and Macblasport. via
usual landings, Tuesdays and Fridays at 11 p. m.;
touching at Sargentville on Friday's trip only; returning, leave Macblasport Mondays anu Thursdays at 4 a. ra., connecting at Portland with early
morning trains for Boston.
PAY8UN TUCKKR, General Manager.
F. K. BOOTHBYGen’l Pass, and 1 leket Agt.
Portland. April 26,
apr22dtf

Resumption of service;

steamer

1880._

PORTLAND

&'WORCESTER LINE

Portland & Rochester U. K«

FOOT’oTpHEBLE

STREET.

On and after iTIaadar. on. '43, I'N*.
Passenger Train* will Leave Psrilaadi
Par Worcester, fliaiaa. Ayer Jaadiaa,
Nashaa, W ladhsn and Kyyiag at T.1M
a. as. and 13.30 y as.
Par Eaathnur, Caaeerd, and point! North
at 13.30 y. aa.
Par Kaebester, Sarlagvalc, Alfred, Watess
hare, and Mac# Stiver at 7.30 a. m., 13.30
and 3.30 p. aa.
Par Usrhaas at 7.30 a. as., 13.30, 3.00
3.30, and 6.30 a. as.
Par
Hillt,Wi>»
hnsk Jaacnsa and Waadfard's at 7.30
and 10.00 a. a., 13.30, 3.00,3.30 arc
0.30 p. as.
Par Pares! Araaae (Dear I a*
0.30 y. as.
The 13.30 p. as. train from Portland connects
Ayer Jaact. with "Kaasaa Taaacl Ksaiv'
for the West, and at l’ale a ntuiiea, W arervYark
ler, for Pravidaara and New
via
“Pravidrare I.lav” for Harwich and Neva
"Nat
vsich
via
with
Baslaa A
York,
l.lae”,
Albaav H. K. for the West and New York,
all rail via “WprlapPeld", also with N, Y. •
N. K. K.H. (“Steamer Maryland Route'** lot

Hactamyya.Vaokvrlaad

Balllasare,

Washiaglaa,

Ticket* to all

J. W, PlTKIWhiw.

To Kansas, Colorado, California,
and all point* WEST. Through cars leaving Bov
too every two weeks, with
sleeping accommodations.
Low Kates to all points. Express
Trains to destination.
Call on your nearest
Ticket Agent lor circulars and Information, or
W. K. CHATTKKTON, Manager.
address
HIM! Washington St.. Boston, Mass,
MATbd3m.
febll_

Central R. R. of New

Maine State Year Book, 185
Middle St., Portland. Me.
tor

may«eodtt

Via CENTRAL RAILROAD of NEW JERSEY.
PHILADELPHIA and READING RAILROAD
and BALTIMORE and OHIO RAILROAD.
TIME TABLE of MAY 12, 188B. Loom Ntw
York station Central Railroad of New Jersey, foe,
of Liberty street, N. K-, for PHILADELPHIA—
At4:00,?:46. 8:30, U :30.11:00 A.M.; 1:00, 2 30,
3:15, 4:00, 6:00,6:30,7:30, 12:00r. M.; Sundays
8:30, 0:30 A. M., 1.30, 2:30. 3:15,6:00. 0.30.
12:00 p. M.
Ror BALTIMORE and WA.8H1NGTON dally—At8.30, (ll:OOexcept»un.laysl A. w.
1:30,2:30,3:15, 6 00, 12:00 e. M. Connecting
tickets on sale at principal points.
DRAWING ROOM and SLEEPING CARS.
dtl
marl I_

CALIFORNIA

IIP A cured without the use of knife
| 1"or ligature, or detention from
U I I LX business. All diseases of the
I
n
1 -X!tect“m successfully treated

Extracts !

■%

■ ■■■

f«t.,Awbarw,3Ie.

At U. 8. Hotel, Portland.Room
18,every Saturday from 9 a. m to 4 p. m. References given. Consultation free. Send for pampb
et. 10 vearslexperleuce.
Hundreds cured.
*«P»
.adit

If you desire a divorce for any cause. State
particulars. Advice free; confidential. ROBERT
WHITE, Attorney, 145 Broadway, New York,
daw
uiayy

IN’S

The finest Perfumes In the world.

At

Schlotterbeck & Foss.
We Hare

Lately

Reduced Our

PRICES 0_N FLOUR.

MARRINER &
Whitney Building,

COMPANY,
Federal St.

!

TEXAS AND flKXU'O.
Neaai.aaaaihly Parlies,- Personally conduct
ed.—combining Comfort—Low Rates—Quick Tima
—Prra Bleeping Cars. Call on or address nearest
Ticket Agent, or K. K. CURRIER, New Engtano
11*3 Washaagiaa
Agent Southern l’acihc Co.

6 s.. IS—law.

Mat*._llygeodI y
NKW

U

Jersey.

NEW ROUTE TO
PHILADELPHIA. BALTIMORE,WASHINGTON and At
WEST, Shortest and Quickest Route.

JAMES N. DONHAM.

DIV ORCES

talara

m. ui

fcireURSIONS

homeopathic phy-

two years, and wish to say that for a Sudden
Cold, Soreness. Lameness or Rheumatic Pains 1

■
■
Cure guaranteed.

a.

18.16. 8.10 and 6.37 and 6.46 p. in.
Preat Uerbaea, 8.88am., 1 .1 o .nu ..37 p. a
Praia Ckieaga aad Maatreal, 18.lt and
6.37 p. m.
pro at Qaebec, 12.16 p. m.
Prem l.luad Paad, (MUed) 7.36 p. m.
Pullman Palace Bleeping cart on nlgbt tralu and
Parlor cart on day train between Portland and
Montreal
TICKET OPPICEi

octlBdtf

SPECIALTY

Portland, Me., April 12th, 1889.
I have used NEWELL’S MIXTURE for nearly

Traveling Agt.

hicag.,, o.uo

point* West and Boo*3
may be bad ol 8. H. UELLEN,Ticket Agent, Pc.

Me.

Props. Newell’s Miitnre

have never found Its equal.

*nd t

ROCK ISLAND ROUTE

take their case to treat and cure
them. I find that about four-firths ot the cases
given up to die can be cured. Examinations at a
distance by letter with their full uame and place
of residence nad one 2 eent stamp and 12.00 ExConsultation rree.
amination at the office, $1.00.
seulstf
Office bonrs 9 a. m. to 9 n. m.

Way

«

* w »

1.80 p. 10.
PerHackHcld and Caalea. 9.0> a
1.80 p. m.
ABBIVtIA

Through

Physician.

cases

by

Congress (treat.dem

£?*■•■•*•••

1.80 p. m.
Par Quebec,

Philadelphia,

OR. E. B. REED, Clairvoyant
and Botanic

Call

ca.

and the Ssuih.

—

House and Office 399% Congress St., Portland,

FABRIC !

Best

FOOD CO.,

P&INTEKN’ EXCHANfir-

i ■'£

Is

Boston.

LIQUID

Job Printer

The latest idea is French Flannels for Tea Gowns,
Breakfast Sacks and Lawn Tennis, 31 inches wide,
PRICE 87 1-2 Cts.
See Display in Window.

Kestaurant and Cate unsurpassed. Central to
all points of Interest, priuelpal stores and places
of amusement. Farce! room free. Horse cars to
all points pass the door;__

I LIN* IT.

MURDOCK

treats all chronic diseases that llesb
Jeweler DK. KEED
heir to; all
that
given
curable
the
and

—

A WANT IT* °

SIVAKechakob St., Portland, Mb.
Iebl6
dtf

—

FRENCH FLANNELS.

245Tremont St.,

The reason Dyspepsia Is so dlfflcult to relieve Is
from the fact that the stomach can obtain no rest
to enable It to recruit or throw ofl any Inflammation or disease that it may be suRelrlng from. By
the abstention from all food for 30 hours, your
stomach will have a vacation, which ft never has
had, and a person can be sustained by taking one
of our Suppositories every twelve hours, and the
stomach will be relieved and will recover Its action
so that it will be able to digest food.
In any case
where benefit Is not received from these Suppositories the money will be refunded If the bill of the
same person be sent to us.
10 cents each.
Our Infant’s Suppositories are of equal value
for any troubles Infants may have.
Not a case
knowu of Cholera Infantum In ten years where an
Infant lias been brought up on our Liquid Food, or
a death from the same where a physician has pre
scribed it.
Liquid Food, 12 oz., $1.00, sent by express free
C. O. D.
Suppositories—Adults, $1.20 dozen; Infants 35
cents per dozen, by mall.

J. A. HAYDEN,

C.

VIETH’S HOTEL,

I

STENOGRAPHER
W U. HI.

WALTHAM and ELGIN

SIS) OF THE SIDEWALK CLOCK.

come.

•

(gaul

No. 37 P.um Street.

92 EXCHANGE STREET.
ai>27___dtmy26

mviB

the
diseases
are

our

Card
Store, Book,

Book

thi

from which most of

raa ••

dbpartikch.
■«t AakvvaaaC L«wtoi«a. 7.10 anil I Do
»- m. and 12.46 and 6.16 p. m.
Fai* 0*rkaa, u.OOa. m. and 1.80
ami 6.161*
*

STATION.

OPEN EVENINOS !

BOYNTON,

Dyspepsia and Constipation
sources

dim

BOOKS!

Is the time to fill up your libraries;
our 35 and SO cent books
now 23 and 25 cents.
Photograph Albums at very low
prices. Children’s Illustrated books cheap. You
can save money by giving us n calf.

Colesworthy’s

When the stomacn cannot digest common (ood,
then the system develops disease, as the wastes
of the system Increase, Instead of being thrown
off by new blood.

1U Goods at Cost for

Silver Back Room Papers at the low price of 5 cents a roll. Borders
lo match 1 cent a yard. Cold Room Papers 6, 8 and
lO cents a yard. Borders to match.

BOOKS!

M.

ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR,

Look for the proprietor’» vignatuTe
HOP PLASTER CO., BOSTON,
on all genuine goods.

BARGAINS!::: BARGAINS!
Building to be Torn Down.

OUR LIVES ARE DEVELOPED AND SUSTAINED BY NUTRITION.

NOTICE OF CO-PARTNERSHIP.

HARRISON
country etoree.
Dni*jnd
Mailed for pnoe.

The results show with how little risk of life.
Of the 1060 operated on last year, representing
90 of the worst classes of surgery known, only 0
died; the rest returned home restored to health.
Again, of the deaths In Boston, 42 of them
were cancers on the breast.
We operated on
thlrty-flve women, with no deaths, and they remained In ths hospital eighteen days on an
average. During the year we operate on more
women than all the hospitals of Massachusetts,
Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Khode Island.
Connecticut and New York, and our mortality Is
less than any one hospital, showing the value of
Murdock’s Liquid Food and Suppositories In re
pairing the wastes of disease and operations.

Ik Board or Mayor axd Aldermen, i
April 16th, 1889. (
Ordered, That the City Marshal be aud he is
directed
to
cause
to
be enforced tbe ordihereby
nance relating to the licensing of dogs.
Read and passed.
Attest:
GEO. C. BURGESS.
City Clerk.
City Marshal’s Office, 1
April 18,1889. f
In accordance with the above order, the above
ordinance relating to dogs will be strl ily enforced by me,
WILLIAM H. GRE hS
aprl7dtf
City Marshal.

BVRIERSS CtKIta.

8.ild by
25 Cts. 5 lor ^1.

operations.

COFARTNERRHIP mother.

! Sm1®I

Women In Boston die.29 to each 1000
Total population, Boston.24.57
New York.20.32
Philadelphia. ..20
Baltimore.20.40
Chicago.20.90
St. Louis..20.49
San Francisco. 18.36
And In the hospitals the mortality Is much
larger, and about one-seventb of all deaths are In
the hospitals.
Compare this reality with that of the diseased
women who enter Murdock's Free Surgical Hospital for operations; everything free. Including

city.

C1TV

sanitation and

ventilation, we Una In our cities this high rate o(
mortality;
In Murdock’s Free Surgical Hospital
for Women, & to each 1000.

be

therefor to said clerk the sum of
twenty-Dve cents, and shall cause It to wear
around Its neck a collar distinctly marked with
the owner's name and registered number, and
■ball pay Into tbe city treasury for such license
one dollar.
Whoever keeps a dog contrary to the provisions
of this ordinance shall forfeit ten dollars to be
recovered on complaint to the use of the city.
All fines and penalties provided Iq the preceding sections may be recovered on complaint before any court uf competent jurisdiction in this

Lactated tbod are HaUthy,
Hearty. It U VnctptaUd.

»°16____eodiem
Eases Pain Instantly.

With all the Improvements In

keeper of a dog shal I annually
registered, described, and
year in the office of the city clerk,

owner or

cause It to
EVER
licensed tor one

Oaaad after MONDAY, April 90, IN. It,

la

CITT AUVKKTIRK.11KNTS.

Infants

dtt

•10

On and after March 18, 1889, the steamer
Phantom, II. B. Townsend, Master, will run as
follows:—Between Freeport and Portland, touchChebeague, Little John’s and Cousins
ing at Ureat
Islands and Falmoutb Foreslde.
Leave South
Freeport dally (Sundays excepted) at 7.00 a. m.
Returning will leave Burnham’s wharf, Portland
3 p. m.
H. B. SOULE, Manager,
inarl9dtf
Freeport.

for

of Canal Bt., North
Tkc Isihusu. of

Psaswa.

and

PrDDnArt VlDninhnnl

JSS9.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

1889.

RATES OF FARE.
16 cents
Single-Rouod Trip, Adults,
10 cents
Single Round Trip, Children,
Eight Round Trips, Adults,
$1.00
Ten Round Trips, Children,
60 cents
8 cents round trip
Season 1 ickets, Adults.
C. W. T. GODING, General Manager.
mayCdtl

and

Prepared only by THOS.BEECHAM, St-Helens, Lancashire,England.
B. JF. ALLEN & CO., Sole Agents

—

and all parts Of ($«w HrnuiwIrU, Nmtm Mc«-

Leave Portland for Little aud Great Diamond and
at 8.00, 9.00,10.30 a. m., 12.16,2.00,
4.20 p. m.

ALL DRUGGISTS.

Steamship Co.

FOB

EAST PORT, CALAIS. ST. JOHN, IB.. HALIFAX. R.S

Evergreen

own

persons are forbidden to harbor or to trust her on
my account as I shall pay no hill of her contractELIAS LUNT.
ing after this date.
Falmouth, May 17,1889.
myl8d3t*

connection with earliest trains for
points beyond.
Through tickets for Pravldeaee, l.awell,
Werce.lcr, New Yark, At.
Returning, leave INDIA WUAKP, Boston every week day evening at 7 ycloek.
aprltf_J. B, COY LB. Manager^

season for

12.16,2.16,3.00, 6.00p.m. Leave Portland (01
Loug Island at 8.00, 10.30 a. in., 2.00, 4.20 p. 111

203 Federal Street.

NOTICE.

alternately leave FRAN KLIN WHARF, Portland,
every week day evening at 7 o’clock; arriving In

m.,

MARRINER & COMPANY,

cause

PORTLAND.

beSrC{LtWCFM,|l,.i,keenWalk’
Sch

eodnrm4m

ARABIAN COFFEE.

3 24

Arrived.

California Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
SAN FRANCISCO, May 18. 1888—The follow.
are
official
Ing
closing
quotations of mining stocks
to-day:

Grocer

■
Ladles’Solid Gold Waltham and Elgin Watches, •
$20, $22,
Gentlemen’s Solid Silver Waltham and Elgin Watches,
.....
Waltham and Hlgin Solid Nickel Watches,

Annie M. 8. Lunt, lias
my
without
and of her
accord left
{»;° WHEREAS
my bed and board, notice Is hereby given that all

SATURDAY, May

90

4 00

BEAUTIFUL

A
Ask Your

IT MAM IBS

FOREST CITY and JOHN BROOKS

On and after MAY 6th, leave Portland for For
est City Lauding, Peaks' Island, 5.75, 6.45, 8.00,
9.00,10.30 a. m., 2.16, 3.00, 5.00, 6.10 p. m,
Leave Portland for Long Island, 8.00, 10.30 a.
m„ 2.00,4.20 p. m. Leave Portland for Little
and Great Diamond and Evergreen, 5.45. 6.45,
8.00, 10.30 a. IB., 2.00, 4.20, 0.10 p. m. Return-

ALL WATCHES WARRANTED FOR TWO YEARS.

fcb4

1

RINE_^EWS.
PORT OF

60
60

i

IB

MINIATURE ALMANAC.MAY 20.

142

60

T‘

THB FIBBT-C’ LABB

CANADA.

AKKANOE 7IEMT.

116.00;

Only $1.00.

Fare

Mi; n II EH

Lowest fare* from Portland. Tarmoutb June
tl m and Danville Junction as follows
To Chic*
go. 821.00 and 119.00; Detroit, >18.78 and

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.

WEEK DAYS.

,

■’

STEAMERS.

Custom House Wharf.

All orders by mall or teiephons promptly at« nded to.
novlleodtf

r
G0WDI®YiJ?
vzu £ZTrr

BOSTON

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.

Ar at Matanzas prev to 17th lust, barque Shetlaud, Haskell. Philadelphia.

atar?

Insurance oue-half the rata ot
sailing vessel.
Freights (or the West bv the Penn. U. It., aud
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of eon.
mission.
Utssl Trip VIM,
Puu|e 310.00.
Meals and Boom Included.
For freight nr passag- apply to
R. IS. SAHPSOn, Asesl,
Sldtl
TO l.eaa Wharf. 14 Mlasu

ON

RAILWAY”IF

GRAM TRIM

tra!a« will

WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.

Tuwda? and Fridif.
Long Wharf, Boston. S
p. m. From Pins Street Wharf,
Philadelphia, at 12 m.

and alter TUESDAY. May 14. and until further notice, the STEAMER ISIS will run as
follows (Sundays excepted): Leave Burnham's
Wharf at 6.00.7.00, 9.00 and 10.30 a. m.: 2.00,
3.30,6.00 and 6.16 p. m. Leave Casco Wharf,
Diamond Island, at 6.26, 7.46, 9.30, 11.00 a. m.:
2.30,4.00, 6.45 and 6.45 p. m.
Arrangements for evening sailing parties can
be made with the captain, on board.or with
may 13dtlL. A. GOUDY, Manager.

ley, Kavanaugh. Poughkeepsie.

LINE.

From

FOR DIAMOND ISLAND.

Newport.

Rockport.
sld 28tli,brig Eugene Hale; schs Mary J Cook,
L T Whitmore, Judge Tenney, M L Varney, Medford, Danl Webster, and Allandale.
SALEM—Ar 17tb. schs Elias Ross, Lewis, from
Gardiner tor Atlantic City; Ellen Maria. Clay,
Bangor for New Haven; S S Kendall, Kendall,
do for Middleton; Telumah. Marshall, Vinalhaven
for New York; Henry B Metcalf, Fosseti, Carver

mi

From PHILADELPHIA

U. P. DEWEY
President.
dtf
oc2_

Ar at Barbados Apl 28, sch Etta M Barter, Barter, Demarara.
Sid fm Black River, Ja, Apl 27. sch Wm Bear-

Ar at Delaware Breakwater 17th, barque St
Lucia, Erskiue, Porto Oliva; sch Fred A Small,
Thompson, Cienfuegos for New York.
PERTH AMBOY-Ar lBth, scb Light of the
East, New York.
Ar 16th, sch Electa Bailey, Philbrook. N York.
Sld 17th, sch J H Crowley, Lord, Gardiner.
NEW YORK—Ar 17th, schs Geo Bird, Gray,
Rio Hache 24 days; Georgia, Plummer, Cardenas
12 days; Mark Pendleton, Hatch, Philadelphia
for New Bedford; Mary B Wellington, Robbins,
Boston; Pavilion,Clark, Mystic; LHolway, Bryaut, Bridgeport.
Ar 18th, schs A F Crockett, Thorndike, Fernaudma; Eleanor, Jayne, Georgetown, SC.
Cld 17th, sch Silver Heels, Aylward, Biddeford.
Passed the Gate 17th, schs Maggie Bell, from
New York for Rockland; Ned P Walker. Hoboken for Vinalbaven; Geo A Lawry, do for Salem;
Mattie Holmes, Roudout lor Boston; Maud Malloch, Hoboken for do; Wm Butman, ltondout for
do; J Kennedy, Elizabetbport for Calais; Myronus. Port Johnson for Portsmouth.
NEW LONDON—Ar 17th, sch Abm Richardson,
Petersball, Belfast.
Sld 17th, scb Lois V Cliaples, Chaples, Jacksonville.
BRIDGEPORT—Sld lGtli, sch L Holway, Gray,
(from Calais) for N ew York.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 17th, sch Spartel. Hallowell, East Macbias.
NEWPORT—Sld 16th, sch Ira E Wight, from
Tivertou for Weymouth.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—In port 17th, schs
Hiram, from Calais for New York; Charlie & Willie, Providence for do.
NEW BEDFORD-Ar 16th, schs Waterloo,Treworgy, Calais; A McNichols, Macbias.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 16th, schs George W
Jewett, Choptank River for Bath; Lverett. Sliulee NS, for New York; Scarsvillle, Teuant’s Harbor for do; Commerce, and Susan, Rockland for
do; J M Morales, Uallowell for do; Julia & Mar
tha, Calais tor New Haven; Catalina, Rocklaud
for New Loudon; Annie F Coulon, Gardiner for
Washington.
Sld 16th, scbs Commerce, Susan, Catalina, J M
Morales. Everett, A F Conlon, Julia & Martha,
and Ira Bliss.
Ar 17th, schs Ira E Wight, Tiverton for Weymouth; Geo E Pierce, Rockland for New York.
Ar 17th, schs Rogers, from Port Johnson for
Portsmouth; Ellen Perkins, Bangor for Newark;
Zampa, Macbias for orders.
BOSTON—Ar 17th, schs Charley Bucki, French
Wilmington; II Prescott, Davis, Damarlscotta;
Ben Hur, Lewis, Kennebec.
Cld 17th, schs A L Butler, Foster, St Thomas;
J C Gregory, Pressey. Matanzas.
Sld 17lb, oarque Carrie E Long; schs J J Hanson. J M Flanagan. Flora Rogers, Union, Catharine, Edw Rich, and others.
Ar lHtb, scbs Viking, Church, Matanzas; Lizzie
B Willey, Feyler, Pensacola; Melissa A Willey,
Hall, St Simons; Ada Barker, Look, New York;
Millie Washburn, Brown, and Perlne, Thurston,
Damarlscotta; P H Gay, Bryant, and Jennie Howard, Johnson, do; Humboldt, Hodgdon, and Coquette, Merry, Wlscasset; Kate Lilly, Lewis.Wlscasset; Arboreei, Clark, Ellsworth; Gen Scott,
Rich, and J 8 Glover, Maxwell. Calais; Emma W
Day, Grindle, Penobscot; Geo W Collins, Stratton, Sullivan; HC Chester, Clark, Macbias; Jas
Freeman. Jasper, aud Eastern Light, Kelley, do;
Electric Flash, Greenlow, from Deer Isle: Kate L
Pray, Pray, aud F E Tower, Knowlton, do; Matilda, Cooper, and Prince Leboo, Blake, Rockport;
Henry A, Kaler, Bangor.
Cld I8tli, schs Martha N Hail, Taylor. Bangor,
to load for Baltimore; A V Woodruff, Nicholson,

From BOSTON

Manager.

MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.
Arat Hong Kong April 18.
ship Titan, Allen
New York, (will take return cargo.)
Sid Apl 8, barque Ada W Spies. Field. Callao.
Sid fm Liverpool 16th Inst, ship A G Ropes,
Rivers, New York.
Off Queenstown 17th, ship Isaac Reed, Waldo,
Fleetwood for Philadelphia.
Sid fm Esceuada 10th Inst, barque Nellie E
Kumball. Johnson. Barbados.
Ar at Klo Janeiro 16th Inst, ship Cora, Eay, fm

Domestic Ports.
SAN FRA NC1SCO —Cld 11th, barque Seminole.
Delano. Pon Townsend.
Ar 16th, ship Iroquois, Nichols, Baltimore, (will
take return cargo.)
In port 17th, ship S P Hitchcock, for Liverpool,
gets 26s 3d.
DARIEN—Cld 17th. sch Carrie 8 Bailey, Cushing, Portland.
8 4VANNAH—Sid 17th, sch M K Rawley. tor
Fall River.
CHARLESTON
Sid 17th. sch Ada Bailey,
White, Darleu. to load for Bath.
WILMINGTON, NC-CId 17th, brig Edith, Foster, Port au Frlnce; scbs St Strolx, Kosebrook.
Canary Island; June Bright. Barter, Boston.
GEORGETOWN, DC-Cld 17th, sch A B Sherman, Portland.
Ar 16tb, sch Albert T Stearns,
Ellis, Providence.
Cld 17th. scbs Joslah R Smith. Case, Boston;
Francis C Yarnell. Scott. Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 17th. brig Kaluna.Coflln
Cardenas; scb F L Godfrey, Young, Kennebec
Ar 17th, sch Elbrldge Souther, Pales, Caibarten,
Clytfe, Laughton, aod Isaac Orbeton, Trim, Cardenas; Anita, Sawyer, Antigua; James S Lowell,
Reed, Port Spain; Eva May, McDuffie, Kennebec;
W S Jordan, Hutchinson, do.
Ar 16th, sch Lucia Porter, Grlndle, Cardenas.
Cld 17th, sch Geo Walker, Small, Portland.
Below, sch Maynard Sumner, Dyer, from Guan-

STEAMSHIP

DIRECT

Little CUe-

Town Landing.
ISAIAH DANIELS,

FROM

the collision.
Crew rescued aDd taken to NYork.
The V P registered 147 tons and was built In 1876
at Boothbay, where she was owned.

iHiauu 7.00:

FALMOUTH FOBKWIDK Hot IT
On and alter April 22, 1889, Steamer ALICE
will leave Town Landing, Falmouth Foreslde for
Portland at 8.00 and 7.60 a. m„ 12.6O and 3 0o
p. m. Return leave Portland at 7.00 and 10.00 a.
m., and 1.60,4.40 and 6.16 p. m., for Mackworth's
Island, Waite’s Landing, Madukawando and

FROM OUR

Memoranda.
Brig J F Merry. Bradley, at New York from
Havana, reports. 6th Inst, off Florida Straits, had
a strong northerly gale.tn which flooded decks and
sustained some light damage.
Sch Victor Fuig, of Boothbay, from Port Johnson for Salem, with coal, was run Into and sunk,
16lh, off Cornfield Light, Conn, by the steamer
Pequot. There was a dense fog at the time of

I.OV-, iKipn

HAH.liO.tDD.

Boston sPbiladelphia

beague 7.45; Long Island 8.05. Arrive In Portland n.OO. Return leave Portland lor Orr’s Island
and all Intermediate landings at 2.30 p. m.

ort^‘L8Mba.E>?;

..

Valencia...Mew

jen.s

7.1DJ

Cairngorm.New York..Laguayra. ..May 22
Celtic.New York..Liverpool.. .May
Saale.New York..Bremen
May
Rbynland.New York. .Antwerp
May
Bothnia..New York..Liverpool...May
Adirondack.New York..Port Prlnce.May

Co.

19.

Steamer Cleopatra, Simpson, Boston,
Sch Fred Jackson, Littlefield,
Phlladelphlacoal to Randall & McAllister.
to Ran
pbiladelphia—coal
.Clark'
ddll & McAllister.
Sch City Point, Crosby, La Have Banks.
AI LED—Barques Ran, Raylald. Au Sable, anc
John K Stanhope; schs Aldlne, J Paine.

FOR

FROM

STKAIkK).

Harpswell Steamboat

Arrived.

Alene.New York. .Kingston,&cMay 18
City of Atlanta...New York..Havana.May 18

11

00
00

INLAND HTKAgUBk

SAILING DAYS OF 8TEAM8HIP

10

18
34
7
6
88

niSVELLANEOIIR.

8hcparcless' Tibbetts, New Harbor-J H
Blake
Sell May Queen, Eastman, Boothbay HarborT
J u.Biake.
SAILED—Brig Rochemont; sch M J Alles.

21%

69%

New York Mining Stocks.
NEW YORK, May IS 1889—The following are
to-day’s closing quotations of mining stocks:
Col. Coal.
24 00

Hockiug Coal.

Sch C M Gilmore, Thompson, Port
Clyde—J H

BIekc.

(.INK TO

WASHINGTON and BALTIMORE
VIA

4'KNTK IL H. K. af NKW JKRaKY,
PHII.A 4k MMOIXU N. K.
a ad BAI.TI.VIOHK 4k OHIO H. B.

Solid Train-No Tranters. No Eitn tare ter Fnt Tune
PULLMAN CAM SKMV1CM ON ALL TUAl.VS.

SCHEDULE IN EFFECT MAY 12th.
Trains leave station Central Railroad of New
foot Liberty St., North Kiver. For Washington, Baltimore, Wilmtngtou and Chester. 8 30
11.00 A. M.; 1.30, 2.30. 3.16, 6.00 p. M.: 12 00
night. BUN DAYS, 8.30 A. M.; ISO 2.30, 3 16
5.00 P. M.; 12.00 ulght.
For Philadelphia at 4
7.46,8.30,2.30,11.*A M.. 1.30.2.30.3 16 4 o,,
6.00, 6.30, 7.30. P. M.; 12.00 n*gbt. SUNDAYS
8.30. 2.30 A. M.. 1.30, 2.30.3.15.6.00, 8 30 p
M.; 12.00 night. Ticket* and Parlor car seata'can
be procured at all Ticket Office* In Portland Me
and at 211 Washington St.. Boston Mm.
u,.,'
gage can be checked to destiuatlou. may isdtf

Jersey,

THE

MONDAY HOUSING. MAY 20.

MAINE GENERAL HOSPITAL.

A PULLMAN CAR WRECKED.

PEESS,

Portland Noon Ex-

Accident to the

Important

NEW

ADVERTISEMENT*

TO-DAY.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

12.30 Train Derailed at

Saturday’s

Wyer Greene & Co, 615 Congress street.
C. J. Farrington, tlie Middle St. Clothier.
C. B. Dalton & Co., 27 Preble street.
Atkinson House Furnishing Co.
Notice—Andrew J. Marston.
C. W. Costellow, Waterboro.
Maine Medical Association.
Canal National Bank.
Steamer Greenwood.
Owen, Moore & Co.
Situation wauled.
Salesmen wanted.
Riiies Brothers.
Girl wauled.

Habpbb'8Bai£ak—This beautiful weekly publication Is a welcome visitor to ;tlie parlor circle
The number for the ensuing week has been received by N. G. Fessenden, 484Congress street.

Advice

Mothers_MRS.
WINSLOW’S
SOOTHING SYRUP should always be used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little
sufferer at once; it produces natural, quiet sleep
by relieving the child from pain, and the little
cherub awakes as “bright as a button!.’
It Is
very pleasant to taste. It soothes the child, softens the gums, allays all pain, relieves wind, regu.
lates the bowels, and is the best known remedy
for diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or
other causes. Twenty-live ceuls a bottle.
febl
M,W,F&wly6
la

For any case of nervousness, sleeplessness. weak stomach. Indigestion, dyspepsia
try Carter’s Little Nerve PlUa. Relief Is sure.
The only nerve medicine for the price In market.
dwlw

Colic, Constipation;
Diarrhoea, Eructation;
Gives healthy sleep; also aids digestion;
Without narcoti stupefaction
ootbd&wly

Castoria cures
Hour Stomach,

BRIEF JOTTINCS.

There

were

21 arrests last week for drunk-

ness.

The number of marriage intentions recorded last week was seven.
Steamer Gordon took a tame live deer to

Little Chebeague Saturday.
The value of foreign exports from Portland was $31,329 12 last week.
A new well at Chebeague will supply the
Waldo with pure cool water.
The new Baptist ehurch at Yarmouth will
be dedicated next Thursday.
Division No. 1, A. O. H., will meet at the
hall on Plum street this evening.
At the Gospel Mission this evening the
first jubilee entertainment will be given.
Maine Lodge of Odd Fellows will work
the first degree on several candidates this
evening.
Mr. William B. Carney fell In a fit Saturday in Lincoln Park and cut his head

badly.
Uearu has been taking photographs of the
students of Bowdoln, Colby and the Maine
State College.
An awning will be put over the hurricane
deck of the Cornelia H., and her condenser

today.
Portland Coinmandery will act as escort
for the Masonic Grand Lodge Decoration
Day.
Falmouth Encampment, I. O. O. F., will
finished

work the first degree at the regular meeting
tomorrow night.

The work of gradiug the driveway on the
Eastern Promenade, and also of turfing the
esplanade has commenced.
The Infantry Veterans will celebrate their
anniversary June 5th by an excursion to the
Ocean House.
Ancient Landmark Lodge, F. and A. M.,
will hold a special meeting next Wednesday
evening. First and second degrees.
Saturday snd Sunday were fine warm summer days.
The mercury was well up in the
seventies.

Conveyances of personal property amounting to about $2500 were recorded in the city
clerk’s office last week.
the
Swanton
Saturday
Josephine
with
arrived
aud the
12,000
pounds
Eva H. with 0000 pounds of cod and haddock.

Steamer Mary O’Dell has been sold to parties in Port nawksbury, Cape Breton. She
was formerly owned by Burnham & Morril
of this city.
The station has been supplied with a
medicine chest containiug bottles of medicine properly labeled, bandages and other
necessary implements.
The regular meeting of the Natural History Society will be held this evening at 7.30
o’clock. The annual report of the president
will be read.
Mr. Charles Buck of Waterville, head
brakcman on freight No. 33 lost two fingers
of his right hand while coupling cars at

Westbrook Junction, Saturday night.
Teague & Bennett have finished the Bolling Mills wharf and will begin tomorrow on
the draw at Martin’s Point bridge.
It will
take about a month to complete the draw.
The contract for the building of the new
Baptist church at Skowhegau has been
awarded to Messrs. J. & J. l’hilbrook ol
this city.
The architects are Stevens &
Cobb.
lut-cutss

01

in

passed
several weeks last summer at Lovell in outdoor sketching are now making arrangements to spend the month of July at South
Kliments

which

Waterford.
Peaks’ Island Methodist church has voted
to build a new altar and refurnish the parsonage, and Charles Trefethen, Capt.Wheetly and Mr. Frazier appointed the committee
the work.
The Central Labor Union will hold an important meeting at Mission Hall this evening. Action will be taken on the observance of Labor Day, and other matters of importance to labor interest.
At its meeting Saturday evening Grand
Canton Iiidgeley, No. 2, Patriarchs Militant,
voted to turn out in uniform May 31, and assist in the ceremonies of laying the corner
stone of the soldiers’ monument.
The Queen of England’s birthday which
on

The passengers iu the Pullman

ear

were

badly

shaken up. Arthur Sewall president
of the Maine Central railroad was aboard.
Albert Goodwin who was standing on the
front platform of the smoking car jumped
soon after the Pullman left the track, and,

injured internally.

from

his

mouth.

He

taken to the Salem hospital.
The Pullman car was badly damaged, the
motive gear being ruined, aud the furniture
and mirror broken. The ear as it dragged
was

along cut au ugly furrow' in the track, breaking the sleepers in twain, and when stopped
the forward end was plunged fully three
feet into the roadbed.
The train consisted of an express ear, the
Pullman Franconia, a baggage car, smoker
and three passenger coaches. None of the passengers on the train were injured, although

thrown from their seats by the
shock. It was a narrow escape from a fearful horror.
The passengers on the train were forwardsome were

ed East soon after the accident.
An immense crowd assembled near the ruins.
The
wrecking train soon got to work and the
tracks were cleared so that by 2.30 p. ui.
trains were running as If nothing had hap-

pened.
Goodwin is lying unconscious at the Salem
hospital. The surgeon states that one of his
knee pans Is fractured and it Is feared that
his skull is also broken.
BAGGAGE MASTER

RUSSELL’S STATEMENT.
A Press reporter called upon Mr. Herman Russell, baggage master of the
train,
aud learned from him the following story regarding the accident: “We had just rounded
what Is known as Castle Hill; curve which is
three-quarters of a mile beyond Salem, and
were running at the time at the rate of 25 or
30 miles per hour. Albert Johnson was engineer. Next to the engine was the express
car, then came the baggage car, the Pullman
and four passenger coaches.
Suddenly,
when we were about half way between Castle Hill curve and Salem X felt a shock and
concluded the train had gone off the iron.
When we had gone perhaps 400 feet farther
the engine, express and baggage care broke
away from the rest of the train and dashed
on.
I looked back through the baggage car
door but could see nothing but a cloud of
dust and concluded ft was a liAd one
The
train was soon stopped and we went back.
The Pullman car was badly damaged, the
running gear being totally destroyed and
more or less damaged inside.
But one man
was severely Injured and within ten minutes
the Salem people had an ambulance on the
spot and the injured man was on his way to
tiie hospital. A big crowd soon assembled.
President Sewall of the Maine Central who
was in the Pullman shouted when the accident occurred for the people to keep their
seats if possible.
“It was lueky that we escaped as we did,” said he after the accident.
Some of tiie other passengers screamed with
terror and many of the women did not get
over their
fright during the rest of the run to
Portland.
Shifting engines from Salem
were soon on the spot and in 32 minutes from
the time the journal on the Pullman broke
the traiu, excepting the Pullman and the
smoker, the passenger car that was next in
the rear of the Puilman, was on its
way

again.”

PERSONAL.
Mr. William

health.
C. H. Scott, Jr., will be the clerk of the
steamer Emita this season.
Mr. and Mrs. John Porteous of Boston are
visiting Mrs. Dryden of Locust street.
Mr. Kben T. Nutter, of Cape Elizabeth, is
out again after his long sickness.
Mrs. IBurleigh, wife of Gov. Burleigh, is
the guest of Miss Alena Belle Bartlett, No.
160 Park street.
Rev. H. P. Winter preached at Chestnut
street M. E. church yesterday morning and
at the Presbyterian church in the evening.
Gena John T. Richards of Gardiner has

been elected a member of the Ancient and
Honorable Artillery Cumpany, of Boston.
Grlmmer’s Orchestra called upon Mr. and
Mrs. F. W. Buxton Friday night and presented them a handsome French clock.
Miss Hattie E. Steele, a graduate of Portland High School, class of ’87. passed a very

satisfactory

examination and received th =
appointment of principal of a school in Bath.
Prof. Little, of Bowdoin College, has gone
to St. Louis, to attend the meeting of librarians in that city.
He may be gone about

three weeks, and extend tiie trip to New
urieans.

C. II. Kilby Is at work on a book entitled
of the Links, a Story of Fortj
Years of Odd Fellowship.”
An edition oi
5000 copies will be issued. Mr. Kilby will
make a most interesting volume.

“Binding

The Maine Central has settled with Postal
Clerk Palmer, who was injured some time
sinoe in the Klngsman accident, for 83000The man still suffers from the shock, and Is
somewhat lame.
Mr. H. M. Lord, editor of the Rockland
Courier-Gazette, has accepted an invitation
to deliver the Memorial Day address at
Brooklin, Hancock county. Mr. Lord delivered the address before the Dost in Liberty
last year.
Miss Henrietta E.

native of Gardiner and a graduate of the
High School. She has been studying in
Europe the oast year.
Mrs. Chas. A. Jones and Miss Mamie
Jones sailed Saturday noon from Boston
in the Ceohalonia for Berlin, via London

Saturday, May 25th, will be observed
in social way by some of her loyal subjects
in Portland. Several small dinner parties
and Paris. They will remain in Berlin oyer
are already arranged for.
a year.
Miss Jones will resume her musical
The Masonic Token for May, containing
studies there.
the proceedings at the annual meetings of all
Services were held by the Penobscot bar,
the grand bodies, has been received.
The in
Bangor Saturday morning, in memory
Token has much that will Interest the craft
of William H. McCrillis and Joseph Carr.
in this and other States.
Chief Justice Peters presided and speeches
Officer Miles caught a couple of boys drivwere made by Hannibal
Hamlin, A. G
ing a stolen team at a furious rate uear HanWakefield, A. W. Paine, J. A. Wilson and
cock street Saturday. The team, a red horse
P. G. White.
and buek-bcard wagon, was taken to SawMajor Dunn, U. S. A., will succeed Major
yer’s stable. The owner is unknown.
Rawles in command of Fort Preble this
There was a large travel on the island
week- Mrs. Dunn is a daughter of the late
steamers yesterday and special cars were
Hon. Lot Morrill. The other officers, Capt.
run on the Deering horse car line to accom.
Fuger, Liutenants Leary, Brooks and the
date the travel to the country. Hundreds Jjattf'rv
will IoOVA fnr Smith PorstlSnn
I-

occurs

VI.SI lea

evergreen cemetery.
At a meeting of the Portland Labor Union
to be held this evening, President Courant
will suggest a plan for a great procession La-

bor Day to be composed of the labor organizations of Portland.
Mr. E. E. Procter has purchased 25 acres
of land at Prout’s Neck Scarboro, being the
property owned by Mrs. Mary T. Libby. It
is divided in iots end comprises about 200

lots, 50x100.
This evening the much talked of GatoBrennan boxing match will take place at the
rooms of the Dirigo boat club.
Brennan is
the champion bantam weight of New England, belonging in Boston. Gato is a clever
sparrer of this city.
Difficulty is experienced by shippers of
lumber and ice both in this city and Bangor
in obtaining vessels.
The scarcity of vessels arises from the fact that many big stickers went off shore last fall with lumber and
have not returned.
The Hand on the Class.

People have been visiting the residence of
Mrs. Clough, Pleasant street, Deering, to see
the print of a hand on a pane of glass in a
door at the rear of the house.
It has been
said that the hand was thought to be that of
the mother of Mrs. Clough, who died at
Easter, and the hand aftewards appeared on
the pane; and that further examination by
the microscope revealed the face of a little
girl on the hand that resembled Mrs.

Clough’s little daughter. It was

also reported that some days the hand could be seen
and some days it couldn’t. There has been
a rush to see the hand, so that ten cents admission has been charged. The explanation
of the mystery seems to be that of a similar
case reported in the Scientific
Journal.
When the glass was in process of manufacture, while it was being rolled, before it was
entirely cold, a workman placed his baud on
on the sheet.
It made a mark, but the polisii
wlile.h was nfterwards put on caused the
print of the hand to disappear.
Some years
afterwards, on account of freuueut scrubbings, the polish wore off and the hand ap-

peared again.

the winter, goTS-fort Ilarracos, Fla.
Hon. John L. Ste.-TSS says in the Kennebec Journal of Saturday
the,*>tatement
in the newspapers that LuiSSr Severance
was the editor of the Kennebec Journal
when Mr. Blaine first made his connection
with the paper is inorrect.
Mr. Severance
had sold his interest in and had ceased to be

editor of tho Kennebec Journal, and was
United States Commissioner at Sandwich
Islands, several years before Mr. Blaine became one of the owners and editors of that
paper lu the autumn of 1854.
The funeral of Allen Thorndike Rice took
place at Grace Church, New York, Saturday,
The pall bearers were Vice President Levi
P. Morton, Walker Blaine, representing the
department of state, Gen. W. T. Sherman
ex-Mayor Edward Cooper, Pierre Lorillard,
Chauocey M. Depew, S. H. Olin, William
P. Douglass and W. W. Astor.
The church
was crowded and the sidewalks
near the entrance
filled.
The service was the
regular burial service of the Protestant
were

aEsPs&i)yXCl“: Dr^Huntington
TeM
^

assistant rectorU<*

Portland

Directory.
Directory for 1889

The Portland
has been
issued by B. Thurston & Co., and makes a
handsome volume of 799 pages. There have
been

more

during

than

80

Saturday morning

a meeting of the directors of tile Maine
General Hospital was
I
held, resident Putnam presiding.
For a long time the needs
of the hospital
haue required more
room, and the directors
now seem to feel their
way towards the construction of additional pavilions.
It was
therefore voted at Saturday’s
meeting, to
commence the erection of another wing, or
pavilion of the same size as that already in
use.
It will be connected with the central
pavilion now used for the residence of the
resident physician—by a gallery similar to
that which now connects the
right wing, or
pavilion, with the central pavilion, and the

new

buildings

erected

past year, the major part of
which are dwellings, and there are 15G vacant today, against 181 vacant last year at
the

an

Increase of..

967

The President’s Puzzle.
Ten dollars is offered to any one solving
the President’s puzzle in the Atkinson House
Furnishing Company’s advertisement today.
As usual Isaac is to the front. We hope
tome of our subscribers may be numbered
among the winners.

Etien

Hake, aged
[Funeral service Tuesdav afternoon at 2 o’clock,
it theChurcn on the Hill. New Gloucester.
Iu this city, May 18, William, son ot John and
lie late Mary Conroy, aged 19 years.
In this city, May 18, Mrs. Elvira II, Wright,
iged 65 years 7 months 18 days.
[Funeral services on Tuesday afternoou at 2.30
I’clock at her late residence, 3 Tolman Place.
In Hiram, April 23, Mrs. Thomas C. Btarbird,
iged 63 years 1 mouth.
In South Deer Isle, April 22, Charles Hatch,
iged 21 years.
In East Bluehill, May 3, I’lilueas' Cousins, aged
13 years.
lu Gardiner, May 9, Mrs. Frank Benuett, aged
29 years.
Iu Belfast, May 3. ltosetta A. Nickerson, aged
14 years 0 months.
lu Belfast. May 2. Elizabeth Hartshorn, aged
35 years 4 months.
Iu Knox. May 3, Annie E. Clement, aged 83
years 4 months.
In Brooklyn. May 11, Charles Emery, only child
at F. W. and Nellie K. Dillingham, aged 4 years
10 mouths. [1'ortlaud papers please copy.]

to that of the

®

LADIES’ LITERARY CLUBS
Addressed by Rev. Dr. Dalton at Baxter Hail.
Saturday afternoon the various literary
clubs, thnt exist in Portland, composed of
ladies, some twenty in number, held a union
meeting—as it is proposed to do annually—
in Baxter Hall, which was beautifully decorated with flowers, and listened to an
essay on “Some Advantages of Literary
Culture’’ from Kev. Asa Dalton, D. D.
The doctor called attention to the fact that
the recent centennial celebration in New
York exhibited the material prosperity of
the country, and we, at the opening of the
second century, should give attention to the
things of the mind. A correct appreciation
of literature and history requires years of
patient study and research, and years of ap-

plication

will well

rspay the

student.

By

study we acquire the historic sense; judge
of the events of history in their relation to
the grand whole, and^see their effects on the
evolutions of society. We acquire the power
of criticism; the ability to distinguish the
greater from the little in literature.
Dr. Dalton then topk the poets, dramatists
and orators of ancient and modern
times,
classing the leaders as Homer, Sophocles,

ihschylus, Euripides, Virgil,IHomer Cicero,
Dante, Petrarch, Mollere, Goethe, Shakespeare. Among modern writers of fiction he

considered George Eliot at the head.
At the close of the essay Mrs. George S.
Hunt thanked Dr. Dalton, in behalf of the
clubs, for his able address.
MUSIC

CDo

Heywood Carriage!

VSfc
km

Both the lady and the baby will enjoy their
morning walk; its too warm to think
lugg ng around 20 or 25 pounds of infant
in swaddling clothes; it’s all nonsense when
Carriages are socheap. Such a host of things
we’d like to tell you about but space will not

Spring
of

make the
permit; our termsare

way so easy and
as much within your
reach as bread and butter and just as necessary to your happiness; allow us to show you
our goods, explain our syste u and
prove to
you that we are the

home comforts

The Chief Reason for the marvellous sueof Hood’s Sarsaparilla Is fouud in the fact
that this mediciue actually accomplishes all
that ia claimed for it. Its real merit has won
cess

Merit Wins

Cheapest House in New England

popularity and sale
greater than that of any other blood purifier.
It cores Scrofula, all Humors, Dyspepsia, etc.
Prepared only by C. I. Hood £ Co., Lowell, Mass.
a

The Middle St.

SICK HEADACHE
■'

i—

q’Q

A A nrr

IiAIaI

I^B
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the» utu* phi*.

They

jtress from

Dyspepsia,

Jlmllgestlon
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Dis-

also relieve
and

Too

| loarty Eating. A perIfect remedy for Dizzi*
Nausea, Drowsipesa, Bad Taste in the

I
y
jp| P| LLS,

Eaj
|

jjpjML

plays of his repertoire.
The opening bill
will be “St. Marc, the JSoldier of Fortune,”
which the gifted playright, John A. Wilkins,

Mouth, CocxedTongue,
-iPaiu in the 8ide, TOBr
r*ID LIVER. They regulate the Bowels.
|
Small Pill. Small Doae. Small Price.

r
YA

especially

for the late E. L. Davenport, one of the best all around actors the
American stage has ever produced. Daven-

port never appeared in St. Marc in this
country, consequntly Mr. Downing presented the role last winter for the first time before an American audience.
It enjoyed a

of over 400 consecutive nigbts in London
with Davenport in the title role.
Next season Manager Mack will put on the
play for
an extended run both in New York and
Boston.
NOTES.
The sale of seats for the Philharmonic
concert at City Hall, May 29th, will
begin at
9 o cleck this morning at
Stockbridge’s.
Much interest has been manifested in this
orchestra, and the best seats will be taken

this

leading

offer-

at

store

RSGA

Ladies,

that

frequently
impossible

he became so savage that it
for his keeper to go near him.
1 he news spread rapidly, and the advance
agent arranged on arrival with the comedian
to fasten himself in chains,
put on a “dogface” make-up, and then ride in a
wagon to
the opera house. The spectacle of the wild
Mr. Hyde created tremendous excitement
and the theatre was packed that night.
Qrimmer’s orchestra has been engaged to
play at the Pennell Institute,Gray, May 3lst.
It will also play at the graduating
exercises,
concert and bail of tbeUardiner High School
June 21st.
The sale of seats for the Qilmore festival
opened briskly at Stockbridge’s Saturday
morning, and will continue until the concert.
Gilmore sband alone would be a
drawing
card, but it should be remembered that Campauiui, Whitney,Del l’uente and several other
eminent vocalists will take part.
The Temple Quartette will sing by request
Kemember now thy Creator,” "Old Oaken
Jack Horner,” and other popular
Bucket,
numbers, at the lfith Stockbridge. Tickets
reduced to 25, 35 and 50 cents.
was

Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded at the
Registry of Deeds:
Westbrook—E. E. Dearborn to Mary F. Coney.
$1 &c.
A. C. Chute to A. B. Jordan. *1 Sic.
Portland—Jessie B. Dunscoinb to Helen A.
Lewis. *50.
A. G. Sclilotterbeck to William
Thompson. *1
John

Burke to Hannah Burke. #1 &e.
Goodrich to H. B. Seal.

^peering—Maria

*1

to Sarah Berry.
I. F. .Quimby et al to
Gallant,
Anthony
occ.

*1

Westbrook-E. S. Pennell

&c.

Long Island— Ben] tmin Cushing
Cushing. *1 die.
Paul to

*j^P,es—Silvester
^

Bridgton—G. D. Holmes

J.

to

Charles E.

Thomas Proctor.
D. L. Ingalls.

to

tl

P. Perley et al to H. D. Ingalls.

*1

*50.

The Death Rate.
The whole number of deaths In the city for
last
week was 14, from the following
causes:
_

Diseases.

Apoplexy.
Cancer.
Consumption.

_WARDS1 2 3 4 6 6 7 Total.
l
y
-__y__
y
-y_y__
2
1
y
y
____2__
2
1-y
_y___
j
y
2
3
1
y

_

Exhaustion.
Heart.

Infantile.
LmiKS...
Paralysis.
Pneumonia..

_

_

_

_

_____

_

_

Scarlet fever.

_

_

_

_

_

Total..._.

1

2

1

2

4

2

2

14

brightest of
colors in combina-

bright
tion stripes.

lisle thread.

congress street, lirown 8 block
have just received an invoice of some of the,
finest footwear ever displayed in Portland.
This is the time of the year when people are

making the transition from winter to sum
■ner clothing, and nothing adds so much to a
suit or a new gown as elegant footwear.
The public are cordially invited to call and
look over the stock.

new

The Fish Arrivals.
For a few days the weather has been favorable fortfishing.
Yesterday the following
schooners arrived witli catches of cod haddock and hake about as follows:
Pounds.
Willie and Alice (salt).40,000
Titmouse (salt).30,000
Forest Maid.20,000
Josie May.18,000
Fannie Heed.12,000
Mackerel.

Fresh mackerel appeared in our market
A lot was sent to John Loveltt &
Co., which were caught off New Bedford.
Large schools have been seen off the South
Shoal about 110 miles south by southwest,
aud the mackerel vessels are fitting out after
them, seven of them from Portland.

Saturday.

Every lady
Linen,

aud gentleman should use Lanas good as Royal Irish Linen.
Paper 15c per qr.; envelopes, 10c per pack.
Try it.
Loking, Short & Harmon.

caster

a

Richard”’.

Bmpee^

Apr" 27' Ernest W‘

—

price,—a complete
of

assortment

ready,—

long counter
leather goods de-

partment has been taken
for tennis and outing caps
and belts. Our sales al-

last year, and summer is
hardly here yet.
The reasons are, that

good
they’ve

are a

under what

ever

larger and embraces a
wider variety.
35c up.
We are preparing to
introduce a few startling
A lot of
department.
specimen copies of high
class, high price parasols
have come to us at a figure that makes it
possible
for

us

price

to offer

of the

them

——

Alue8

2.20,

m.

aud

Natban McAlp,n9 a,ld Ml88

Jennie
It) Ban forth. May 4, Harry A. Poiuroy of Bancroft and Miss Mary McLellau of 8t George.
In Dover, N. H., May it, Henry Gordon aud Miss
•Jennie L. Culler, both ol Blddeford.
In Dlxfield. May 1. H. P. Whittemoreof F.ast
Livermore aud Emma F. Lunt of Dlxfield.
in Canton. May 4, E. W. Howe of Gardiner and
Mary E. Wright of Canton.
In Pittsfield, May 7, Weldon A. Poland of Pittsfield and Miss Sadie E. Bennett of Moutville.

SUNDAY TUBE TABLE.
Leave Burnham’s Wharf at 9.10, 10.30 a. in..
12.16, 2.00. 3.16, 4.46 p. m.
Returning, leave Trefethen's at 9.36, 10.60 a.
111., 12.36. 2.40, 3.56, 6.05 p. in.
l^ave Jones'at 9.46,11.00 a. m., 12.45, 2.30,
3.46, 6.16 p. m.
Leave Cushing’s at 9.65, 11.10 a. m., 12.65,
2.20. 3.35. 6.26 p. m.
FA REN-

CUSHING'S ISLAND.

Notice.
is to
all persons, harboring
THIS
trusting my wife, Deborah A. Marston,
account
I will not
bills of her con-

or

on

as
my
pay any
tracting alter this date, she having left my bed
and board without sufficient cause.
ANDREW J. MARSTON.
East Windham, May 18,1889,
may20dlw

TREASURY

Office

Maine,

telephone service and stabling horses for the use
of the Marine Hospital Service at Portland. Me.,
during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1890.
Schedules and further information may be obtained upon application to the undersigned. The
right is reserved to waive all informalities, ana to
reject any or all proposals. HENRY W. SAWTELLE, Surgeon M. H. 8., Commanding,

20_cod3t

young lady wlio lias had
experience ill office work, a situation as
stenographer and typewriter; speed 160 words
a minute.
References given. Address STENOGRAPHER, This Office, or Stenograplie, Box 64,
20-1
Deerlug, Maine.

WANTED-By

a

Portland, in the State

the clow

of

Maine,

bunincNM Ifluy
KKNOIIMCN:

of

Ixjans and
U. H. Bonds to secure circulation...
Other stocks, bonds and
mortgages.
Due from
reserve agents..
Due from other National

13, tSS9,

discounts.$ 1,165,127 7G
Baiiks.

Real estate, furniture and fixtures..
Current expenses and taxes paid...

50,000

00
00
98
G7
00
10

G79
145.822
40,114
5,000
6,401

Checks and other cash items.
Exchanges for clearing house.
Rills of other Banks.
Fractional paper currency, ulckels

24,205 03
8,745 95
7,730 00

'cents.
a A"?

600 77

Legal tender notes’.’."’."'."".'.'.”!"."*
Redemption fund with U. 8. Treasurer (5 per cent of
circulation)....

'I’soo 00
2,260 00

Total..

$ .26
.15

children under 12,
Twelve ride ticket,
1.00
PEAKS’ ISLAND.
Round trip, adu’ts,
3 .15
children under 12,
.10
Sixteen ride ticket,
1.00
Sixty ride ticket,
$3.00] For reslwith twenty ride
[dents and
4.00 [ cottagers
coupon for family,
.50 J only.Twenty ride ticket for scholars,
WEEKS & WEBBER, Proprietors.
inay20dtfK. N. WEEKS. Manager.

ma

at
at

approved

Jones’only. iDoesaotgoto Cushing’s.

DEPARTMENT,
US.MariDe-Hospital
Service, Portlaud,
1889.

WANTED —At Hock Bound
BOARDERS
Park, Peak’s Island; I have group of
a

new

cottages at this place and propose to fit them up
so as to be able to let rooms to
parties as desired
and will furnish meals In one of them; a
splendid
view of the harbor and islands can be obtained
from them, and for pleasure seekers no better locality can be desired. Address or apply to J. H.
T., County Commissioners’ office, Portland. Me.
ie-tf

21

I.IAH1E,1TIE!!I.

Capital stock paid In. *000,000 00

SffiR

S2««nrfnPtwlt*.
National Bank notes

outstanding...
Dividends unpaid.
Individual deposits subject to check
Demand certificates of
deposit.
Certified checks.
Cashier’s checks outstanding.
Due to other National Banks.

120,000 00
180,578 33
46,000 (X)
720 01

631,64099
100 00

708 13
11,931 23
26,958 62
0

Total...*1,528,643

May,

BANGOR. ME.

A. R. ALEXANDER,
22 Market

21

HAVING

YOU CAN SELECT FROM TWENTY-FOUR GRADES
—OF—

-TEAMarriner &

Apply In the evening

A cook.

WANTED
at 6t; Peering street181
WASTED-Capable girl

general

To

18-1

pleasboating
pleasure

Furnished fish market, 110 ConTOgress street,
of the best In the city; alsc
with

experienced

Protestant

yv general housework girl. Good wages to a
girl who can take tin) charge. None others need
At 116 WINTER street, from 9 to 11 a.
apply.
111.
References

’_

20 1

rai.k—Pom^ cotton controllable beeFor
hives at *1.00 each. Send for catalogue of
bee

keepers supplies.
C. W. COSTKI.LOW,
20 1
Waterboro, York County, Me.

—

one

small tenement In rear, at No.
108 Congress street; also tenements on 8t. Law
rence, Hampshire, Cove, Merrill, Cumberland ami
Congress streets; will all be rented low If applied
for at once. 8. L. CAK1.ETON, Congress ind 8t.
Lawrence street.
181
good store,

l.ET—A nice rent of five rooms, Sebago
TOwater,
wood shed, closet, etc.; all to yourself at 52 State
Htreet, without children.

Company’s.

B.

Crist Mill.
and all kinds of Wood
Working Machinery
and Mill

C

supplies.

H. SCANLAN &

mrgl

go

Eachituge Wt.,

CO.,
dtf
Portlnnd.

Sewall Safety Car Heating Co.
DIVIDKND NO. «.

A QUARTERLY DIVIDEND of 1 per
has been this day declared payable ou
alter
rl

cent
snd
on 1 ecord at

May 23.1889, to stockholders
close of business May 10, 1889. Transfer books
close from May 10 to May 23 lac slve.
C. U. STB O T, Treasurer.
Portland, April 27.
eodtmay23

1,10 K MAI.K --The best lot ol
readymade
shades la Portland. They are one yard wide
and two yards long. We shall close them out at
28 cents. 12000 rolls room paper at & and 8 eta.
per roll. Gilt border at 1 and J cents per yard at
233 Middle street, DAVID HDOPES a CO.
1»-1

J?

MAI,B—5.000 rolls of nice room papers
price ol 6 cents a roll; borders 1

FOB
at the low

cent
and

a

yard; 2,000

gilt

rolls ol

paper 8.

room

*

10 cents a roll. COLES WORTHY'S Book
ls-l
Store. 92 Exchange street.
Johnson’s Uni venal Cjrelopa-dla
FOR
otA.D., 1888. The best
published.
The
ol

18-1

ever

real

cheapest

Cyclopaedias.

Incomparably

accurate and authoritative. The greatest names
in literature and scienc e contributors to Its pages.
One hundred sets owned In Portland by mechanics. merchants, manulaclurers. teachers and
professional men. May be examined al my efflee.
L. B. DENNETT, SSVs Exchange street, Portland, Me. Note.—A newspaper and cyclopmdia
In tbe home are tbe greatest helps to knowledge;
without both the brightest cannot conceal bis

Ignorance.17-1

1,10H »AI.E-An Interest Id a good business;
I
price |2S0; excellent chance (or a man with
capital. For further particulars address
H. C.. Press (KBce.
17 1
small

MAI K-Keal estate. No. 163 Brackett
street, consisting of about 2660 square feet
of land and one-half of the double dwelling Bouse
thereon. Also one-half la common of an eight
acre wood lot situated in Pownal, Maine. Haul
real estate being part of fbe estate ot the Ule

FOR

l.ET—Furnished cottage with 8
TO
Great Diamond
plenty of water
near steamer

WANTED-A

at 56

girl to do house work four
ou Falmouth Foreside
road.
PINE ST.16-1

75
take

also girl for home
2., care Portland
15-1

Vaughau St., competent
care of young children;
Call between 11 A. M.
14-1

capable girl for general houseApply at No. 66 Atlantic street,
14-1

invoice;

or

nice

HELP.

D-A steady upholsterer on repairAddress J. A. ROBing and Job work.
ERTS, Gardiner, Me. Box 464.
18-1

WANTS

WANTED—Position
best of city

furnish
*’U.” this

Can
Address

bookkeeper.

as

references.

office._17-1

position as double entry
or assistant; references given.
Cl I AS. J. WHITE,

WANTED—A
bookkeeper,

Address

city._f5-l

WANi£D.

on

Middle

landing.

Apply

to

roans,

Island,
8. K. HUNT, 04

_15^1

St._

POLES

oa

near

H.

good yard with fruit trees. Enquire at STORE, 1,117 Congress 3t.16-1

RENT—The very desirable house, No.
bl Carletou street, a short distance from
Congress street, with all modern Improvements;
Immediate possession
BENJAMIN
given.
SHAW, 48Vs Exchange street.
16-1

FOR

RENT-Sumraer
bouse
of
eleven
rooms; furnished throughout; situated on
Shore road near Cape Cottage. Occupied last
year by W. H. Mllliken. Jr. Enquire of C. J.
WATERHOUSE, with O. K. Gerrlsh. 93 Ex-

FOR

change streeL_16-1

l.ET—6 rents at Oakdale, Deerlng, Band
7
Tto
each, has hath room. One rent
Oxford
7

on

street, rooms, $10. One corner Spring
and Clark streets, with bath room, (20. One on
Hill street. *13.
OARD1NER A ROBERTS,
Oxford Building.
14-1
l.ET—Two story house, 9 rooms, stable
two acres land, five minutes walk
from G. T. R. stailon, Falmouth. Fur further Information apply to It. M. STONE, at G.T. R.
Station, Falmouth.
14-1

TO attached,

LET—A sice lower tenement of nine
rooms.
Also for sale two fine summer houses
at Willard. By J. C.WOODMAN4106V4 Exchange

TO

14-1

street._

l.ET—Furnished
TO
mond Island,
excellent water

near

supply

DOPING, mo Middle St.

cottage at Great DiaSteamer Isis Landing;
and drainage. K. L.
13-2

LET—A nice cottage, furnished throughof six rooms, at Trefethen's landing.
Address “3," Press Office.3-tf

TO out,

l.ET—Tbe spacious store and chambers
TO
recently ocqm-.led *»y Woodman True A Co
tome. „riiiddie and
—

York.my!4dlw
MISCELLANEOUS.

enlarged

in

crayon
PHOTOGRAPH*
reasonable rate; best of references
38

at a

can

given.

BROWN STREET.

be

14-4

s

rooms;

Pearl streets'; wh;
**-s
j largest and best in the city; well arranged for
or
Ono who
dry goods, clothing
any other business. For
EXPERIENCED
Grocery
JZs
has a trade established. References reparticulars apply to GEO. W. WOODMAN.
quired. Address “GROCERY,” P. O. Box 673,
19-tf
New

MAI.K

FOR
rargoeed-ir
LIT-House, 22 Burnham St., In westerly
BEAN
and spruce bean poles tor sale. Call
J.
TO
Union Depot; house conpart of city,
WMn.l'S-t
BLAIUS, WlQgery
tains 8

Salesman.

l.ET—House No- 10 Park Place. S. W.
TOTH
AXTER, Gait Block._3-tf
'CIS TO LET.-Tb« large
and fine
OF
.lice recently occupied by Hon. Wilbur F.
l.unt and

other vacant rooms In the First National Bank building including steam heat, safes, elevator and janitor service. Apply at the Bank.

NAI.M-Twoor
Hohmkn
horses suitable for both driving
handsome
vor

three gsod
and work,
would
make
a good
borse,
large
carryall horse.
May be seen at GOCDY A
KKNI’S Stable.Ht-1
oae

COTTAUK -Cottage at Pine
Point Bench for half Its cost, or will be let
for the season. Apply to EDW. W. KENT. Cor.
MUk and Pearl St.in

SC.VIVIEH

SAI.K -A modern new Queen Ann style
bouse, built by the owner for his own use in
the most thorough manner and finished In hard
wood; contains 11 rooms with a chance to Bush
four more; good bath room, perfect drainage,
heated by steam, hue lawn, four acres of good
land, beautiful view of the surrounding country,
air pure and healthy; five hundred feet Trotu K. B
Depot and Village; well located for a summer
residence; will be sold at a bargain or exchanged
for city property. GABDINEB A BOBKHT*.
Oxford Building.13-1

FOK

MALM—Compest
FORgarden
dressing, for

cents

per load, on spot.
FOKTH

loam suitable tor
sale at seventy-five

Apply

339

nt

STBEkT._

DAN

13-1

EOK MAfi.lt -The schooner yuehl
Pinafore at a bargain. In perfect order.
Also a fine catboat. nearly new, 24 feet. Apply
to MEKK1LL PLACE, 3 Milk street.
131

YACHT

mai.K—Martin A Pennell carnages.
FOR
Cor. Cumberland and Casco Sts.132

XjVO R SALK—A fine residence at Cape BllraJ? both, In a healthy location, about one mile
from the city, commanding a fine view of Portland and other delightful scenery; from five to
about 20 acres of land, as purchaser may desire;
buildings nearly new; house has nine rooms, slate
roof, modern conveniences, hot and cold water,
bath room, etc.: barn 30x43: large poultry bouse;
the land is varied and contains a side hill facing
the south, being unexcelled for early gardening;
a charming running brook passes through a portion of the land: has an orchard of about 130
fruit trcea For terms enquire of C. K. HAWES,
431 Congress street.
_14-1
poR SALE—A sloop yacht, well found, new
A? mainsail, new tender, quick working and
fast; will sell low If applied for soon. Can be
seen at Knlghtville, foot B Street
Enquire B. s.
DAVIS. 108 Kxchange St, or U. F. DAVIS.
Knlghtville.14-1
MAfiB—At H. t. HOLLAND’S Stable,
X1 11 Silver street, from Vermont 12 good
driving and work horses and two pairs of matched
horses, weight 1230.131
TNOR

CARRIAGES.
Annual

opening, Season of 1889
LOCATION,

Having finished remodeling

factory,

our

we are

fully prepared for business and are now
showing In our Warerooms a very large and
varied stock of Carriages of
now

Hi
"A"
On Long Island, Portland Harbor,

"A"

-AS WKLL AS STRICTLY< onIuui Kuilt Work of Other .tinker*,;
Which ill All cases Will tie ^narnsirrd n* Kepreornteri, amt sold at the lowest possible prices.
We Invite the Attention (•[ intending purchasers
to our stock, and feel assured we can olfer you
satisfactory inducements.

ZENAS THOMPSON & BRO.,
Elm Streut, Cor. Cumberland.
aprlS
_d2m

nr AT VERY

LOW PRICES. JU

■

-THE LARGEST-

Clam Bake Pavilion
IN

TNOH MAI.R—Id Freeport Village, a 1 >, story
a.
house, built within two years, routs for ten
dollars per month.
For further Informal urn
13-4
enquire of L. M. BAILEY, Freeport. Me.
FOR MALI —Situated In Yarmouth, within 10 minutes walk of Yarmouth
.Inflation ilpfilruhlH InrAtion for anv..tie* iloiu htihloess In the city and wishing for a home In the
country; haute, ell and addition all two story
built In ’81; bouse contains 13 mushed rooms,
convenient for 3 families; tenement of 4 rooms up
stairs which rents lor enough to pay taxes aud
keep house In repair; do acres of good land connected with house, all or a part of which wilt be
sold with bouse If deeired. For further particu-

HOVMK

TUB STATE OB VIAINB

equipped with all the modern Improvements and capable of seating (our hundred
(400) people. Also private Pier where all boats
of Casco Bay Steamboat Co. make a landing. The
Pavilion has the largest OANI'B II * I I. In the
State, and Is surrounded with grounds suitable
for all kinds of sports.
Terms reasonable.

FULLY

Apply to O. A. MAHINKK, l ong I.Ih.U
Torlliiuri, Main,-, or MARINBR A
OO Hanover Ml., I,u*i,u.
aprlddtf

lars enquire of C. H. 1TLSIKKK, Proprietor.
Auburn, Maine, or WM. D. FL'LSIFKK, on the

premmm.__io-4
WANTKD.

OUR OWN MANUFACTURE,

WA

NT BD- Every
chase a sample

family
box

In
of

Kocktnc
For
ham, Lewlstou, furnished throughout;
for parte uUrs.
tor selling, other business;
mm ok to

the city to pur
our celebrated

Saratoga Chips, Vs lb. boxes; price 10 cts. Arc
desirable for lunch, picnic or table.
NO. 6
MYKTLE STREET, Cahoon Block, opposite City
Building. Ask your grocer tor them.
19-1

Everybody In want of a flrst-class
We guarantee
carpet Utter to call on us.
satisfaction. Window shades made at short notice at 233 Middle street, DAVID UODPEK A

WANTBR—

CD-__18-1
NT B D—Cast off clothing, ladles’ gents'
w
v v
and children’s, for which the highest cash
will
be paid. Also carpets, furniture, stoves
price
etc. Please send postal and I will call. Address.
MR8.SPRUIN. 76 Middle street This Is an Am
entail establishment.18-1
A

public to know that J. G.
WANTED—'The
CURRIER. Bell Hanger, has removed to
bells of
137

rea-

inquire of A. F. IRISH, Proprietor,
■ sOK

X

Speaking lutes and
description put Into hotels, private

All
houses and steamboats at short uotlce.
work warranted. Orders by mall attended to.
16-1

WANTBD—All
bags

CHOICE BUTTER OR CHEESE
-CALL AT-

UUIKI k COMPAQ’S,
Whitney Building,

Federal St.

Hotels anil Boarding Houses
-SHOULD PURCHASE-

GROCERIES
-OF-

Marriner

&

Whitney Building,

Company,
Federal St.

Lew 1st..n. Me.

M41.K-Cottage and lot at Old Orchard
on Maplewood Avenue, one

Camp Oround,

minute's walk from Auditorium; 7 rooms. Enquire of W. M. SANBORN Peabody, Mam., or
Rev, f. Luce. Old Orchard. Me.13-3

WAI.K-TWO 1\% story houses at Fine
Point. Maine, finished suitable h> live in the
year round, no summer cottage, water In both
sheds attached, rents readily. Inquire of I). 11.
MERRILL, Flue Point, or L. B. 431, Waters tile

FOK

Maine.____

13

EjiOK SAI, K—1 second-hand 13 horse power
X engine, and one 14 horse power boiler with
beated pump, inspirator and nil fittings nt n harAddress B1DDKFORD STOVE FOUN

DRY. Btddeford. Me.

oeAtf

Clark street.

every

666 Congress St., cor. of Oak; as we manufacture
good-, iml cau therefore give you bottom
prices. Tiuuks lepaired. Open evenings

our

WHEN YOU WANT

i.kt-Houi

sons

FOR

^1111^9.

NT B D— Highest cash prices paid for castclothing, ladles or gents, or exchange
Turkish rugs. Please scud letter or postal to
6-tf2w*
DkGROOT. 94Vs Middle street.

WAoff

tor
M.

Salesma
Acquainted with the

i

of Maine to sell Dr. 1
salary to the right m.
raw, 277 Washington

niayl3

Wanted.

'rug trad? for the State
in’s lnvtgorator.
Good
HEATH Ac III UK

street, Boston.

dtf

Contracts taken for light
machine and die work.
Hardware specialties and
novelties manufactured to
order.
DIAMOND HRENCIi AND TOOL CO.
maylO

eodtf

SALE,

TO SETTLE A \ ESTATE.

persons In want of trunks or
to call at E. D. REYNOLDS’. 664 and

ENGINES,
MILL,

dtl
voa aAi.it.

ElOR SALE —At a bargain, a corner lot el
JU land In the western part ot tbe city, near
horse carsi has tbe sun all day when It shines;
the best lot In the city tor the money, lnqutre of
J. G. CURRIER. 137 Clark street.16-1

myl8__dtf

SAW

teb7

OF
SENSg,
energy amt respectability for our business
In her locality; middle aged preferred. Salary
830 per month.
Permanent position. ReferWOMAN

EUGENE GOODWIN.

Boilers,

Hludeatg are solid ted for the aext hair
year of the Portlaad Latla School.which
opens Monday, Feb. II.
JOSHUA E. FRAME,
Head Master.

Hannah L. Darn. M. A. FLOVD. lOSVs Ex
change street.16-1

EUBIN’S PERFUMES

Cushman St., corner of Brackett, I can furnish
all kinds of Livery, Hacks and Coupes at short
notice and reasonable rates. Telephone No. 671

dlw*

NAI.E—

l.ET—For the summer, a large two story
house at Casco village; one of tbe most
aut villages In Maine; good fishing and
In
abundance, and good roads for
drives;
the scenery Is delightful; and Quito mountain,
near the village, affords a view of a whole panorama of lakes, ponds, rivers, mountains, forests,
etc.; no better place to spend the summer could
be imagined. Address or apply to J. H. T., Coun10-tf
ty Commissioners’ office, Portland, Me.
I. ET

MUSIC.

TO

liouse-

moved my stock of Livery, Hacks
HAVING
and Coupes from City Hotel Stable to No. 4

Salesmen Wanted
introduce Dr. Judkins’ “Obstectrine” to the
drug trade, as a side article; greatest inducements ever ullered; *20 week extra.
II. COWLES & CO..
may20d3t»
New Haven, Conn.

1

LET-On Charles Street, a nice brick
house, containing 0 rooms, besides bath
furnace
Immediate possession.
room,
heat;
Apply to JOHN P. PROCTOR, Centennial Block.

a

VOCAL

P. O. Address, Woodier.'*. Me.

l.ET—New dwelling on Crescent street,
contains 10 rooms, beside bath.
Apply to
23 Crescent street, or to E. E. PROCTOR. 300
Congress street. Boom ti.16-tt

for

LIBIA’S BOTTLES RE FILLED WITH

„„

rpo
A-

one

also a finely located cottage, 8 rooms,
for sale: also one of 8 rooms at Old Orchsrd, both
W.
H. WALDRON, 180 Middle St.
cheap.

TO

OAUDIMEK,

TEACHER OF
myl*

talari

work, mile and a half out of city. Apply
at 339 Danforth St., or by letter to H. P. C.
HEltSEY, City.17-1
v v

UP-TOWN L1VEKY, HACK AND
COUPE STABLE.

W. W. THOMAS, )
H. C. 80MERBY, | Directors.
"Oty20P. W. BAILEY. )d3t

required.

capable girl for general house-

Elm Street, Cor. Cnmberland.

Cl!AS. G. ALLEN, Notary Public.

An

D-A

WANTE 756 Congress street.18-1
_work,

MU.

bought out the coal business of H. L.
PAINE & CO., No. 363 Commercial street,
we wish to state to the patrons of Mr. Paine that
we have a
complete and full record of the Coal
that they have bee,, using; and therefore shall be
able to furnish them with the same kiud of Coal.
We shall keep in stock the best and most reliable
Coals that are mined for domestic use, and by
strict attention to business we hope to please all
who favor us with their orders.
(Signed)
mar«8dtfA. K. WRIGHT & CO.

Correct—Attest:

—

PE.MALE HE IP.

Square.

1889.

4471 SNTKD

Address LOCK BOX, No. 977, Portland
up
Post Office.
29-4

the best materials.

WOOD, BISHOP & GO.

State of Maine, County of Cumberland, hs.
of the above
h, Bunk,
,c-dorkTERS, Cashier
named
golemuly swear that the above
statement Is true to the best of mv knowledge and
belleL
(i. C. PETERS, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me tills 17tli day

of

LET—For the summer a suite of furnished
TO
parlors and sleeping room, centrally located
town.

NEW

Canal National Bank

LIT

LIT-House and stable at Woodfords;
rent on Tate, next to Danlortb; 2
small rents on Boyd; one on KUswortb; one ou
rooms all (umlsbed, with or
desirable
Atlantic;
without board, western section city.
L. O.
BEAN & CO„ 40 Exchange
at._18-1

papered -,

.71 US. E. C.

PORTLAND LATIN SCHOOL

TO small

painted
locatlons;

L. Swim.S37 Congrtu St

Mik^A.

__18

HOARD.

MALE

NO. 041.

WEEK DAY TUIE TABLE.
Leave Burnham's Wharf at 6.30, 10.40, 9.00,
10.30 a. m., *12.00, 2.00.4.46,10.10 p. m.
Returning, leave Trefethen’s at 0.10, 7.06,0.20,
10.60 a. m., 2.40, D.OG, 0.40 p. m.
Leave Jones’ at 6.20, 7.16, 9.30, 11.00 a. m.,

forbid

oar

gold pin with duck, with small diamonds In tbe
wing. Finder will be suitably rewarded by returning It to 175 STATE ST.
16-1

Sifsagmfkf.

Day

afternoon, May 13th, between
Peaks Island, the Sterling homeLost—Monday
175 State Street amt Smith St., via State.
TO LET—On
stead, containing 11 rooms, all newly
Spring, Park and Congress Sts.,
shaped
and
of the most desirable

_16-1

mayCeodCmPORTLAND,

—OF THE—

trip, adults,

_18-1

JOHN SMITH, Jk.. BusiHerald Building, Boston;
family grocery and provision store and business; leu years established;
fine corner location in this city; trade has run as
high as $600 weekly; sold ony on a ccouut of
C-jinge in business; no bonus or fixtures to buy.

Isaac C Atkinson, uwn’l Man'r.

AS FOLLOWS:

Round

FOUND-A

L
Ptrilaat MehMl «f

Pupils thoroughly Instructed In shorthand and
and evening sessions.
type-writing.
Send tor circular.

eodlmtp

TO

NAI.R by
FOR
ness
Broker.

FOR BALK BY

RKPORT OF TKXK CORD1TIOK

1—..

POUND.

lot Crates Crockery, with
twenty barrel! glass ware, Just opened. Tin
ware received every week and lots ot
housekeeping goods, at way down prices, always on hand at
MITCHELL'S 5c store, 520 Congress street.
new

—

Commencing; Monday, April 29, 1889,

•For

LOST AND

$600

GREENWOOD Auburn, Bangor, Biddeford, Gardiner, Norway, Rockland
my20dtf

C t\CA.,

rooms

eeadquartkrs-

-BRANCHES

Further announcement to be made. Address
Gray street. Portland, Me.mayldli

Streets

u

HUN1NENN CUANITS.

EVERY RANC.E WARRANTED.
Sold by lsaffmg STOVE DEALERS. If
not
*W
your vicinity, send your address for
tformation to the manufacturers,

on

17

PAPERS.

WANTED—A

Corner Pearl and Middle Streets.

Leaves Burnham’s' Wharf, between Custom
House ami Boston Steamers, for Trefethen's and Jones’ Landings and
Cushing’s Island.

6.26 p.

my 15

work.
ieft-haud bell.

fHh

AUCTIONEERS

Household fr'urulfure| at
Auction.

A NT to a license from the Honorable
PL HSU
shall sell by anetlon at
Judge of Probate,

SAVED.

EE

1

woman

1

ordinary kind.

in.,

CAN

Hall L. Davis, 49 Exchange

good references required.
and 3, or alter 6 P. M.

skilful mechanics

Sale of

The largest retail stock of Kooai Papers ever shown In this market
at prices lower than ever before known, make no
purchases unltl
you examine these goods.
Kooiu mouldings at about one-half former prices.

WANTED—At
to

Furnished with Plain LEGS or with CABINET
B ASE, LOW HOT CLOSET, ELEVATED HOT
CLOSET, ELEVATED SHELF, END TANK
WATER FRONT, or BRASS
COIL; also, oar
WICKET OVEN DOOR, and
patent PEDAL

_

F. 0. BAILEY & CO.,

BROS.

ROOM

Advertiser.

ATTACHMENT, making the most complete
cookiig apparatus reproduced. Made by

at the

1.00, 2.30, 6.16, 0.30 p. m.
Leave Cushing’s at b.60,9.40,11.10 a.

MONEY

governess;
WANTED—A
work. Address X. Y.

Splendid Bargains.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.
STEAMER

RINES

Enquire

W:th Low fc.id Hearth
and Lar^e Ash Pan,
Fitted for Coal or 24 inch Wood.

a

MRS.TORN

WANTED—A
miles out

COOKING RANGE.

we

lot, Woodford street. Doerfox. (Il*l
house on the left-haud side), house has six ttuIshed rooms. Hood cellar. ft«*i»ag<> water, food
drainage, aud m in rtrst-class shape throughout
and nice neighborhood. Lot about dOx*oo feet.
Terms at sale.
maylMtd

ware,

exchanged.
Manufacturer, Lock Box 13.83, N. Y.
dlaw4wM
my!3

w e publish; we Intend to
give the answer to
the sentence twice between now and the
date answers are required; so that to read is
the sure wav to win $10.00;
unless we did
this puzzle for you we could not tell
you
plainer—the clue is perfeet; go in and win;
you have out best wishes for success.
Remember the clearing sale all thi? week, of

Parasol

m..
May 21st, at 3 o'clock
ON TUESDAY,
shall sell the two and half story wooden
and

house

we

ences

READ EVERY ADVERTISEMENT

is

our

UNEQUALLED.

The SureWay toWin:

deal

been before, and the line

novelties in

at

daughter,

season

prices

—

Her eyes replied, your trade she
sighed. -I
spread mortar
And with other men great houses raise.
But now I’m troubled with the lovers’
craze;
^ 11 promise
to do.”
Will you? Then count me asanything
your wife and true.
If you will don your hat just now, and go
tor the furniture we warn to the Atkinson House
Furnishing Co.,
On
your own terms I’ll say the little ‘yes.’
And trust to you for happiness and bliss.”

ready have been nearly as
large on these goods as
they were for the entire

the

FOUNls—Proxide

Of

Half of the
in the

CLUE

of

Silicate, (sure death to
potato, squash and cucumber bugs, currant
and cabbage worms; harmless to man or beast;
every pound warranted.
C. B. DALTON & CO.,
27 Preble street.
20-1

There is in daily use an article
which we always use each particle.
You must not miss It. or surmise
It’s unnecessary to the
winning of the prize;
rwas in the cool of a summer afternoon.
Not quite dark-but for the
lamps too soon.
In a chair of ease
gazing at an oil cloth mat,
Near by a Quaker Range a son and
daughter sat;
Two brothers gamboled in that Quaker’s
heat.
Tliinking of an article in general use; their meat
Was ready, and off a plate never used before
The ate and then proceeded to the
door.
For a traveller up the
pathway came
Hailing from Europe’s laud of fame;
Refreshed by meat he courted approbation
By singing soft and sweet of a location
Dear to every Yankee in this the
greatest nation;
Love stirred the stranger, he
eyed the farmer’s

sizes from

5 to 9 1-2 is now
25c for all sizes.

THE

Deerlug,

Street,

ACC! ION.

MV

a.

thirly-seveuth

far Many Thousand. Sole' Establish Them

May lStli,
Sealed proposals will lie received at this Office
until noon of Tuesday, May 28th, 1889, to furnish
subsistence and other supplies, including water,

Portland industry.

MARRIACES.
Maude

the best in town

for the

_

Index Soap is

is

Brown Block.

annua! meeting of this
association, will be held at City Building,
oil
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY and
Portland,
THURSDAY, June 11,12,13.1889.
CHA8.1). SMITH, Secretary.
inay2od3w

4—From the letters above form a complete sentence read Ini; from top >o bottom, transpose
the lett rs anv way you wish, but when complete the same number of letters must be In
each line and refer to the aims of our
company.

and

Congress Street,

maygo_eodtf
Maine Medical Association.

-Give the name of the most popular House Furnisher of today.

3—The names of cities in which both the ancien
and modern House Furnishers earned their
reputation.

The line of 25c black

girls

539

of ancient record.

3

mediate attention.

boys

inviting

Wooslford

tne

KtHtas.

bargain in seasonable
goods and should have im-

for

in

pride

their customers
to
call and examine
them.

1—Give the name the greatest House Furnisher

ine

stockings

take

OETDWLS

Cotton and
It is a genu-

On

THl KSDAY
No. ISO l'earl street,
Best values for the money.
10 yds. good Linen the home
TWENTY-TH1BD day of May. A. D. ■»»».
at ten o’clock
m.. all the household furniture
Diaper for 98 cents.
l.eloiig|nK to the estate of Samuel S. Hlch. lafe of
10 yards good Cotton Diaper for 50 cents.
consisting In part of carpets.
furnace.
ck?cks c,lV,l.“r^ariorJ'ult' kiu-beo
bf,llll“!r plctu"M
Wool
Blouses in large variety. Good assort- ra&SM&SSr
Boys'
Portland, May 1C. laga
ment of colors.
WILLLK*\KiCEi'L. j
Blue or Gray Blouses at only 98 cents each.
Navy
11
_may 17-30-22
“
«
11
11
$1.25 each.
F. O. BAILEY & CO.,
Large job lot of $1.75 Blouses at only $1.39 each.
Aoetiooem and Coiuiimxion Xmbants.
These last are in shades of grey and brown.
Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
Regular $2.00 Blouses marked $1.75 each.
r. O. Btll.IV.
C. W. ALL*!
We shall sell bargains in Boys’ Pants.
marl 4
dti
The place to buy Boys’ Knee Pants at extremely
•EDUCATION AS.
low prices.
Good Pants for summer wear 48 and 50 cts. pair.
A. BELLOtVS
Large lot better qualities at 59 and 75 cents pair. MR. &
-WILL or** AHandsome $1.25 Pants at $1.00 pair.
Hoarding and Day School
Sizes in either lot from 4 to 15 years.
FOR GIRLS,
Large drive in Boys' Shirt Waists to arrive first of
In Portland, September 17th, 188*.
the week.
The usual English branches wll! be taught.
Particular attention paid to Elocution. Khetorir,
Gentlemen’s good Laundered Shirts at only 69 History
and English literature. Instruction la
cents each.
Latin, French and Herman by competent teachers. Classes will be funned for the study at the
History ol Art. The principals will be assisted
Large men can get fitted to White Shirts at
by Miss L. B. Holbrook.

an

Wyer Greene & Go.

YJYS.UOSD

etc., and the

Port-

in

land.

TITIIRWH
WERLH

Plain|drabs, browns, blues,

Wyer Creene Sl Co.
At

Fresh

at

_

_

_

Hosiery for
50c the pair.

ARRIVAL.

displayed

ever

TOUISTOIHS

a

lot of French

early.

T*1?, Other day the advance agent of a “Dr.
•lekyll and Mr. Hyde” company told a number of villagers in the post office of a Maine
town where they were billed that their Mr.
Hyde was such a dangerous character that
they were compelled to carry him around the
country chained and in a special car, and

morning

is

_

yard.

dlt

FOOTWEAR

EKO

cents

STREET.

Just arrived, a large invoice of the finest

HUEY
1ERNEP
UCEAYSE

our

AUCTIONEERS
_*
REAL ESTATE

Can buy ready made Sheets or Pillow Cases of us.
We have a large lot made up in the dull season
which will be sold very low.
See the nice White Flannel, to be sold today at 29

Clothier,

EXCHANGE

FRESH

^

ECT

weather today
likely to be rain.
PORTLAND, MAY 20, 1888.

THE
ing

NEAR
may20

n peesnem

,Positively Cured by

LIAO

C. J. FARRINGTON,

from whlah to buy anything pertaining to
House Furnishin
But you are anxious for
that $10.00; well, ere is

apr27dfcwly

U

Downing returns to Portland tomorrow
night, when he opens a two nights’ engagement, appearing in two of the strongest

There is nothing strange
that so many people come
after our clothing.
It’s well known for its sterl
ing worth.
It’s well known for its re*
liability in workmanship.
It’s well known for its style
and finish.
It’8well known for its reasonable price.
We shall keep the buyers
tied to us every time when
its possible.
We’ll do better and better.
Today the great call is for
business suits.
We have them at $8.00.
$10.00, $12.00, $15.00 to
$20.00.
Dress Suits $15 to $30.
You can better buy your
boy one Suit a year of our
Boys’ Clothing than two of
the regular sort; style and
service warrant it, $3.00 to
$12.00.

little careful thought?

NEW ADTBKTINBIHBNTN.

DOWNING.

180 aud 182 Middle Street.

Of course you do: plenty of time—answers
not reauired until June 15th.
We are in the
80“ and 90“ again; mercury is up, but

The

wrote

a

F. 0. BAILEY & CO.

BOARDING HOOSES

you want to

by

AUCTION IALKA

-AND-

down in price. Good news from the Baldwin people gives us a chance to reduce every
Refrigerator; we have the handsomest variety ever shown and it will repay you to see
them, even if you do dot wish to buy.
Don’t neglect the baby—get a

AND DRAMA.

ROBERT

W

To the Front!

ADVERTISEMENTS.

FAMILIES, HOTELS

are

hospital.

It is not expected that all of this work will
be finished for some little time to come, but
it will be pushed as rapidly as possible,
ground being broken at once. When completed the hospital will be just double its
present proportions.
Messrs. Fassett &
Tompson will at once prepare the plans.

NEW

APVKKTIgEMEIVTII.

vvvvvvvvv nvvvivvvvv %

REFRIGERATORS

dence for the resident physician, provided
with the modern conveniences,
containing
about fourteen rooms, and of a correspond-

ing height

KEW
_

SOLVERO
DUZZLE
I

pavilion—which will be used for hospital wards and private rooms for
patients—
will have attached to it a handsome resi-

this time.
Total number of changes this year.12,170
Names added tills year .3,053
Names erased this year.2,686

Showing

city, May 19, Mary, \*i<h>w the late

new

&

Hooker, Professor of
Botany at Mount Holyoke Seminary, is visiting friends in Gardiner. Miss Hooker is a

'ears.

03 years 4 mouths.

run

Ii. Smith is improving in

city. May 17. Joseph U. Poor, aged 57

Iu tills
In this

Present Buildings.

Train 25, Hutchinson conductor, which
left Boston at 12.30 Saturday noon for Portland crowded with passengers, met with an
accident while nearing Salem depot at 1.05.
The train was passing a frog at a point op
posite Gardiner street when a journal on the
the Pullman ear broke throwing the wheel
off the rail and letting the car down on the
track. The train was moving rapidly at the
time and the ear was dragged upwards of
1000 feet before it was stopped.

was

of the Directors

Large Additions To Be Made to the

Salem.

striking the ground
Blood flowed freely

Meeting

Held Saturday.

press From Boston.

NEW AUVEKTINEME KTI*.

DEATHS.

MVVIIINKRY
—

AMI
WITH

TOOLS,

—

BlILDINHS, LANDS and LEASEHOLD
Formerly occupied by WELCH A URIFFtTH.
ie
This
property is

situated

on

linrr

so».(

Arlington, iVInra., aud Is remarkably well
adapted lor manufacturing purposes, having both
steam and water power. This property must be
sold, and can be purchased very tow If applied lor
once.
A close examination of this property is
as a most excellent opportunity Is oflersd
to manufacturers. For plans and further particulars apply to
AI.HFKT UKIUKK,
<1 Oliver mtroet.
maylOcod'fw

at

Invited,

_

COUNTKt
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IN the pleasant, healthy village of florham. Me.
A. First class modern residence; twelve rooms
finished. Large stable connected; bulldlugs on
high ground; corner lot, on two slrtets, small
orchard, choice fruit, and surrounded by fine
shade trees; only a few minutes’ walk to churches
state Normal and High Schools, ami Fortlaod *
Rochester Depot, and ten miles from Portland.
A very desirable residence. In nice order for
Immediate occupancy. For sny further particulars address HOUSE, Bo* 53/’ Itothara, Me.
d4w
rnylO

